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INTRODUCTION
Background
Fluid milk markets seldom receive the exact quantities of railk needed for
bottling uses.1 This situation arises because of the difficulty of equating
daily, seasonal, or yearly production with consumer demand for bottled milk
products. In order to cover bottling needs in the periods of smallest pro-
ducer output, surpluses tend to be produced in other periods.
2
Historically, surpluses rather than shortages have dominated milk markets
of the Midwest. This problem has become more important nationally with the
increasing importance of fluid milk markets under Federal Milk Marketing Orders.
According to Williams,
In 22 North Central markets that had been regulated by Federal
Orders since 1950 or before, only 63 per cent of the milk received
from producers was used in bottled milk products in 1955. Utilization
in bottled products in 1955 was two percentage points above the aver-
age for the preceding five years. A 195lt study in the Northeast show-
ed 65 per cent of the inspected milk produced in that region used in
bottled railk and cream (12).
As these markets further develop, the magnitude of surplus milk promises
to continually grow with them. Accordingly, this will lead to serious pro-
blems in the marketing of fluid milk.
Types of Surplus
There are several types of fluid milk surplus. Day-to-day surpluses
Fluid milk is milk that is produced under health regulations which will
allow it to be used in bottled milk products.
2In a general way, surplus milk is defined as that part of the fluid milk
supply not consumed as fluid milk. This milk is diverted into the production
of other dairy procucts such as ice cream, butter, cheese, evaporated milk and
dry milk (6). Although it is of the sane quality, surplus milk does not come
under the same health regulations for processing as does fluid milk.
have developed in recent years due to every-other-day delivery and day-to-day
variation in sales through stores. Supermarket sales vary a great deal,
especially just before a weekend when consumer sales are particularly heavy.
The problem of day-to-day surpluses are met in part by carrying producers*
milk over from light to heavy bottling days. This practice is limited by
holding capacity, quality considerations, and health regulations.
Seasonal surplus results from a rather wide variation in nilk production
from season to season. Typically milk production is highest in the spring,
tapers off during the summer until a low is reached in early winter, then
increases until the high is again reached in the spring. In contrast, sales
of fluid milk are rather constant over the year. The extra milk received
from producers during the spring and summer months above the fluid needs
plus an "operating reserve" is referred to as seasonal surplus.!
Periodic surplus is the surplus in a market in a given month, which
varies from year to year. This amount is the surplus which can not be ex-
plained by day-to-day or seasonal variations in supply.
SETTING
After World War II, many producers' associations found they no longer
could control the entry of producers into a market area. Even though the
market was adequately supplied with fluid milk, dealers would by-pass the
producers' association to obtain more fluid milk by adding new producers
without the consent of the producers' association. Generally, this milk went
into surplus uses which resulted in a reduction in the blend price of milk and
Operating reserve is the supply of fluid milk necessary to meet day-to-
day fluctuations in demand for fluid milk.
a decline in the bargaining power of producers' associations. In
the Midwest,
this additional milk was primarily diverted into the production of high
quality
ice cream products which were normally manufactured from lower quality
manu-
facturing milk. As a result, dealers supplying this batter quality product
were in a favorable position to compete with dealers in other areas who were
unable to obtain the necessary quantities of fluid milk, at comparable prices,
for this product. This tended to destroy the marketing structure of the exist-
ing markets in some areas.
With the bargaining power of the producers' associations reduced, further
downward pressure on milk prices developed and market stability was decreased.
Due to this situation, producers and other interested parties in the South
Central section of the United State3 requested the United States Department of
Agriculture to investigate the price determining procedures and the problems
associated with the handling of surplus milk in their area. As a result of this
request, the Department of Agriculture is currently studying the over-all prob-
lem of surplus milk pricing and handling in this area. A continuation and ex-
pansion of this study is now underway in the North Central Region under the
direction of representatives of the tfCH-12 Technical Committee on Dairy Mar-
keting Research.
One method that could be used to provide some insight into the problems
associated with the marketing of surplus milk would be to construct synthetic
models of different marketing structures. The effects of a great number of
changes in the market institutions of a particular market could then be ana-
lyzed and evaluated with the assumed goal of society to be profit maximization
and economic effioiency.
As implied earlier, the two dominant power groups most often found in
surplus milk market areas are the dealers and the producers' marketing associa-
tions. The first power group to be considered is the producers' marketing associo-
tion. It consists of a number of producers cooperatively banded together to
market their milk.1 The extent of producer participation in the association
influences its bargaining power. If all producers are members of an association,
the association may have a dominant role in setting price and determining how
much milk each dealer will receive. This is especially true if the producers'
association has facilities for handling surpluses, or if it has an agreement
with one dealer for handling all of its surplus.
The other power group normally present is either one dominant dealer or a
group of dealers acting under a tacit agreement regarding price and market
sharing. This arrangement can be particularly harmful to producers if there is
a definite lack of cooperation among producers.
There can be all kinds of market agreements and degrees of influencing
power by producers and dealers in a market. The powers or effects of these
power groups and their relative importance in synthetic models leads to an in-
come distribution or welfare problem. Because of the value judgements explicit
in this type of analysis and the lack of economic tools and models necessary for
proper evaluation, this study will not attempt to present the proper balance of
powers necessary for the most efficient method of handling surplus Bilk under
any market structure or group of market structures.
With the assumptions of a continuing supply of surplus milk, it seems
desirable to empirically identify and study the institutions in several market
Producers' associations often carry on other activities for their mem-
bers, such as checking weights and performing butterfat tests. Some producer
groups also have facilities for processing their own surplus milk.
areas in a framework of economic efficiency, A study of this kind would at-
tempt to determine the effect of clianges in the alternative methods of handling
various volumes of surplus milk with a given set of institutions. It would
also provide some insight into the most efficient method of handling surpluses
under a given market structure. This synthesis would then yield information as
to the most efficient system of handling surpluses under different market
structures.
Even with the mosc efficient system of handling surpluses under different
market structures, there is no assurance tiiat savings would he passed on to
consumers. This is true because of the monopoly elements present in some in-
stitutions within certain market structures. However, this information would
be very desirable in making policy decisions affecting producers, dealers, and
consumers. It is within this framework that this study is confined. Major
emphasis in this study will be directed towards providing, "building block"
data on costs for the types of synthetic analysis discussed above.
OBJECTIVES
The major objective of this study was to provide fixed and variable labor
requirements, by skill categories, for basic processes and products of a large
raulti-product dairy processing plant, handling the largest portion of surplus
milk from a large Federal Order market.
The second objective was to pro-vide estimates of the electrical, steam,
and refrigeration requirements by processes and products for each major piece
of equipment used in this plant.
The third objective was to briefly analyze the labor efficiency by basic
processes and by individual workers within each basic process.
The fourth objective was to adequately describe each basic process as to
the work elements required and equipment used.
The fifth objective was to evaluate the use of ratio-delay methodology in
a flexible milk processing plant.
SCOPE OF STUBr
As a part of the fiorth Central Regional study, the Department of Agri-
cultural Economics at Kansas State University selected for study, one partio-
ular market structure handling surplus milk. Within the market structure, the
existing market institutions were defined. Almost all institutions, such as
the Federal Milk Marketing Order, existing health regulations, the producers 1
association, bargaining arrangements, etc., were held constant. All other pro-
cessing plants and the existing degree of technology were also held constant.
Within this structure, the one selected milk processing plant, handling the
largest share of surplus milk under the existing market structure, was analyzed
by a detailed cost of production study.l A major objective of the broader
study is to determine the most efficient method of marketing surplus milk in the
market previously mentioned. Although knowledge of the cost structure of the
plant is not a sufficient condition for evaluating economic efficiency, it is a
necessary one. This thesis is a part of the coat of production study.
The most significant single item of cost in a dairy processing plant is
labor. It has been estimated that 60 per cent of the total cost in a milk pro-
cessing and bottling plant could be attributed to labor (2). In 1957, labor in
plant A accounted for approximately UO per cent of the total operating cost.
The one selected multi-product dairy processing plant will hereafter be
referred to as plant A.
While major emphasis of this study id.ll be placed on labor, other components
of cost such a3 electricity, steam, and refrigeration will be discussed. In
this analysis, it seemed desirable to present these inputs in physical terms,
whenever possible, for each major piece of equipment or basic process in plant
A, A basic process was defined as a complete operation on a product, from the
time a decision was made to perform this operation, until the operation was
completed and the product in such a state that it could have had alternative
uses in its present form.
From the input requirements of each piece of equipment or basic process,
unit product requirements can be calculated for basic processes. A synthesis
of these requirements will yield the total ir.put requirements per unit of
product produced in plant A.
The methodology used to gather information for determining labor input
requirements was also used to analyze the general labor efficiency of plant
A. The labor efficiency analysis was confined to the relative labor efficiency
by basic processes and individual workers within basic processes. By definition,
the labor efficiency analysis is relevant only to plant A, but the methodology
used in determining the relative labor efficiency can be adapted to fit the
needs of many other jobs and industries.
HOVEL
A general description of the economic model as to the independent and
dependent variables within the given market structure was outlined in the
scope of the study. As explained earlier, this study is a detailed cost of
production analysis of a large multi-product dairy processing plant.
For most economic a.ialysis of this kind, it is convenient to divide phys-
ical inputs into fixed and variable categories. For this analysis, fixed
inputs were defined to be constant for a production run. Here a production run
was defined as a complete processing cycle involving setting up equipment, pro-
cessing, disassembling, and cleaning equipment. Limits were set to the length
of a production run by restraints such as length of work day, market require-
ments, and technical considerations. Technical restraints such as the need
for periodic cleaning and maintenance of equipment, quality considerations,
equipment capacities, technical supervision, and the existing degree of tech-
nology were considered limiting. The output of a production run varied widely
from a minimum practical level to the limits imposed by the restraints pre-
viously mentioned.
The general form of the functional relationship expressing inputs in
physical terms for a particular process is given as follows:
hi ' aij + bij XJ '
and
i » factor 1 through factor n,
J » process 1 through process 37,
where
I** - total input of factor 1 in physical terms for process j and
output Xj for a particular production run,
aji • physical inputs of fixed factor i for process j for a produc-
tion run,
bij physical inputs of variable factor i for process j per unit of
output Xt
,
Xj » units of output of product in physical units for process J for
" a particular production run.
Assuming constant variable requirements over the output range possible for
a particular production run, this general equation will express the physical
fixed and variable inputs required for a production run for any process in plant A.
METHODOLOGY
General Description of the Ratio-Delay Technique
The ratio-delay technique was originated and developed by L. H. C. Tippett,
a statistician, in the British textile industry in 1935.1 Tippett concluded
that if random observations were taken on a worker, the number of observations
falling into various work classifications would be in proportion to the amount
of time expended on each of these work classifications (10).
This technique was virtually ignored until some years later when Robert R.
Morrow applied it in the United States under the name of ratio-delay. Morrow
further developed the technique and proved it a highly practical statistical
technique for obtaining the percentage of time machines or workers were in
operation or productive (7). Using ratio-delay, he determined the area of
gross inefficiency in three different industries.
Since Morrow's adaptation, the ratio-delay method has steadily grown in
popularity in this country. It is now used in a great variety of jobs and in-
dustries. It appears to the author that the present refinements of ratio-delay
will enable its growth in popularity to continue to encompass an even larger
portion of labor-efficiency studies.
The advantages of a ratio-delay study are numerous, some of which are (5):
1. It gives a maximum of information in a minimum of time. It generally
costs from 33 to 80 per cent less than traditional stopwatch time-
studies (1) and (3).
Ratio-delay is a random-observation, time-study technique. It is also
called snap-reading, activity analysis, activity sampling, work-sampling, and
when photographic equipment is used, memomotion or menomotion analysis.
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2. One can study any section or part of an operation or plant desired,
3. It doesn't interfere as much with normal plant operations as do the
typical time-study or production-study techniques.
lu It can show the variability within a Job or process by observing the
activities over a period of time.
5. It allows supervisors to define and evaluate specific Jobs and to
participate in the study.
6. It is accepted by most labor unions.
There are some limitations to a ratio-delay study which should be presented,
such as (S) and (11)
i
1, It can not be used for micro levels of behavior.
2, It does not show employee efficiency, that is, the rate or speed at which
a worker works.
3, It is subject to "observer effect" when a worker is influenced by the
presence of the observer.
Performing a ratio-delay study is similar to many other problems in that one
starts by stating the objectives of the study, then planning the study, making
the study, and finally evaluating and presenting the results of the study.
Objectives of the Study . The primary objective of most ratio-delay studies
is to reduce the amount of non-productive labor and increase the productive. A
secondary objective night te to determine specific labor requirements of jobs
or machines.
Planning the Study . A ratio-delay study involves everyone in the plant from
top management who makes the decision to have the study, to supervisors and ob-
servers who make the study, to the working personnel being studied. Everyone
must be informed of the study to mitigate any ill feelings that might develop due
to insufficient knowledge.
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Once the decision has been made to make the study, specific job or work
classifications mist be precisely defined, a plant layout drawn, the necessary
forms prepared, and the observers trained (8). It is best if these jobs are
performed by line supervisors in cooperation with the study director. Super-
visors are in the best position to know their respective areas of work, and they
can evaluate the work being done as they take the observations. They may also
take steps to eliminate obvious diseconomies of operation (5). The next step
is for the observers to use the plant layout to determine observation points
and to become thoroughly familiar with the route, the observation points, and
the workers normally stationed in each work area.
The recording forms are a necessary part of the preliminary work. They
must be of sufficient size to define the work categories with precision, pro-
vide enough space to record one day's observations, and give the time for
starting each round of observations as predetermined by a random sampling
scheme. It is essential that observations be taken at random to eliminate
systematic errors.^ The number of observations necessary each day will depend
on the information desired, the nature of the operation, and the time allocated
for the study.
Making the Study
.
It is extremely important for the observer to record
exactly what he sees upon reaching an observation point. He must not anticipate
what the worker will be doing or what he has been doing. The observer should
not always follow the same route, as this leads to "conditioning" the workers
to look busy when the observer enters the area. If the sampling plan has been
Systematic errors are those arising from taking observations on a regular
schedule and having a worker or machine on the same operating cycle or schedule.
urandoirdzed properly, the proportion of time spent in each work category can be
estimated.
A pilot study is desirable to familiarize the observers and workers vita
the study. With around 1*00 observations the pilot study can give a good over-
all index of performance which might allow for grossly inefficient work areas
to be corrected before the study is continued. It will also allow the record-
ing forms to be adjusted as necessary to become more functional.
After all necessary adjustments are completed, the study proceeds with ob-
servers taking observations at predetermined times.
Evaluating the Study. In evaluating the data, there are two important
criteria—validity and reliability. Validity means being able to justify the
results by supportable evidence; here there is no substitute for precision in
setting up the study and gathering the data. Reliability is the confidence that
can be placed on the results. In the case of ratio-delay, it is primarily gov-
erned by the number of observations and the probabilities of different work
classifications as they approach either 0.0 or 1.0 from 0.5 according to the
binomial frequency distribution.!
In the case of ratio-delay, the estimate of the ratio of time spent in one
work category to the time spent in all work categories is taken by a ratio of
observations. This involves a sampling process, and as such, the estimates of
the true ratios are subject to sampling error. For a large sample, the magni-
tude of the sampling error can be measured as follows!
f-V '.w '
^•For a complete description of the binomial theorem as applied to ratio-
delay see reference (5), chapters 6, 7, and 8.
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where
<T5" standard error of p ,
n » total number of observations, and
p » esti-nate of the probability ratio of one event.
For large sample, it is assumed that £ is approximately normally dis-
tributed. With a one in 20 chance of error, it can be exoected that the true
ratio of the number of observations taken in any one work classification will
be within 2 1$ units of p. Therefore, the per cent error can be calculated
by the following formula:
gnoAl Q 1 - J T Al .
\| n - 200 \ \ 1 ~ P I
\ n f
P
where
e » the error given in per cent,
p - estimate of the probability ratio of the event, and
ii » total number of observations.
Using the error formula given above, the number of observations necessary
to be within a given sampling error can be determined as follows:
h ( 1-P )
2
3(ioo)
For example, workers in a certain labor classification are observed pro-
ductive 70 per cent of the time and idle 30 per cent of the time. Assuming 95
per cent confidence limits, the number of observations necessary to be assured
that the true population percentage is within t five per cent of the sample
estimate of the population percentage would be as follows:
it (.30)
= 686
.
(l5o) <*>
It
This is the number of observations necessary for the 91? per cent confidence
limits given above.
After the sample size is determined for a particular confidence level, the
degree of confidence to be attained can be determined by equating the value of
the additional information received Tilth the cost of gathering additional in-
formation (It). Here again, the objectives of the study play a dominant role.
After the desired confidence level is reached, the results of the study can be
presented in a variety of ways depending on what decisions are to be made and
who will make them. The most commonly usee methods of presentation are tables,
charts, arid various kinds of graphs.
Cn the basis of the study, management nay decide to make some cringes in
order to reduce the areas of gross inefficiency. After the desired changes are
effectuated, a continuation of the study may be in order to appraise the effects
of the changes. The new probability (£') is calculated and tested for signifi-
cance against the old probability (£) for the same process or job. The test for
significance could be one of many non-parametric tests such as the chl-square
or analysis of variance tests.
The relationship of the time 3pent in various categories can be used to
estimate the total labor requirements thereof. The total labor requirements
of a particular process can then be divided by the total production for a given
period to give the estimated labor requirements for some standard unit of pro-
duct. This is a very desirable and inexpensive method of determining unit costs.
There are a number of other uses for a ratio-delay study such as determining the
efficiency of workers or machines in different work categories, and determining
^For a descriotion of the chi-square and analysis of variance tests for
significance see reference (9), pages lS-2£ and 90-91.
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the exact flow of products through a plant. The possibilities are only limited
by the disadvantages given earlier.
Determining Utility Requirements 1
After the basic processes in plant A were defined, operating information
was obtained for each piece of equipment used in each process. The name, manu-
facturer, model, serial number, capacity, and utility requirements (whenever
possible) were obtained for each piece of equipment by inspecting the manu-
facturer's plate on each piece of equipment, by examining equipment inventory
cards from the plant's files, and by direct correspondence with equipment manu-
facturers. After the equipment information was assembled, utility requirements
were calculated by two Mechanical Engineering students under the direction of
members of the Mechanical and Agriculture Engineering Departments of Kansas
State University.
Steam and refrigeration requirements were calculated on a unit of output
basis wherever possible. If not on a unit of output basis, these requirements
were calculated for a particular process as one unit. Steam and refrigeration
requirements are given in Btu's per unit. Electrical requirements were calcu-
lated for each motor at a given level of efficiency from engineering handbooks.
Electrical requirements are given in kilowatts per hour of machine running time.
2
It was assumed that the utility requirements per unit of operating time were con-
stant at some given level of efficiency for the output range possible for a
TJtility requirements covered in this study include electricity, steam,
and refrigeration.
2The method of calculating unit costs for steam, refrigeration, and elec-
tricity is available upon request from the Agricultural Economics Department,
Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas.
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production run in any particular process in plant A. The specific utility re-
quirements for each piece of equipment, by processes in plant A, are given in
Appendix I, Tables 39 through 68.
EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION
Plant Selection
The general background for this study was given in the scope of the study.
The particular market structure selected for study was determined on the basis
of a judgement sample. The reasons for selecting this particular market struc-
ture werei -1- it was a relatively large Federal Order market in the Midwest,
-2- it was a fairly "tight" or compact market, -3- it was of such a nature that
one milk processing plant handled most of the surplus milk, -li- it had a well
organized producers' association, -5- it was a well organized market, -6- in-
stitutions within the market had been very cooperative in previous studies, and
-7- this particular market structure wa3 better identified and understood due
to the factors mentioned above.
Selection of the one dairy processing plant within the selected market
structure was also done by a Judgement sample. Due to the institutional arrange-
ments of the dairy processing plants in the market, it seemed best not to select
the plant at random.
Once the market structure and the dairy processing plant within this market
were selected, the plant's management was consulted. The management was very
receptive to a study of thi3 type; therefore, the cost of production study of
plant A was inaugurated.
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Sampling Procedure Within Plant A
Before undertaking the actual ratio-delay study, it was necessary to be-
come familiar with the physical layout of plant A. The first step undertaken
was to determine the physical flow of product inputs through each piece of
equipment to final products. The flow of products through plant A is given in
Plate 1} and the identification of the equipment, plant areas, and products
illustrated in Plate I, are enumerated in Table 1.
The second step was to decide the scope of this phase of the study. Cue
to practical limitations, it was decided to include only the physical cost of
producing products by basic processes in plant A from the time inputs entered
the plant until final products were in trucks ready for shipment.^- The costs
of assembling the inputs, distributing final products to wholesalers or re-
tailers, and general control are included in another phase of the general study.
The next step was to precisely define each work element within each pro-
cess. As given earlier the definition of a basic process was a complete operation
on a product, from the time a decision was made to perform this operation, until
the operation was completed and the product in such a state that it could have
had alternative uses in its present form. An example might be the process of
receiving can milk. Once the milk entered the plant, it was pumped to storage
tanks. Management here had the choice of either selling the raw milk or further
processing it in ttie plant.
The advantages of defining basic processes as a complete and separate
This study did not include any functions performed by truck operators, but
it did include all shipping functions performed by regularly employed plant
personnel.
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Table la. Identification and description of equipment, areas,
and final products presented in Plate 1, plant A.
Code
:
I Item
I
i Capacity
S 1
: Electricity*:
:
Steam *: P.efrigeration*
1 Milk pump 3 h.p. X
2 Pressure filter
3 Plate heat
exchanger
21 plates X
A Milk can
washer
13 cans/min. X X
5 Milk intake 100 gal.
pan
6 Storage tank 5,000 gal. X
7 Storage tank 5,000 gal. X
8 Milk pump 20,000
lbs./hr.
X
9 Plate heat
exchanger
20,000
lbs./hr.
X
10 Storage tank 3,000 gal. X
11 Storage tank 2,000 gal. X
12 Cream pump i h.p. X
13 Dump tank 100 gal.
H Twin-coil
pasteurizer
500 gal. X I X
15 Twin-coil
pasteurizer
500 gal. X X X
16 Twin-coil
pasteurizer
500 gal. X X X
17 Cream can
washer
3 cans/min. X X
18 Milk pump 3 h.p. X
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Table la (oont.) Identification and description of equipment, areas,
and final products presented in Plate I, plant A.
I 3 tit
Code » Item t Capacity ; Electricity | Steam i Refrigeration
19 Plate heat
exchanger
17 plates
20 Milk pump 7£ h.p. I
a Pressure filter
22 Separator 10,000
lbs./hr.
X
23 Separator 10.000
lbs./hr.
X
24 Separator 10.000
lbs./hr.
I
25 Milk pump 5 h.p. X
;-6 Bleeder heatei
27 tubular
heater
20,000
lbs./hr.
28 Hot veil 1,000 gal.
29 Hot well 1,000 gal.
30 Two stage
evaporator
18,000
lbs./hr.
X
31 Carton
machine
35 cartons/
min.
X
32 Storage Tat 550 gal. X
33 Storage tank 2,000 gal. X
U Plate heat
exchanger
20,000
lbs./hr.
35 Homogenizer 15 h.p. X
36 Spray drier 1,200
lbs./hr.
x
7.
2
1
22
Table la (oont.) Identification and description of equipment, areas,
and final products presented in Plate I, plant k.
Code
s
: Item
1 I
Capacity : Electricity j Steam
s
s Refrigeration
37 Cyclocentrie
screen and
bagger
Z
38 Electric hoist Z
39 Milk pump 1 h.p. z
40 Churn 4,200 lbs. X
41 Vane churn 5,200 lbs. z
42 Milk pump 3 h.p. X
43 Storage tank 1,500 gal. X
44 Storage tank 1,000 gal. X X
45 Storage tank 1,000 gal. X Z
46 Cheese vat 10,400 lbs. X X
47 Cheese vat 10,400 lbs. X X
48 Case washer 10 eases/min. X X
49 Mixing Tat 30 gal.
50 Miring vat 50 gal. z
51 Continuous
freezer
80 gal./hr. X z
52 Weighing tank 1,000 lbs.
53 Vacuumlzer
and pump
3i h.p. z
54 Milk pump 1 h.p. z
55 Tubular
heater
8,000 lbs./hr. I
56 Pressure filter
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Table la (oont.) Identification and description of equipment, areas,
and final products presented in Plate I, plant A.
: : It
I Capacity ; Electricity s Steam ; RefrigerationCode Item
57 Milk pump 2 h.p. X
58 Standardizer
clarifier
1,000
gal./hr.
z
59 Short-time
pasteurizer
1,000
gal./hr.
X X
60 Homogenizer 25 h.p. x
61 Vitamin
dispenser
x
62 Storage
tank
2,000 gal. X X
63 Vaeuumlzer
and pump
3 h.p. X
64 Separator 300 gal./hr. X
65 Processing
Tat
300 gal. X X X
66 Processing
vat
300 gal. X X X
67 Seal-on
machine
32-50 bottles/
min.
X
68 Carton
machine
25 cartons/rain
.
2 X X
69 Bottle
vasher
24 bottles/min. X X
70 Processing
rat
100 gal. x I
71 Processing
vat
200 gal. I I
72 Butter
printing
machine
1,000 lbs./hr. X
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Table la (cont.) Identification and description of equipment, areas,
and final products presented in Plate I, plant A.
t : t<i
Code : Item : Capacity ; Electricity ; Steam i Refrigeration
73 Butter
wrapping
machine
1,200
lbs./hr.
Z
74 Roller drier 1
75 Pulverizer X
76 Weigh tank
and milk
intake pan
1,000 lbs.
77 Vacuum sampler -£ h.p,
and pump
Z
78 Milk pump 3 h.p. z
79 Pressure
filter
80 Storage
tank
5,000 gal. z
81 Storage
tank
4,000 gal. X
82 Cream pump li h.p. X
83 Pressure
filter
84 Sewing
machine
z
85 Storage vat 550 gal. z
86 Milk pump 2 h.p. z
87 Bagger
88 Filler and
capper
35-^.5 bottles/
mln.
z
89 Cheese
mixer
z
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Table la (eonel.) Identification and description of equipment, areas,
and final products presented in Plate I, plant A.
s t : : t
Code : Item : Capacity : Electricity : Steam : Refrigeration
90 Cheese mixer
hoist
Z
91 Fruit feeder X
92 Mixing vat 50 gal. z
93 Milk pump J- h.p. z
94 Milk pump i h.p. z
95 Bottling
machine
18-24 gal./min.
33 £ gal./min.
X
96 Milk pump i h.p. X
97 Cheese vat
agitator
i h.p. z
98 Cheese vat
agitator
i h.p. z
99 Milk pump 3/4 h.p. I
100 Extraction
pump
3 h.p. X
101 Milk pump l£ h.p. z
102 Milk pump £ h.p. X
103 Milk pump 3 h.p. 1
104 Milk pump 2 h.p. 1
105 Surge tank 20 gal.
106 Surge tank 40 gal.
107 Surge tank 40 gal.
108 Surge tank 40 gal.
109 Surge tank 30 gal.
Specific requirements are given in Appendix I, Tables 39 through 68.
Table lb. Identification and description of equipment, areas,
and final products presented in Plate I, plant A.
Code_ Plant Areas
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110
111
112
113
Bulk receiving
Receiving glass bottles and cases
Cold storage
Ice cream hardening room
Refrigeration requirements are given in Appendix IV.
Table lc. Identification and description of equipment, areas,
and final products presented in Plate I, plant A.
Code Product Unit size
1H
115
116
117
118
119
120
ia
122
123
124
Raw, cooled, Grade A milk
Raw, cooled, Grade A cream
Pasteurized Grade A milk
Pasteurised Grade A cream
Pasteurized Grade A milk
Chocolate milk
Ice cream mix, ice milk mix,
sherbet mix, cheese dressing
Whole milk
Whole milk, orange drink,
grape drink
Whole milk
Whole milk, chocolate milk,
skim milk, buttermilk, half
and half, whipping cream
10 gallons
10 gallons
10 gallons
10 gallons
Five-gallon dispenser cans
Five-gallon dispenser cans
10-gallon cans
One-gallon glass jugs
One-half gallon glass
One-half gallon paper
Quarts paper
125 Half and half Pints paper
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Table lc (cond.) Identification and
and final products
description of equipment, areas,
presented in Plate I, plant A.
Code Product Unit size
126 Whole milk, chocolate milk
127 Whole milk, chocolate milk,
whipping cream, half and half
128 Ice cream, ice milk, sherbet
129 Cottage cheese curd
130 Creamed cottage cheese
One-third quart paper
One-half pint paper
Two-and-one-half gallons,
one-half gallon, pints
10-gallon cans
Five pounds, two pounds,
12 ounces
131 Condensed whole or skim milk 10-gallon cans
132 Dry whole milk or non-fat
dry milk
100-pound bags
133 Dry whole milk or non-fat
dry milk
220-pound barrels
134 Pasteurized Grade C cream 10-gallon cans
135 Bulk butter 6^-pound boxes
136 Packaged butter One-pound cartons, one-pouni
quarters, one-half pound
quarters
137 Dried buttermilk 100-pound bpgs
138 Dried buttermilk 220-pound barrels
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operation on various products seeras obvious. On economic grounds, the defini-
tion used provided decision making points within plant A and a choice criteria
for management to make decisions at these points. It also provided "building
block" material for developing synthetic analyses to be used in this study or
other studies of a similar nature.
Work elements within each process were developed by the study director in
cooperation with the plant superintendent and assistant superintendent. Work
elements were defined as specific work tasks performed within each process.
Work elements were grouped together within departments according to divisions
of labor. The divisions of labor were classified as variable, fixed—other
than maintenance, fixed—maintenance, and idle time according to the require-
ments thereof.» Departments (an aggregation of divisions of labor) were defined
as major operations within each basic process. This gave a process labor
classification by departments (major operations within a process), divisions of
labor (variable, fixed, and idle), and work elements (specific work tasks).
This labor classification is given for each process in the detailed process
descriptions found in Appendix I.
The ratio-delay study of plant A fairly well followed the procedure given
in the previous section. In preparation of the ratio-delay study, a layout of
equipment and areas of the plant were drawn to determine the best observation
points for each process. In order to keep the identity of plant A unknown, the
layout of plant A is not given in this study. Instead, a layout developed by
French of a dairy processing plant showing equipment, areas, and workers is
^Fixed—maintenance was work done for the care and maintenance of the
equipment and area surrounding the equipment in each process while fixed—other
than maintenance was work such as hooking up or cleaning equipment which was
fixed for a production run.
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given in Plate n u an example of the type used in this study (3). In addition
to the above, this layout shown the route followed by the person taking the la-
bor-performance observations and the observation points.
Using the plant layout, flow diagram, labor classification data, and de-
tailed process descriptions) recording forms were developed and the observers
trained. The recording forms, examples of which are given in Appendix III,
listed each department and work elenent within each process. The forms pro-
vided for classifying each observation taken on a worker as to whether the
worker was productive or delayed. Delay was further categorised into avoidable,
una-Toidable, and loafing. Avoidable delay was defined as breakdowns or work
stoppage in the observed process which could and should have been avoided by
proper Maintenance and operation of equipment in the observed process. Una-
voidable delay was work stoppage in the observed process due to work stoppage
in some prior process upon which the observed process was dependent for its
product or supplies. The recording forms were tried in plant A for two days
while the observers were becoming accustomed to the observation route and jobs
perforned by each worker. After the trial period, the observers were able to
identify each worker by an assigned number and were adequately familiar with
the plant to formally start the study.
It was decided to take as many observations as possible during the normal
eight-hour working day. It took approximately 17 minutes to complete one
round of observations covering all areas of the processing part of the plant.
In order to randomize the sample and reduce systematic errors, numbers from
one to five were drawn at random to determine the number of minutes each ob-
server would wait from the time one round of observations was completed until
the next round was started. The route was frequently reversed during each sam-
ple day in order to reduce the observer effect which is inherent in this type of
S Ti r-i ~H£ a h no
o o* o o
£3
1
;*'
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study.
With the observers recording exactly what each worker was observed doing
upon reaching an observation point, the labor study continued for 21 working
days during the months of August and September, 1957.
Method of Determining Labor Requirements for Plant A
After the necessary labor-study tabulations were completed for workers and
processes, all workers appearing in each process were classified into skill
categories. Skill class 1 (supervisory labor) could perform any job in the
plant. Skill class 2 could perform any task requiring a lower skill class,
but not a task which required supervisory decisions. Skill class 3 could per-
form tasks requiring more than a general knowledge of the particular operation,
but not those tasks requiring a higher skill class. Skill class Ij was defined
as general labor, and these workers could do only those Jobs which did not re-
quire special training or knowledge. These skill categories were determined on
the basis of pay schedules established by the plant manager. It was believed
this would be the best classification since a worker's ability and experience
was generally remunerated accordingly.
Within the labor classification previously given, labor input requirements
in minutes were estimated for fixed and variable labor by skill classes within
each process. In order to give the fixed requirements performed by workers
normally assigned to a process, only the fixed—other than maintenance type of
labor was included in deriving the fixed coefficients.1 Each fixed and vari-
able skill-class coefficient was calculated by one of the following formulas!
^ixed—maintenance was usually performed by workers assigned to the
maintenance department. It was not always required for each production run.
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for variable requirements,
TvbJ- ^bj .^
and for fixed requirements,
fbTJfbj 'Mb
R
J
where
Vwa » minutes of variable labor required for skill elas3 b in pro-
•cj
cess i per unit of product,^
F D < - average minutes of fixed labor required for skill class b in
process j per production run,
TVb1 = total variable observations in skill class b for process j,
LVui - variable loafing observations in skill class b for process j,
Tiv. » total fixed observations in skill class b for process j,
LFW = fixed loafing observations in skill class b for process j,
TD total observations in skill class b for all processes,
'Ay. - total minutes worked for all workers in skill class b for all
processes during the sample period, 2
P-j = total product handled in process j during the sample period, 3
Rj » number of production runs for process j during the sample period.
^The unit of product varies from one process to another according to what
was believed to be the most commonly used unit in the dairy industry.
^Total minutes worked for all workers during the sample period were ob-
tained from time cards kept by plant A.
^Total product handled in each process was obtained from plant A>s pro-
duction records.
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Labor coefficients derived by the formulas given above did allow for fatigue
and personal allowances since workers were not observed during their two allow-
able 15 minute breaks and while attending to personal needs. These coefficients
estimate the minutes of fixed and variable labor required for each of the four
skill classes in each process of plant A. A summation of the skill class re-
quirements of each process gives the total fixed and variable labor requirements
for each process. Assuming constant requirements of the variable labor over the
output range possible for a production run, these formulas will express the
minutes of labor required for a production run for any process in plant A.
A brief description of each process and its labor requirements are given
in the following section. It is believed that these labor coefficients are
applicable to plant Aj beyond this no inference is intended. Some coefficients
In this study are in close agreement with those of other studies} this is true
because many operations in milk processing plants are similar as to volume,
layout, and types of equipment used.
DESCRIPTION AND LADOR REQUIREMENTS OF PROCESS ANALYSIS
Process I. Receiving Can Milk
Process I covered receiving, cooling, and storage of all Grade A and
Qrade C milk entering the plant in 10-gallon cans. Three workers were usually
assigned to receive can milk. A total of 2,565 observations were taken on all
workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included opening cans with a rubber mallet, grading milk by
organoleptic inspection, dumping cans of milk into the dump tank, recording the
weight of each producer's milk, sampling each producer's milk, washing milk
cans using a mechanical can washer, and making routine checks of the first-
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holding tank (Table 2),
Fixed labor included providing aupplies to the process as needed, setting
up equipment, and cleaning equipaent and area surrounding the equipment.
Table 2. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of milk received in cans,
plant A, receiving an average of 31,200 pounds of milk each pro-
duction run, August-September, 1957.1
: Fixed labor t>er s
Skill Class
,
production run : Variable labor per cwt.
(minutes} (minutes)
1 - 0.0029
2 155.3598 0.1*300
3 325.5587 0.71*21*
1* 195.01*95 0.6278
Total2 675.9680 1.8030
Production run was defined a3 a complete processing cycle including set-
ting up equipment, processing, disassembling, and cleaning equipment.
2
Throughout this paper, the totals may not equal the sum of their parts
due to rounding.
Process II. Receiving Bulk Milk
Process II included receiving, cooling, and storage of all Grade A or
Grade C milk entering the plant by bulk trucks. One worker was usually as-
signed to receive bulk milk. A total of 51*1* observations were taken on all
workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included hooking up the plant intake milk pipe to the bulk
truck, pumping milk from the truck tank to first-holding tanks in the plant,
taking a sa-nple of milk, unhooking the milk pipe from the truck tank, and
making routine checks of the pumping process (Table 3)»
Fixed labor in this process included setting up and cleaning the equip-
ment.
Table 3. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of milk received in bulk,
plant A, receiving an average of 73,00? pounds of milk each production
run, August-September, 1957.
-.j., . i fixed labor per i _ . .« , .Skill class
. production run : Variable labor per cut.
(minutes) (minutes)
1 -
2 3.601*6 0.0167
3 122.2578 0.0753
h 61.7522 0.0875
Total 187.61W 0.1795
Process III. Receiving Can Cream
Process III included receiving and storage of all route or station cream
entering plant A (all cream entered in 10-gallon cans). Three workers were
usually assigned to receive can cream. A total of l,95Li observations were
taken on all workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included opening cans with a rubber mallet, grading cream
by organoleptic inspection, dumping cream from cans into the dump vat, re-
cording the weight of each producer's cream, sampling each producer's cream,
washing cream cans using a mechanical can washer, stacking empty cream cans,
and making observations of the coil vats into which cream was pumped (Table It),
Fixed labor included providing supplies as needed, setting up equipment,
and cleaning equipment and area surrounding the equipment.
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Table It. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of cream received in cans,
plant A, receiving an average of 2,885 pounds of cream each production
run, August-September, 1957.
Skill class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor per cut.
1
2
3
b
Total
(minutes)
28.8702
116.8962
161.71*75
307.5138
(minutes)
1.5929
10.1319
9.U778
21.2026
Process IV. Separating Grade C Milk
Process IV included all separation and processing activities from the
time Grade C milk left the first-holding tanks until skim milk was in the
separator surge tank and cream was in cream holding tanks. One worker was
usually assigned to separate milk. A total of 288 observations were taken on
all workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included observing and adjusting equipment in the process
as necessary for efficient operation and, occasionally, canning cream in
10-gallon cans as it came from the separators (Table 5).
Fixed labor included setting up equipment, hooking up pipe lines to the
equipment, and cleaning equipment and area surrounding the equipment.
Table 5. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of milk separated, plant A,
separating an average of 1(8,658 pounds of milk each production run,
August-September, 1957.
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor oer cwt.
(minutes)
17.51(63
272.0101
161.0295
U50.6169
(minutes)
0.0305
0.905U
0.1259
1
2
3
h
Total
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Process V. Condensing Operation
Process V included pre-heating, condensing, cooling, and storage of con-
densed skim milk or whole milk. If the product was to be dried, it was not
cooled but pumped to drier surge tanks. Products included Grade A and Grade C
whole milk and Grade C skim milk. One worker was usually assigned to condense
milk. A total of 703 observations were taken on all workers observed in this
process.
Variable labor included all activities necessary to forewarn the product
and those activities necessary to evaporate and store the product (Table 6).
Fixed labor included hooking up pipes and equipment, setting equipment in-
to an operational state of readiness, and cleaning equipment and area surround-
ing the equipment.
Table 6. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of condensed milk, plant A,
producing an average of 17jll5 pounds of condensed milk each pro-
duction run, August-September, 1957.
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor per cwt.
1
2
3
1*
Total
(minutes)
2.8175
38.8U13
399.8079
I69.8!i35
611.3102
(minutes)
0.1262
0.1321
0.9159
1.17W
Process VI. Condensing Transfers
Process VI included only those activities necessary to fill 10-gallon cans
with condensed railk and to transport filled cans to the south cold room. Two
workers were usually assigned to transfer condensed milk. A total of 221 ob-
servations were taken on all workers observed in this process.
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Variable labor included transporting empty cans to the condensed storage
tank, adjusting condensed milk to the desired per cent solids by adding water,
filling 10-gallon cans with condensed milk, and transporting filled cans of
condensed milk to the south cold room (Table 7).
No fixed labor was involved in this process as cleaning the storage tank
was assigned to Process V (Condensing Operation).
Table 7. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of condensed milk trans-
ferred to storage, plant A, transferring an average of lj,325 pounds
of condensed milk each production run, August-September, 1957.
t Fixed labor per J
Skill class
, production run : Variable labor per cwt.
(minutes) (minutes)
1 - 0.02ljl
2 - 0.9306
2
1.6868
0.3605
Total - 3.0021
Process VII. Selling Condensed Milk
The only labor involved in this process was variable labor needed to
transport 10-gallon cans of condensed milk to the conveyor in the south cold
room and to place these cans on the conveyor. Loading the truck from the con-
veyor was performed by the truck operator, and he was not observed in this
study (Table 8). Two workers were usually assigned to help load out con-
densed milk. A total of 52 observations were taken on all workers observed
in this process.
No fixed labor was charged to this process.
1.0
Table 8. Minutes of labor required for filling and selling a can of condensed
milk, plant A, selling an average of 66 cans of condensed railk each
production run, August-September, 1957.*
„, .,, , '
Fixed labor per s
_ J ,, , ,Skill class
. production run » Variable labor per can
(minutes) (minutes)
1 - 0.0258
2 - 0.221*6
3 - 0.3603
ii - 0.21*83
Total - 0.8590
A 10-gallon can was defined to contain 93 pounds of condensed milk.
Process VIII. Spray-Drying Operation
Process VIII included heating condensed milk (either skim or whole), pump-
ing condensed milk to the dryer, and drying. One worker was usually assigned
to the drying operation. A total of 1,007 observations were taken on all
workers observed in the process.
Variable labor included observing and adjusting the equipment used in
this process as necessary for efficient operation (Table 9),
Fixed labor included hooking up pipes and equipment, setting equipment in-
to an operational state of readiness, changing equipment to handle another pro-
duct, and cleaning equipment and area surrounding the equipment.
Table 9. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of spray-dried milk, plant A,
drying an average of 6,877 pounds of dry milk each production run,
August-September, 1957.*
_,.,, „. i Fixed labor per i ~ ISkill Class production run : Variable labor per ewt.
(minutes) (minutes)
1 -
2 10 .371*9 0.0217
3 1*1*5.6016 2.5929
Ill
Table 9 (concl.). Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of spray-dried
milk, plant A, drying an average of 6,877 pounds of dry
milk each production run, August-September, 1957.1
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor per cwt.
It
Total
(minutes)
931.7026
1,380.6791
(minutes)
0.0099
2.621(5
TJry milk includes both non-fat dry milk and dry whole milk. All dry
milk is spray-dried.
Process IX. Packaging Dry Milk
Process IX included all activities necessary to package and seal dry milk
(either skim or whole) in 220 pound barrels or 100 pound plastic lined bags and
to prepare packages for storage. One worker was usually assigned to package
dry milk. A total of 50b observations were taken on all workers observed in
this process.
Variable labor included transporting barrels and bags to the packaging
areaj labeling packages as to fat, solids-not-fat, and weight} adding plastic
liners to packages; positioning packages under the filler; filling packages;
sampling one package in forty for laboratory use; sealing packages; and pro-
viding other supplies to the process as needed (Table 10).
Fixed labor included setting up pipes and equipment, setting equipment in-
to an operational state of readiness, and cleaning equipment and area surround-
ing the equipment.
1*2
Table 10. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of dry milk packaged in
100 pound bags or 220 pound barrels, plant A, packaging an average
of 6,877 sounds of dry milk each oroduction run, August-September,
1957.
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor per cwt.
1
2
3
I
Total
(minutes)
7l*.56l6
207.2295
281.7911
(minutes)
0.0217
2.3805
1.5170
3.9193
Process X. Storing Dry Milk
Process X included those activities necessary to move barrels and bags
of dry milk from the packaging location to the storage arfia and those activi-
ties necessary for stacking. One worker was usually assigned to store dry
milk. A total of 181 observations were taken on all workers observed in this
process.
Variable labor included transporting barrels and bags of dry milk to
storage, stacking, and returning the empty dolly fron the storage area to the
packaging area (Table 11).
Fixed labor included taking inventory of products in storage and rear-
ranging products in storage as needed for ease of handling or for prevention
of falling.
Table 11. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of dry milk stored, plant
A, storing an average of 6,877 pounds of dry milk each production
run, August-September, 1957.
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run
(minutes)
Variable labor per cwt.
1*. 1*798
(minutes)
0.0217
1*3
Table 11 (concl.). Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of dry milk
stored, plant A, storing an average of 6,877 pounds of dry
milk each production run, August-September, 1957.
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor per cvt.
Total
(minutes)
30.8630
220.1393
255.W21
(minutes)
0.5023
0.1*061*
0.9305
Process XI. Shipping Dry Milk
Process XI included all activities necessary to move bags or barrels of
dry milk from the storage area into a truck at the loading dock. Three workers
were usually assigned to load out dry milk. A total of 280 observations were
taken on all workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included preparing the loading dock for loading, preparing
the truck for hauling, loading the dolly with product, transporting the loaded
dolly into the truck, stacking the product in the truck, and transporting the
empty dolly back to the storage area (Table 12).
Fixed labor was not included in this process.
Table 12. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of dry milk shipped, plant
A, shipping an average of 7,718 pounds of dry milk each production
run, August-September, 1957.^-
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor per cwt.
(minutes) (minutes)
0.0885
0.9265
2.9320
3.91*70
1
2
3
1*
Total
barrels.
Dry whole milk and non-fat dry milk in 100 pound bags and 220 pound
Ul
Process XII. Processing and Storing Route Cream
Process XII included activities performed from the time cream entered the
coil vats until the cream was neutralized, pasteurized, vacuumized, cooled, and
stored in holding tanks in preparation for churning. One worker was usually
assigned to process route cream. A total of 272 observations were taken on all
workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included dumping returned butter and cream into the coil
vats, testing cream for acidity, adding neutralizer to cream, and observing
and adjusting equipment as necessary for efficient operation (Table 13).
Fixed labor was not recorded for this process. Cleaning of equipment and
area surrounding equipment used in this process was charged to Process XIV
(Butterraaldng).
Table 13. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of UO per cent cream pro-
cessed and stored, plant A, processing and storing an average of
7,370 pounds of cream each production run, August-September, 1957.
t Fixed labor per i
Skill Class i production run : Variable labor per cwt.
(minutes) (minutes)
1 - 0.0121
2 - 1.6836
3 - 0.0890
h - 0.0299
Total
-
1.81U6
Process XIII. Selling Pasteurized Cream
Process XIII included activities necessary to fill 10-gallon cans with
cream, to transport cans to the south cold room, and to load cans on the con-
veyor in the south cold room. Two workers were usually assigned to help load
out cream. A total of 10li observations were taken on all workers observed in
It5
this process.
Variable labor included transporting empty 10-gallon cans to cream hold-
ing tanks, taking a sample of cream for butterfat tests, filling cans, trans-
porting full cans to the south cold room, and placing full cans on the con-
veyor leading to a truck (Table lit).
Fixed labor was not charged to this process. As the volume of cream sold
was insignificant compared to the amount churned, cleaning of equipment used
in this process was charged to Process XIV (Buttermaking).
Table lit. Minutes of labor required for filling and selling a 10-gallon can
of 1*0 per cent cream, plant A, selling an average of 32 cans of
cream each production run, August-September, 1957.
I Fixed labor per :
Skill Class
, production run •. Variable labor per cut.
(minutes) ( minutes)
1 - 0.2195
2 - 0.7585
3 - 0.7375
It - 0.65U6
Total - 2.3701
A 10-gallon can was defined to contain 33 pounds of ItO per cent cream.
Process XIV. Buttermaking
Process XIV included activities necessary to churn and store butter.
Three workers were usually assigned to buttermaking. A total of 1,956 ob-
servations were taken on all workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included taking a sample of cream for a butterfat testj
filling the churnj churning; preparing baskets and boxes to receive butter;
adding butter color and salej working butter, testing butter for fat, moisture,
and salt content; pulling butter from the churnj weighing and recording the
weight of the butterj filling baskets or boxesj transporting butter to the south
cold room} transporting empty dolly back to churning area; pumping buttermilk
to a storage tank} and providing supplies to the process as necessary (Table
15).
Fixed labor included cleaning equipment and area surrounding the equip-
ment used in Processes XII, XIII, and XIV} sanitizing churns} and hooking up
pipes and equipment used in this process.
Table 15. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of butter churned, plant
A, churning an average of 2,lt0li pounds of butter each production
run, August-September, 1957.
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run
(minutes)
Variable labor per cvt.
(minutes)
1
2
3
(
Total
19.7719
257.0679
120.0591
128.3039
525.2077
3.8239
5.3029
11.7508
3.0350
23.9126
Process XV. Selling Bulk Butter
Process XV included only variable labor involved in moving 61j-pound boxes
of butter from stacks in storage onto the conveyor in the south cold room.
The truck operator loaded his own truck, and he was not observed in this study
(Table 16). Two workers were usually assigned to help load out bulk butter.
A total of 66 observations were taken on all workers observed in this process.
No fixed labor was assigned to this process.
WTable 16. Minutes of labor required per 61}-pound box of butter prepared for
sale, plant A, selling an average of 22.5 boxes of butter each
production run, Aucust-September, 1957.
Skill Class
1
)
Fixed labor per
production run
I
,
Variable labor per box
1
2
3
h
Total
(minutes) (minutes)
0.1817
0.8681
1.5880
2.6378
Process XVI. Printing and Wrapping Butter in Individual Quarter.
One Brand Only-
Process XVI included all activities necessary to print, wrap, case, and
transport to the north cold room individually wrapped quarters of butter in
one-half pound or one-pound cartons. Two workers were usually assigned to
print and wrap butter. A total of 186 observations were taken on all workers
observed in this process.
Variable labor included transporting baskets of butter from the south
cold room to the print room, cutting butter into small chunks, operating but-
ter printer, operating butter wrapper, packaging butter in one-half or one-
pound cartons, casing butter, recording the amount of butter cartoned, trans-
porting cases of butter to the north cold room, and providing supplies to the
process as necessary (Table 17).
Fixed labor included hooking up equipment, taking inventory ox' butter in
the cold room, and cleaning equipment and area surrounding the equipment.
WTable 17. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of butter packaged in in-
dividually wrapped quarters, plant A, packaging an average of 512
pounds of butter in individually wrapped quarters each production
run, August-September, 1957.
I Fixed labor per i
Skill Class
, production run : Variable labor per cwt.
(minutes) (minutes)
1 -
2 -
3 25.1032 1*1.7137
h 2.3lt83 30.10.86
Total 27.7516 72.1323
Process XVII. Printing and Wrapping Butter—Exclusive of the
Special Brand of Process XVI
Process XVII included all activities necessary to print, wrap, case, and
transport to the north cold room all butter except that in Process XVI. But-
ter was packaged in the following type cartons: -1- one-pound parchment
wrapped, -2- one-pound parchment wrapped in cartons, -3- one-pound individually
wrapped quarters, and
-h- one-half pound individually wrapped quarters. Two
workers were usually assigned to print and wrap butter. A total of 816 ob-
servations were taken on all workers observed In this process.
Variable labor included transporting baskets of butter from the south
cold room to the print room, cutting butter into small chunks, operating but-
ter printer, operating butter wrapper, wrapping butter by hand, packaging
butter in one-half or one-pound cartons, casing butter, recording the amount
of butter cartoned, transporting cases of butter to the north cold room, and
providing supplies to the process as necessary (Table 18).
Fixed labor included hooking up equipment, taking inventory of butter in
the cold room, and cleaning equipment and area surrounding the equipment.
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Table 18. Hinutes of labor required per 100 nounds of butter packaged in
various size containers, plant A, packaging an average of 1,356
pounds of butter each production run, August-September, 1957.*
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor per cwt.
1
2
3
h
Total
(minutes)
1*6.0586
7.601*6
53.6632
(minutes)
27.9725
27.5832
55.5557
Container sizes included: -1- one-pound parchment wrapped, -2- one-
pound parchment wrapped in cartons, -3- one-pound individually wrapped quarters,
and
-h- one-half pound individually wrapped quarters.
Process XVIII. Processing Cottage Cheese
Process XVIII included all activities necessary to pasteurize, cool,
manufacture, and store cottage cheese by the long-set method. Two workers
were usually assigned to make cottage cheese. A total of 8U» observations
were taken on all workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included observing the pasteurization and cooling opera-
tions, filling cheese vats with skim milk, preparing starters, performing
various tests on skim milk and curd, cutting curd, cooking curd, draining whey,
hauling whey from processing area, filling 10-gallon straight-sided cheese
cans with curd, and transporting cans of cottage cheese to the south cold room
(Table 19).
Fixed labor included hooking up equipment and pipes, sanitizing equip-
ment, and cleaning equipment and area surrounding the equipment.
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Table 19. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of milk products used in
producing cottage cheese, plant A, processing an average of 10,075
pounds of milk products each production run, August-September, 1957.
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor per cut.
1
2
I
total
(minutes)
2.6836
129.3617
30.3909
le.tou
180.8372
(minutes)
0.0399
2.8551
0.5279
0.1+383
3.8613
Process XIX. Packaging Cottage Cheese
Process XIX included the following activities: -1- moving cans of cot-
tage cheese to the packaging area, -2- packaging cottage cheese in five, two,
or three-fourths pound cartons, and -3- transporting cartons to the north cold
room. Two workers were usually assigned to package cottage cheese. A total
of 1,859 observations were taken on all workers observed in thi3 process.
Variable labor included transporting cans of cottage cheese to the pack-
aging area, providing supplies and cartons to the process as necessary, dump-
ing cans into the mixing vat, mixing salt and dressing with the curd, packaging
creamed cottage cheese, repackaging creamed cottage cheese in different size
containers, casing cartons, and transporting cases of cartons to the north
cold room where they were ready for sale (Table 20).
The only fixed labor involved was cleaning the mixing vat and the pack-
aging table. Plant and equipment maintenance were charged to Process XVIII
(Processing Cottage Cheese).
Table 20. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of cottage cheese packaged
in five, two, or three-fourths pound cartons, plant A, packaging an
average of l,651t pounds of cottage cheese each production run,
August-September, 1957.
: Fixed labor per i ,
. « ,
Skill Class i production run : Variable labor per cvt.
' (minutes) (minutes)
1 - 0.0568
2 - 6.6775
3 - X.U97U
k 60.8011 53.H70
Total 60.8011 61.3W7
Process XX. Processing Ice Cream Products
Process XX included all activities necessary to make various flavors of
ice cream, ice milk, and sherbet from mix stored in the south cold room or in
the Orade A handling room. One worker was usually assigned to process ice
cream products. A total of 353 observations were taken on all workers ob-
served in this process.
Variable labor included transporting mix to freezer vats, flavoring and
coloring the mix, providing supplies as necessary, loading mix into the freezer,
operating the continuous freezer, and transporting empty 10-gallon cans to the
can washing area (Table 21).
Fixed labor included hooking up pipes and equipment, keeping records of
formulas and production data, and cleaning equipment and area surrounding the
equipment.
Table 21. Minutes of labor required per gallon of ice cream processed, plant
A, processing an average of 361) gallons of ice cream products each
production run, August-September, 1957.
i Fixed labor per :
Skill Class
> production run ; Variable labor per gallon
(minutes) (minutes)
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Table 21 (concl.). Minutes of labor required per gallon of ice cream processed,
plant A, processing an average of 361* gallons of ice cream
products each production run, August-September, 1957.*
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor per gallon
Total
(minutes)
0.79l»9
206.0272
206.8221
(minutes)
0.0066
0.0051»
0.3238
0.3358
Products include ice cream, ice milk, and sherbert.
Process XH. Packaging and Storing Ice Cream Products
Process XXI included all activities necessary to package ice cream, ice
milk, or sherbet into 2j gallon, one-half gallon, pint, cup, or brick contain-
ers and to store full containers in the ice cream hardening room. Two vorkers
were usually assigned to package and store ice cream products. A total of
1,380 observations were taken on all workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included providing supplies as necessary, assembling cartons,
positioning cartons under the outlet nozzle, filling cartons, checking carton
weights, closing tops of cartons, placing cartons in paper sacks, cutting or
slicing individual slices, stamping or decorating individual slices, and wrap-
ping or unwrapping individual slices (Table 22).
Fixed labor included changing from one size container to another, rear-
ranging products in the cooler, taking inventory of the cooler, and cleaning
equipment and area surrounding the equipment.
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Table 22, Minutes of labor required per gallon of ice cream products packaged
and stored, plant A, packaging and storing an average of 361) gallons
of ice cream products each production run, August-September, 1957.1
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor per gallon
1
2
3
k
Total
(minutes)
2.3839
9U.3712
96.7552
(minutes)
0.09li0
3.0330
3.1270
Products include ice cream, ice milk, and sherbet.
Process XXII. Selling Ice Cream
Process XXII included only variable labor involved in moving ice cream,
ice milk, or sherbet products from the hardening room onto the conveyor in the
south cold room. The truck operator loaded his own truck, and he was not ob-
served in this study (Table 23). A total of 23 observations were taken on the
one worker observed in this process.
Fixed labor was not assigned to this process.
Table 23. Minutes of labor required per gallon of ice cream products prepared
for sale, plant A, selling an average of hS9 gallons of ice cream
each production run, August-September, 1957.
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor per gallon
1
2
3
k
Total
(minutes) (minutes)
0.0671
0.0671
su
Process XXIII. Selling Haw Milk—Grade A or Oracle C
Process XXIII included only variable labor involved in transporting empty
cans to holding tanks, filling cans with milk, and transporting and loading
cans into the buyer's truck. If milk was to be sold in bulk, variable labor
included making the necessary connections and observing the operation until the
desired amount of milk was pumped into the truck's tank (Table 2h). One work-
er was usually assigned to help load out raw milk. A total of 32 observations
were taken on all workers observed in this process.
Fixed labor was not assigned to this process.
Table 2JU. Minutes of labor required for filling and selling a 10-gallon can
of milk, plant A, selling an average of 28 cans of milk each pro-
duction run, August-September, 1957. 1
i Fixed labor per :
Skill Class
, production run t Variable labor per can
(minutes) (minutes)
1 - -
2 - 0.8316
3 - 0.63U9
h -
Total - 1.1*66$
A 10-gallon can was defined to contain 86 pounds of milk containing 3.5
per cent butterfat.
Process XXIV. Processing and Storing Grade A Products
Process XXIV included all activities necessary to standardize, vitamin D
fortify, pasteurize, homogenize, cool, and store Grade A milk for bottlingj
and those activities necessary to separate, standardize, pasteurize, vitamin E
fortify, homogenize, cool, and store Grade A skim milk and Grade A cream for
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bottling.* Two workers were usually assigned to process Grade A products. A
total of 1,363 observations were taken on all workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included observing and adjusting equipment as necessary
for efficient operation, and transporting full and empty 10-gallon cans as
needed for handling various products (Table 25).
Fixed labor included providing supplies to the process as necessary,
hooking up pipes and equipment, sanitizing all milk contact equipment, chang-
ing equipment to handle another product, keeping proper records of all pro-
ducts processed, and cleaning equipment and area surrounding the equipment.
Table 25. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of Grade A milk processed
and stored, plant A, processing and storing an average of 65,307
pounds of Grade A milk each production run, August-September, 1957.
t Fixed labor per t
Skill Class
» production run 1 Variable labor per cwt.
(minutes) (minutes)
1 15.6526 0.0160
2 1*17.3930 0.0791
3 98.9717 0.0739
h 321.3l51i 0.0009
Total 853.3327 0.1699
Process XXV. Processing Dairy Mixes
Process XIV included all activities necessary to standardize, pasteurize,
and cool cheese dressing, ice cream mix, ice milk mix, and sherbet mix in the
The author has given two different meanings to the word standardize. In
the latter case, the author means adjusting the composition of the product to
the desired composition of fat and solids-not-fat by the addition of some con-
centrated product; while in the forepart of the sentence, standardize refers
to the adjusting of raw milk to at least the legal per cent fat by removing
cream from the milk using a centrifugal standardizer.
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Grade A handling room. Two workers were usually assigned to process dairy
nixes. A total of 238 observations were taken on all workers observed in this
process.
Variable labor included transporting empty 10-gallon milk cans to process-
ing vats, filling processing vats with raw products, transporting ingrediants
into the process as necessary, adding other ingredients to mixes, making various
mixes, testing mixes for desired composition, processing mixes, filling cans
with various mixes, tagging cans as to product and date, transporting full 10-
gallon milk cans of product to the south cold room or to the proper department
for use, washing cans by hand in the process area, and transporting empty milk
cans to the can washing area (Table 26).
Fixed labor was not charged to this process. Cleaning equipment and area
surrounding the equipment, and keeping proper records of all products produced
was considered variable in this case. Hooking up and sanitizing equipment was
charged to Process XXIV (Processing and Storing Grade A Products).
Table 26. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of dairy mixes processed,
plant A, processing an average of 1,616 pounds of mixes each pro-
duction run, August-September, 1957.
*
: Fixed labor per : „..,,. ^
Skill Class
,
production rim i *"***** J-abor POT "*•
(minutes) (minutes)
1 - 0.1»28l
2 - 3.1*966
3 - 2.2581
( - 3.3336
Total - 9.516U
Dairy mixes included cheese dressing, ice cream mix, ice milk mix, and
sherbet mix.
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Process XXVI. Processing Specialty Products
Process XXVI included all activities necessary to make buttermilk, choco-
late milk, orange drink, and grape drink; and to store these products in pro-
cessing vats until they were ready for bottling. Two workers were usually
assigned to process specialty products. A total of 276 observations were taken
on all workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included transporting raw products and supplies to process-
ing vats, preparing buttermilk starter, filling processing vats with raw pro-
ducts and other ingredients, making specialty products, and transporting empty
cans and materials from the processing area (Table 27).
Fixed labor included hooking up end sanitizing equipment, keeping proper
records of all products produced, and cleaning equipment and area surrounding
the equipment.
Table 27. Minutes of labor required per 100 pounds of specialty products pro-
cessed, plant A, processinf an average of 3,255 pounds of products
each production run, August-September, 1957.1
t Fixed labor per i
Skill Class
i production run i Variable labor per cwt.
(minutes) (minutes)
1 1.977U 0.1822
2 U7.2835 1.9865{16.0181 1.7087
2.68914 0.0196
Total 67.968U 3.8970
Specialty products included buttermilk, chocolate milk, orange drink,
and grape drink.
Process XXVII. Preparing, Filling, and Storing Five-Gallon
Dispenser Cans
Process XXVII included all activities necessary to fill five-gallon
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dispenser cans with Grade A processed milk or chocolate milk and to transport
these cans to storage. Two workers were usually assigned to fill dispenser
cans by hand. A total of 185 observations were taken on all workers observed
in this process.
Variable labor included washing dispenser cans by hand, sanitising cans,
placing a hose and metal cap on each can, filling cans by hand from any con-
venient outlet, placing a lid and attaching metal seals on each can, and
transporting full five-gallon cans to the north cold room (Table 28).
No fixed labor was charged to this process.
Table 28. Minutes of labor required for filling and sealing by hand five-
gallon dispenser cans, plant A, packaging an average of 12 dispenser
cans of milk each production run, August-September, 1957.
: Fixed labor per : „ , .« . .
Skill Class
,
production run » Variable labor per can
(minutes) (minutes)
1 - 0.6W7
2 - I.696O
3 - 1.7691*
k - 6.9133
Total - 11.0261»
Process XXVIII. Bottling Milk in Glass Bottles
Process XXVIII included all activities necessary to bottle milk in one-
gallon glass bottles. One worker was usually assigned to bottle milk. A total
of 522 observations were taken on all workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included providing supplies to the process as necessary,
moving cases and bottles to the process, operating bottler, hand filling and
capping extra bottles, selectinp cases for bottles, casing bottles, and set-
ting full cases on the conveyor leading to the north cold room (Table 29).
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Fixed labor included hooking up pipes and equipment, changing from one
storage tank to another, taking inventory, keeping production records, and
cleaning equipment and area surrounding the equipment.
Table 29. Kinutes of labor required per one-gallon glass bottle of milk bot-
tled, plant A, bottling an average of 2,788 gallons of Milk each
production run, August-September, 1957.
! Fixed labor per : „ . , , , . ...
Skill Class
, production run . Variable labor per
bottle
(minutes) (minutes)
1 - 0.0061*
2 9.371U 0.0092
3 31.8930
U U3.3025 0.0656
Total 8U.5669 0.0812
Process XXIX. Bottling Orange and Grape Prink in
Glass Bottles
Process XXIX included all activities necessary to bottle orange and grape
drink in one-half gallon glass bottles. One worker was usually assigned to
bottle orange and grape drink. A total of 68 observations were taken on all
workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included providing supplies to the process as necessary,
moving cases and bottles to the process, operating bottler, hand filling and
capping extra bottles, selecting cases for bottles, casing bottles, and trans-
porting cases to the south cold room for storage (Table 30).
Fixed labor Included hooking up pipes and equipment, changing from one
storage tank to another, taking inventory, keeping production records, and
cleaning equipment and area surrounding the equipment.
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Table 30, Minutes of labor required per one-half gallon glass bottle of orange
or grape drink bottled, plant A, bottling an average of 535 bottles
of orange or grape drink each production run, August-September, 1957.
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor per bottle
1
2
3
I
Total
(minutes)
0.8795
6.52Mt
17.3930
2l*.7968
(minutes)
0.0117
0.0079
0.11*77
0.2522
0.1il96
Process XXX. Packaging Milk in Half-Gallon Paper Cartons
Process XXX included all activities necessary to package milk in half-
gallon paper cartons by a Pure-Pak Junior Model "D" machine. Two workers were
usually assigned to package milk. A total of l,2l»3 observations were taken on
all workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included providing supplies to the process as necessary,
moving cases and cartons to the process, operatinf carton machine, dumping milk
from improperly sealed cartons into 10-gallon cans, selecting cases for cartons,
casing cartons, and setting full cases on the conveyor leading to the north
cold room (Table 31).
Fixed labor included hooking up pipes and equipment, changing from one
tank to another, taking inventory, keeping production records, and cleaning
equipment and area surrounding the equipment.
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Table 31. Minutes of labor required for fillin.: and packaging one-half gallon
paper cartons, plant A, packaging an average of 6,300 cartons of
milk each production run, August-September, 1957.
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor per carton
total
(minutes)
65.7U08
10.3321
68.1095
Ui9.95U8
29lu5273
(minutes)
0.0152
0.001*2
0.0156
0.0677
0.1028
Process XXXI. Packaging Milk Products in Quart or Smaller
Size Paper Cartons
Process XXXI included all activities necessary to bottle milk, skim milk,
chocolate milk, buttermilk, and cream in quart, pint, or half-pint paper car-
tons by a Pure-Pak Junior Model "J" machine. Two workers were usually assigned
to package milk products. A total of 1,161 observations were taken on all
workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included providing supplies to the process as necessary,
moving cases and cartons to the process, operating carton machine, dumping milk
from improperly sealed cartons into processing vats or 10-gallon cans, select-
ing cases for cartons, casing cartons, and setting full cases on the conveyor
leading to the north cold room (Table 32).
fixed labor included hooking up pipes and equipment, changing from one
storage tank or product to another, taking inventory, keeping production re-
cords, and cleaning equipment and area surrounding the equipment.
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Table 32, Minutes of labor required for filling and packaging milk products
in quart or smaller size paper cartons, plant A, packaging an aver-
age of 5,113 cartons of milk products each production run, August-
September, 1957.
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
oroduction run Variable labor per carton
1
2
I
Total
(minutes)
61.2918
39.U313
62.1j222
87.1738
250.3190
(minutes)
0.0197
0.0162
O.OII49
0.0lt50
0.0958
Process XXXII. Handling North Cold Room Products
Process XXXII included all activities necessary to handle incoming pro-
ducts, to stack cases of products, and to handle outgoing products until they
reached the rear of the distributor's truck. Four workers were usually as-
signed to the north cold room. A total of 2,1^20 observations were taken on
all workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included handling products coming in on a dolly from the
south cold room or some other department, moving cases along incoming convey-
or, pulling cases by hand to the desired location for stacking, stacking pro-
ducts in stacks five or six cases hijjh, arranging products in the cold room
for easier shipping, making up orders for shipment, loading cases on conveyor
for shipment, setting cases in rear of truck, and keeping records of all in-
coming and outgoing products (Table 33).
Fixed labor included cleaning the north cold room and taking inventory of
products therein.
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Table 33. Minutes of labor required per case of products handled in north
cold room, plant A, handling an average of 1,599 cases each pro-
duction run, Au rust-September, 1957.
Skill Class
fixed labor per
production run
(iBBtMJ
Variable labor per case
(minutes)
1
2
3
k
Total
1*5.9907
7.6235
53.611,2
0.0003
0.2633
0.3385
1.1021
Process XXXIII. Receiving Empty Bottles and Cases
Process XXXIII included all activities necessary to receive and stack
empty bottles and cases. One worker was usually assigned to receive empty
bottles and cases. A total of 51$ observations were taken on all workers ob-
served in this process.
Variable labor included taking cases of bottles from the rear of the
truck and placing them inside the plant (Table 31+)
.
Fixed labor included cleaning the loading dock and area immediately in-
side the plant used to stow incominjT bottles and cases.
Table 31i. Minutes of labor required per case of empty bottles received and
stacked, plant A, receiving and stacking an average of 1,378 cases
each production run, August-September, 1957.
Skill Class
Fixed labor per
production run Variable labor per case
1
2
3
U
Total
(minutes)
0.151,2
1,5. 2770
15.7312
(minutes)
0.a77
0.a77
tk
Process XXXIV, Handling Returned Products
Process XXXIV included those activities necessary to salvage or dispose
of returned products. One worker was usually assigned to handle returned
products. A total of 222 observations were taken on all workers observed in
this process.
Variable labor included crediting the truck driver with his returned
products, sorting returns as to salvable or waste, dunging salvable products
into 10-gallon cans, transporting cans to and from the area, and disposing of
waste products by dumping them down a sewer drain or into trash cans (Table
35).
Fixed labor included taking inventory of returned products, disposing of
vaste cartons, and cleaning the area used for handling returns.
Table 35. Minutes of labor required per unit of product returned from routes,
plant A, handling an average of 335 returned units each oroduction
run, August-September, 1957.*
„..,,_ : Fixed labor per iSkill Class
, production run » Variable labor per unit
(minutes) (minutes)
1 - -
2 1.3622
3 0.5132
I* 75.9939 0.2260
Total 77.869it 0.2260
Any size carton or container was defined as one unit. For a list of
products returned, see Process XXXIV in Appendix I.
Process XXXV. Checking and Stacking Empty Bottles and Cases
Process XXXV included all activities necessary to sort, check, and stack
near the case and bottle washers all empty bottles and cases received. Two
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workers were usually assigned to check and stack empty bottles and cases. A
total of 972 observations were taken on all workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included checking and sorting bottles into two stacks
(those belonging to the plant and those belonging to other dairies), hauling
"off brand" bottles to a special location from whence they were hauled to the
local bottle exchange, moving the plant's bottles to the bottle washer, and
transporting new bottles from the warehouse to the bottle washer (Table 36).
No fixed labor was charged to this process.
Table 36. Minutes of labor required per ca3e of bottles checked and stacked,
plant A, checking and stacking an average of 1,378 cases each pro-
duction run, August-September, 1957.
Skill Class
J production run
Variable labor per case
s Fixed labor per
(minutes) (minutes)
1 - -
2 - 0.0173
3 - 0.0019
U - 0.3710
Total - 0.3902
Process XXXVI. Washing Bottles
Process XXXVI included all activities necessary to wash glass milk bot-
tles with a mechanical washer. One worker was usually assigned to wash bottles.
A total of 621 observations were taken on all workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included loading bottles into the bottle washer, inspect-
ing bottles as they came from the washer, breaking unwashable bottles, and
placing clean bottle3 on a conveyor leading to the bottler (Table 37).
Fixed labor included providing supplies to the washer as necessary, hook-
ing up bottle washer and conveyor, changing bottle washer to handle another
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size bottle, and cleaning the bottle washer and area surrounding the bottle
washer.
Table 37. Minutes of labor required per bottle washed, plant A, washing an
average of 2,877 bottles each production run, Aagust-September,
1957.1
Skill Class
Fixed labor per :
._»*,
production run « Variable labor per bottle
1
2
3
h
Total
(minutes)
0.7071
83.1536
83.8607
(minutes)
O.OOlii
0.1012
0.1026
Included washing one-half gallon and one-gallon glass bottles.
Process XXXVII. Washing Cases
Process XXXVII included all activities necessary to wash empty milk cases
with a mechanical case washer. One worker was usually assigned to wash cases.
A total of 507 observations were taken on all workers observed in this process.
Variable labor included pulling cases to the case washer, loading cases
into the washer, and directing and observing cases as they came from the
washer (Table 38).
Fixed labor included providing supplies to the washer as necessary, hook-
ing up case washer and conveyor, disposing of any accumulated waste, and clean-
ing case washer and area surrounding the case washer.
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Table 38. Minutes of labor required per case washed, plant A, washing an aver-
age of 3,255 cases each production run, August-September, 1957.
I Fixed labor per : „_,.,,.
Skill Class , production run : Variable labor per case
(minutes) (minutes)
1 -
2 0.6699
k 18.8973 0.2811
Total 19.5673 0.2811
LABOR EFFICIENCY AMLISIS
The analysis of relative labor efficiency will be presented in this section
by general process efficiency and the efficiency of workers in each process.
This analysis is based on the results of the ratio-delay study, explained
earlier, which gave the total number of observations and the percentage of these
observations falling into different labor categories (productive, avoidable
delay, unavoidable delay, and loafing) for individual plant workers and pro-
cesses, Appendix II, Tables 69, 70, 71, and 72. When taken in their proper
setting, these figures will give some idea of the relative efficiency of in-
dividual workers and processes within plant A.
No definite statement can be made concerning the general efficiency of a
process without first taking into consideration such factors as the nature of
the operation, volume handled, equipment used, condition of equipment, and the
position of the process in relation to product flow through the plant.
To analyze the efficiency by workers within a process, it is necessary to
compare each worker '3 efficiency in all processes with his efficiency in a
particular process and to compare the efficiency of all workers in a particular
process with the efficiency of each worker within this process.
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la interpreting the results of this analysis, it should be remembered
that the study took account of fatigue and personal allowances by not observ-
ing the workers during the two allowable 15 minute breaks and while attending
to personal needs. For this reason, the productive percentages given in this
section may be higher than those of other studies concerned with labor eff-
ciency in dairy processing plants.
Process 1. Receiving Can Milk
Over-all labor efficiency of receiving can milk was considered substandard.
Workers in this process were observed loafing 10.72 per cent of the time and
unavoidably delayed ii.13 per cent of the time. The nature of the receiving
operation was subject to inefficiency due to sporadic delivery of milk. A pro-
ductive figure of 81j.95 per cent for the process was considerably lower than
the total plant figure of 89.27 per cent. Of workers normally assigned to
receive can milk, one was productive 92.7 per cent of the time, four were
approximately 80 per cent productive, and one was productive only 73 per cent
of the time. Workers not normally assigned to receive can milk were much more
productive, approximately 95 per cent. This can be explained in part by the
nature of the receiving operation, and the fact that extra workers were used
only during peak receiving periods of the day.
It was believed that three workers usually assigned to this process were
more than necessary to perform the tasks demanded of them. One of the workers
helped receive milk from bulk trucks and was not available at all times for
receiving milk in cans. This led to some inefficiency which could have been
eliminated by holding milk in the bulk trucks until a break occurred in re-
ceiving milk in cans. Another economy that could have been introduced was
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rearrangement or the receiving equipment slightly cutting the usual work force
down to two men. The unavoidable delay could have been reduced by assigning
jobs to the receiving crew such as sorting empty bottles and performing pre-
ventative maintenance tasks. This also night have had the effect of reducing
the amount of avoidable and unavoidable delay time in other processes.
Process II. Receiving Bulk Milk
In general, receiving milk from bulk trucks was an efficient operation.
All workers were observed productive 95.1* per cent of the time, and individual
worker productivity was nearly the same with one exception. Worker $h was
less efficient than any other worker normally assigned to this process, but
even worker Sit was more productive here (91 per cent) than in the other two
processes in which he was normally assigned.
Bulk receiving was performed by one worker taken from the can milk or
can cream receiving processes, and the worker was only used when a bulk tank
arrived for unloading. The worker would complete the necessary work associ-
ated with receiving bulk milk and then return to his usual assignment. This
arrangement was conducive to the high percentage of tine productive in this
process.
The only recommendation to increase labor efficiency might have been to
assign a worker from a department other than receiving to help unload bulk
trucks or to rearrange the route schedule to have bulk trucks unload after all
can milk and cream had been received. This could have reduced the labor re-
quirements in the three receiving processes by one or two men.
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Process III. Receiving Can Cream
Receiving can cream was one of the most inefficient processes in the
plant. All workers combined were observed productive 82.1i« per cent of the
time and loafing 15.05 per cent of the time. As in Process I, cream receiv-
ing was subject to inefficiency due to intermittent receipts of cream from
the routes.
Of workers normally assigned to receive cream, all except three were ob-
served productive approximately 85 per cent of the time. These three workers,
who were least productive of all workers in this process, were less productive
in this process than in all other processes to which they were normally as-
signed. This might suggest that they did not prefer to help receive can cream
as much as other jobs in the plant. If a situation had arisen where a super-
visor had the choice of assigning one of these three workers or some other
plant worker to help receive cream, it might have been advantageous to assign
someone other than one of these three to this process.
The workers usually assirned to receive can cream were also used to re-
ceive can milk. Two of these workers were more efficient in cream receiving
than in can milk receiving, and two others were more efficient in can milk
receiving than in cream receiving. This might suggest that it would have
been advantageous to place these workers in the departments where they ap-
parently worked with a relatively higher degree of efficiency.
Process IV. Separating Grade C Milk
The nature of the separation process might tend to lead to inefficiency,
but this was not the case in plant A. A large number of workers (15) were ob-
served in this process and this in itself could have led to some inefficiency.
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All workers combined were productive 9k»hk per cent of the time; and of the
three workers observed most often, only one worker (worker 56) was productive
less than 95 per cent of the time. Worker 56 was productive 86.8U per cent of
the time observed, and thi3 was below his average of 91.U5 per cent productive
for all processes. He was generally observed cleaning the separators in this
process, and possibly he was not very enthusiastic about this job. The only
recommendation this author might have made would be to investigate the possi-
bility of moving worker 56 to concentrate on some other process in which he
was more productive.
Process V. Condensing Operation
As in Process IV, the nature of the operation could have led to some loaf-
ing or labor inefficiency. Here again th±3 was not the case in plant A as
all workers were, on the average, 93.17 per cent productive. Avoidable and
unavoidable delay were insignificant, and loafing accounted for only 6.51i per
cent of the time expended.
Most of the workers observed in tnis process also worked in Process IV.
With the exception of the relief man (worker 55), operation of the vacuum
pan, laborwlse, was almost 100 per cent productive. Worker 55 was observed
productive 88.39 per cent of the time while operating the pan and 100 per
cent during clean-up. Worker 56, one of the pan operators, seemed to have
a tendency to be not quite as productive during the cleaning operation. He
was observed loafing 10,93 per cent of the time while the equipment was being
cleaned. Since worker 56 was apparently in charge of the vacuum pan part of
the time, his responsibilities probably more than justified the relatively
•all degree of inefficiency observed in cleaning the equipment.
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Process VI. Condensing Transfers
The process of filling 10-gallon cans with condensed milk and transport-
ing the filled cans to storage was considered efficient. One of the factors
leading to the high degree of efficiency was that workers were taken froa
other processes to perform the work in this process; when finished, they re-
turned to their normal work assignments. The only worker not observed to be
100 per cent efficient was worker 56, and he was observed productive 96.67
per cent of the time.
Process VII. Selling Condensed Milk
This process was similar to process VI in that the workers assigned to
transport and place cans of condensed milk on the conveyor in the south cold
room were taken from other processes, and they returned to their normal work
assignments after completing the loading out activities. Selling condensed
milk was performed only 13 times during the sample period and only 52 ob-
servations were taken on all workers during this time.
The labor efficiency was relatively good. All workers combined were pro-
ductive 9lj.23 per cent of the time observed and unavoidably delayed the other
5.77 per cent of the time. Unavoidable delay was usually caused by workers
having to wait for cans being filled from a storage vat.
Process VIII. Spray-Drying Operation
Laborwise, this process appeared to be fairly efficient. Workers oper-
ating the spray-dryer were observed productive almost 99 per cent of the time.
Workers performing maintenance on the dryer were observed productive approxi-
mately 95 per cent of the time.
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Cleaning the spray-dryer seemed to go a little slowly. Workers 56 and
53 were observed loafing U».8l and 7.99 per cent of the time respectively.
Worker 56 appeared to feel that he was of supervisory capacity (more than his
position justified) and that cleaning equipment should not be his responsi-
bility. Worker 53 was observed more productive than worker 56, but worker 53
was avoidably and unavoidably delayed more than a normal amount and seemed to
move at a rather slow pace. In accordance with Parkison's Law, these two
workers may have been trying to fit the Job to take up the remaining part of
their working day.
Process IX. Packaging Cry Milk
This process was dominated by worker 53. He was almost always present
when dry milk was being packaged. Host of the other workers observed in the
process appeared to be less productive than worker 53. This might be a slight-
ly deceiving observation because most workers worked at a rate considerably
faster than did worker 53. As in process XIII, worker 53 apparently made the
cleaning operation fill the work day fairly well.
Over-all, the dry milk packaging operation was fairly productive. Be-
cause of its nature in plant A, this process was suited to a moderately slow
worker. Not enough milk was dried to keep a fast worker busy at all times.
On the other hand, if a faster working man had been performing the packaging
operation, he might have been able to reduce the labor requirements of Process
X (Storing Dry Milk) by doing more of the storing himself.
Process X. Storing Dry Milk
Storing dry milk was usually accomplished with a minimum of idle time
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(1.66 per cent). Unavoidable delay in the cleaning operation may have been a
little high (h.55 per cent). This was caused in part by assigning workers to
clean the storage area while storing was still in progress, thus clean-up work-
ers had to stand aside while stacking was being accomplished. All workers
combined were observed productive 95.58 per cent of the time.
There were not enough observations taken on individual workers in this
process to analyze their efficiency in any detail. It might be well to point
out that worker 53 was observed productive 98.8 per cent of the time. This
seemed logical when it was realized that he was probably hurrying to get back
to the packaging operation.
Process XI. Shipping Dry Milk
The process labor efficiency was not as high as it might have been ex-
pected (90.36 per cent productive) for a process requiring periodic work.
The main job was loading trucks with dry milk as they arrived at the plant.
Three workers usually performed this work. Almost all of the usual workers
were observed productive about 90 per cent of the tine. The relatively high
unavoidable delay time of 3.21 per cent was partially caused by waiting for
the truck to be properly positioned for loading. The process loafing time of
6.U3 per cent might be considered a little high for this process. When ana-
lyzed by individual workers, almost all workers were less productive in this
process than in any other process in which they worked. In part, this could
have been due to the greater physical activity required in loading dry milk.
Process XII. Processing and Storing Route Cream
Process labor efficiency was observed to be 100 per cent productive. This
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process was dominated, by worker 30, and he was a very conscientious and dili-
gent vorker. On an average of all processes in which he appeared, worker 30
was observed productive 98.17 per cent of the time.
One reason for the high labor productivity in this process was that the
process only required periodic checks to be made on the equipment, and a work-
er could make these checks while performing another job in a different process.
Process XIII. Selling Pasteurized Cream
Workers in this process appeared to be very efficient. The process labor
efficiency was observed to be 99. Oli per cent productive. Filling and loading
cans of cream required the use of workers usually assigned to other processes.
The Job required the workers to be in a cold room, and apparently they wanted
to get the Job done in order to return to a more favorable working temperature.
The limited number of observations taken of this process made it difficult to
evaluate the efficiency of individual workers with a reasonable degree of re-
liability.
Process XIV. Buttermaking
Process XI? was a relatively efficient operation considering the nature
of the process. All workers combined were observed productive 93.97 per cent
of the time, unavoidably delayed 1.18 per cent of the tine, and loafing I4..8I
per cent of the time.
Variable labor appeared to be quite efficient relative to fixed labor.
With the exception of worker 97, all workers performing variable jobs were
productive approximately 98 per cent of the time. Fixed labor was observed
productive approximately 90 per cent of the time. Here again, worker 97 was
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productive only about 80 per cent of the tine.
Unavoidable delay was believed to be a little high in this process.
This appeared to be partly due to worker 97 's thinking he was delayed when
actually there was work that could have been done. Another cause for unavoid-
able delay was in the nature of the operation which might have caused workers
to be delayed while the cream was being churned.
The loafing figure of lt.81 per cent was high due to the observed ineffi-
ciency of worker 97 who was apparently loafing llj.li9 per cent of the time.
Excluding worker 97, this was a very efficient process relative to all pro-
cesses combined.
Worker 97 was primarily a clean-up worker assigned to the buttenaaking
process. He was observed productive 91.13 per cent of the time while oper-
ating the churns but only 79.8 per cent productive while doing fixed work such
as cleaning equipment. Since cleaning was his main job, it might have been
assumed that he did not like this work and a transfer to another process might
have improved his efficiency. All other workers were as efficient in this
process as they were in all other processes in which they were observed work-
ing.
Process XV. Selling Bulk Butter
The process labor efficiency of 96.97 per cent observed time productive
seemed to be adequate for loading out 61j-pound boxes of butter. Any available
plant worker was assigned to this process, and there were not enough observa-
tions taken on any one worker to permit a reliable analysis by workers. It
was generally believed that working in the cold room was enough of an incen-
tive to provide for labor efficiency in this orocess.
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Process XVI. Printing and Wrapping Butter in Individual Quarters-
One Brand Only
Over-all labor efficiency of 96.2U per cent observed time productive was
believed to be adequate for the two workers dominating the butter printing and
wrapping operation. This process Bight be thought of as two distinct operations.
Worker 3h, a man, procured the butter and printed it into quarter-pound pieces.
Worker 35, a woman, took the quarter-pound pieces and wrapped and cartoned
them. Worker 35 was dependent on worker 3lt for her workj therefore, worker 35
was subject to unavoidable delay caused by the operation performed by worker
3lw Worker Jh was observed productive 97.25 per cent of the time, and work-
er 35 was observed productive 95.95 per cent of the time. Both workers were
quite proficient in their respective jobs and no changes were recommended for
this process with the existing equipment.
Process XVII. Printing and Wrapping Butter—Exclusive of the
Special Brand of Process XVI
The same two workers were dominant in this process as in Process XVI,
Labor efficiency in this process was observed to be 9h*k9 per cent productive,
this was slightly less than in Process XVI. Worker 3k was observed productive
98.3 per cent of the tine, and worker 35 was observed productive 90.h per
cent of the time. Worker 35 was unavoidably delayed 6.31 l>er cent of the ob-
served time which, in part, might have been explained by the differences in
her work requirements as alternative products were wrapped and cartoned. Un-
der the existing degree of technology, it was believed that this process and
individual workers within this process were about as efficient as could be
expected.
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Process XVIII. Processing Cottage Cheese
The process labor efficiency Has considered to be adequate at the ob-
served productive figure of 97.75 per cent. Two workers were usually present
in processing cottage cheese and both of then appeared to be highly efficient
workers (productive about 98 per cent of the time).
The nature of this process was such that a moderate amount of free time
was available between different operations within the process. During this
time, workers might have had a tendency to work at a less rapid rate or not
work at all for short periods. This was not the case with the two workers
most often observed in this process. They usually managed to find enough re-
pair and maintenance work to keep themselves busy during the 3lack periods.
Process XIX. Packaging Cottage Cheese
Two workers were usually assigned to package cottage cheese, and they
were relatively efficient. The process efficiency of 95.6U per cent observed
time productive was considered adequate for this operation under the existing
degree of technology in plant A. All workers, other than the two normally
assigned to this process, were observed productive approximately 95 per cent
of the time. Due to the fact that no previous training was necessary for this
type of work, a large number of workers were observed in this process froa
time to time.
Workers 71 and 86, the two most frequently observed in this process, were
observed productive 93.13 and 97.83 per cent of the time respectively. Both
workers were considered quite efficient in the packaging operation itself.
Worker 86 was also assigned to the laboratory, and she worked in this process
only when cottage cheese was being packaged. This night have explained in part
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the higher efficiency of worker 86. Another apparently significant factor in
explaining the difference in efficiency between these two workers was that
worker 71 tended to make this process fill the work dayj consequently, on days
requiring a small amount of cottage cheese to be packaged, worker 71 tended
to create apparently unnecessary jobs in order to appear busy.
Process XX. Processing Ice Cream Products
This process was dominated by workers 77 and 93, and they were observed
productive approximately 95 per cent of the time. Worker 77 was observed
loafing 5.36 per cent of the time while worker 93 only 2.56 per cent, but
worker 93 was also observed avoidably and unavoidably delayed 1.7 per cent of
the time. With the existing equipment, this process was considered quite ade-
quately efficient as far as labor was concerned.
Process XXI. Packaging Ice Cream Products
As in Process XX, workers 77 and 93 were dominant in this process. Work-
er 77 was observed productive 93.51* per cent of the tine, and worker 93 was
observed productive 96.16 per cent of the time. Eoth workers were quite effi-
cient during the actual filling and packaging operations} but during the pre-
packaging operation (providing supplies, forming cartons, etc.), worker 93
was observed working most of the time, but at a slower pace. The over-all
process efficiency was good. This process was a relatively minor operation in
the plant and might have required too much manual labor.
Process XXII. Selling Ice Cream
Only one worker was observed in this process and he was observed pro-
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ductive 100 per cent of the time. This process required the worker (worker
77) to work in the ice cream hardening rooisj and at this low temperature, al-
most anyone would tend to be quite fast and efficient with his work.
Process XXXIII. Selling Raw Hilk—Grade A or Grade C
This was a relatively minor operation with only a total of 32 observa-
tions taken during the sample period. Individual workers were not observed
enough to show any general labor efficiency trend. The only statement that
might be made would be that the process, although appearing to be efficient
laborwise, tended to be inefficient due to the layout of equipment.
Process XXIV. Processing and Storing Grade A Products
Process efficiency was observed to be 86.91* per cent productive and 12. li
per cent loafing. Variable labor appeared to be relatively productive as all
workers were observed to be productive 98. 75 per cent of the time.
Fixed labor of all workers combined was observed productive only 85. lilt
per cent of the time and loafing 13.81 per cent of the time. Of the five
workers most frequently observed in this process, worker U2 was observed
loafing 3.16 per cent of the ti"ie, workers 1J. and 51 approximately 9.1 per
cent of the ti ie, worker hk nearly 16 per cent of the time, and worker 1*7
about 20 per cent of the time. Worker 1*2 was the only worker who was consid-
ered efficient in the cleaning operation. The other four workers were less
efficient in this process than in any other process to which they were normal-
ly assigned. There did not appear to be any reasonable explanation for the
inefficiency observed in this process. It was granted that cleaning process-
ing vats, fldlk pipe, separators, etc. was not the most desirable job in plant
A} nevertheless, it was an important Job from a cost point of view and should
not have been taken so lightly by those performing this task.
Process XIV. Processing Dairy Mixes
This process only included variable labor and was considered efficient.
All workers conbined were observed productive 96.61* per cent of the time and
no worker was observed productive lees than 92.5 per cent of the time. Due to
the United number of observations and the relatively high efficiency, no
changes were recommended for this process.
Process XXVI. Processing Specialty Products
This was a minor but relatively efficient process. Over-all labor effi-
ciency was observed to be 95.6? per cent productive, and no worker was ob-
served productive less than about 90 per cent of the time. The one item
worthy of note was the fixed labor. Workers performing fixed labor were ob-
served productive 100 per cent of the time. This was a very unusual circum-
stance and could only be explained by the small number of observations taken.
Process XXVII, Preparing, Filling, and Storing
Five-Gallon Dispenser Cans
This process included the variable labor involved in hand filling dis-
penser cans from any convenient outlet in the Grade A processing room. Al-
though all workers in this process were observed 96.22 per cent productive,
this did not adequately show the proper degree of process efficiency. Pre-
paring dispenser cans was a minor operation and no special equipment was
available for this job. There was entirely too much human labor involved in
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this operation to make it profitable to the plant even though the efficiency
of the workers was believed to be adequate.
Process XXVIII. Bottling Milk in Glass Bottles
At first, labor in this process did not seem to be adequately efficient
with an observed average productive figure of 88.12 per cent. Upon further
study it was observed that there were a few distinguishing characteristics
of this process which set it apart from other processes.
First of all, this process was dominated by one worker (worker li6). Work-
er 1»6 was observed productive 86,27 per cent of the Um, but he was observed
loafing 15.62 per cent of the time while performing fixed labor. In addition,
he was observed being avoidably and unavoidably delayed more than the average
for all workers or processes. It appeared to this author that worker 1»6 did
not like to do clean-up work and that he quite possibly did not take the best
possible care of the milk bottling machine.
The process labor efficiency was higher for fixed jobs than for variable
jobs. This was largely true because of the large amount of unavoidable de-
lay. Unavoidable delay in this process was largely caused by an insufficient
supply of glass bottles at all times to the bottling machine. This might
suggest an abnormal amount of inefficiency in the bottle washing process.
Excluding unavoidable delay and loafing observed for worker U6 during
clean-up, this process seemed to be fairly efficient} but, if the unavoidable
delay had not been encountered, loafing might have been more prominent.
Process XXIX. Bottling Orange and Grape Drink in Glass Bottles
This was a minor operation and only 66 observations were taken on all
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workers observed in the process. The same analysis applied here with respect
to unavoidable delay as in Process XXVIII. It might be well to note that work-
er 1(6 was the only worker observed loafing in this process j but due to the
small number of observations taken, not much significance was attached to this
observation.
Process XXX. Packaging Milk in Half-Gallon Paper Cartons
General process efficiency was considered adequate. All workers were ob-
served productive 95.03 per cent of the time and loafing only 3.21 per cent of
the time. Some variation in efficiency was observed among the four workers
nost commonly observed working in this process. When milk was being bottled,
all workers were productive about 96 per cent of the time. During clean-up,
workers U8 and 51 were observed productive 95.15 and 100 per cent of the time
respectively while workers 1+0 and 22 were observed productive only about 85
per cent of the time. Worker 1*0 was usually more than 85 per cent productive,
but worker 22 apparently did not like to do clean-up work.
Avoidable and unavoidable delay were considered normal, and the only recom-
mendation that illicit have been made would have been to give worker 22 a slight
boost during the cleaning operation.
Process XXXI. Packaging Milk Products in Quart or
Smaller Size Paper Cartons
Considering the nature of this operation, this process appeared to be
adequately efficient. Average labor efficiency was 89.92 per cent productive,
6.8 per cent unavoidably delayed, and 3.01 per cent loafing. The only dif-
ference in general efficiency of this process from Process XXX was the amount
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of unavoidably delayed tine. Unavoidable delay was caused by changing the
cartoning machine to handle a different size container, a different product,
or a different brand of the same product.
As in Process XXX variable labor was slightly more efficient than fixed
labor. All regular workers were reasonably efficient except worker 1,7. Work-
er 1,7 was productive 85.5 per cent of the time doing variable work and only
60.31, per cent productive doing clean-up work. Host of the worker 1,7 's delay
was considered quasi-unavoidable, because she could have been doing something
productive during the change-over operation such as providing supplies, keep-
ing records, or cleaning the process area.
Process XXXII. Handling North Cold Room Products
This process was observed the least productive of all processes in plant
A. All workers combined were productive only 75.5 per cent of the time and
unavoidably delayed 22.6 per cent of the time. Loafing and avoidable delay
time was considered minor for this process.
Workers performing fixed labor were observed productive about 99 per cent
of the time while the five workers most often observed performing variable
labor were productive only 73.82 per cent of the time. Almost all of the delay
time was classified as unavoidable.
The amount of unavoidable delay time observed for each worker depended on
the nature of his job. Worker 85 was unavoidably delayed 26.67 per cent of the
time loading out trucks while worker 1,5 was unavoidably delayed only 15.98 per
cent of the time stacking caBes.
The inefficiency in the north cold room was largely attributed to the
lack of adequate storage space, less than maximum efficiency in the scheduling
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of production operations in the plant, and sporadic loading requirements.
Unavoidable delay might have been reduced considerably by increasing the cold
room capacity to eliminate unnecessary movement of products, by installing a
floor conveyor to eliminate dragging cases across the floor, and by reschedul-
ing the bottling and loading operations to provide a more uniform work load in
the cold room. Had these recommendations been effectuated, they night have
reduced the labor requirements of other processes in the plant as well as those
of the cold room, and the rescheduling of operations might have reduced the
power factor requirements of the plant.
Process XXXIII. Receiving Bnpty Bottles and Cases
This process was observed almost as unproductive as Process XXII. Over-
all, workers were observed productive 76.3 per cent of the time, unavoidably
delayed II1.63 per cent of the time, and loafing 9.07 per cent of the time.
Fixed labor was observed productive about 91 per cent of the time, but
variable was observed productive only 75 per cent of the time.
The inefficiency of both types of delay was largely due to waiting for
route trucks to return with empty bottles and cases. This delay might have
been reduced considerably by using workers from other processes which were not
at a critical point in their respective operations. In plant A, more of the
work could have been done by the truck operators, the case washers, and the
bottle washers.
Process XXUV. Handling Returned Products
All workers were considered sufficiently efficient in this process.
Handling returns was directly connected with the receiving of empty bottles
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and cases and Host workers were observed in both processes. Since handling
of returns was dependent on their receipt, the unavoidable time observed was
most often charged to Process XXXIII. Worker 92 was the least productive of
the workers most commonly observed in this process, but not enough observations
were taken in the work categories to properly analyze individual workers.
Process XXXV. Checking and Stacking Empty Bottles and Cases
The over-all observed worker efficiency of 82.92 per cent productive was
considered to be sub-standard for checking and stacking empty bottles and
cases. The workers observed in this process should not have been fatigued as
they apparently had plenty of rest from working in Processes XXXIII and XXXIV.
There was no apparent reason for the 13.99 per cent loafing observed for
all workers combined. Of the four workers most often observed, worker 92 was
loafing 8.62 per cent of the time, worker 99 approximately lit per cent of the
time, worker U6 almost 25 per cent of the time, and worker 100 about 28.5 per
cent of the time. These figures were entirely too high considering the nature
of the process, especially since most of the unavoidable delay was charged to
Process XXXIII. It appeared to this author that this whole area of the plant
was more or less the take-it-easy or dawdling area.
Process XXXVI. Washing Bottles
The nature of this operation and the equipment involved may have led to
some inefficiency in washing bottles. The observed labor efficiency of 81.8
per cent productive for all workers would have normally been considered low,
but the observed unavoidable delay of 12.83 per cent was not considered to
be high in this case. Unavoidable delay of variable labor was caused by either
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a shortage of glass bottles to be washed or, more coivnonly, by a stoppag* in
the glass bottling operation for some reason. Either of these causes was not
a direct result of the worker operating the bottle washer.
Fixed labor efficiency was considered adequate for workers most often ob-
served cleaning the bottle washer. All things considered, this process was
more efficient than was evidenced by only looking at the productive percentage.
Process XXXVII. Washing Cases
This process was siBiilar to Process XXXVI in that it was considered ade-
quately productive. The observed unavoidable delay of 8.63 per cent was not
considered high, because the bottling processes did not require a constant
flow of cases. With worker hh dominating the process, over-all labor effi-
ciency was observed to be 85. h per cent productive.
Fixed labor was observed to be highly efficient. This was largely true
because worker I4.I4. also worked quite often in Process XXIV, Processing and
Storing Grade A Products.
Summary of Labor Efficiency Analysis
With the exception of the receiving processes, the north cold room pro-
cess, and handling of returned cases and bottles, plant A appeared to be
reasonably efficient with respect to labor. Combining all processes, workers
in plant A were observed productive 89.27 per cent of the time, avoidably de-
layed 0.17 per cent of the time, unavoidably delayed U.5S per cent of the tine,
and loafing 6.02 per cent of the time. It is again important to point out
that workers were not observed during their two allowable 15 minute breaks
and while attending to personal needs. This tended to make the productive
figures higher in this study than those of other studies related to dairy pro-
cessing plants.
As stated in the process analysis, it was believed that the receiving
processes could have eliminated one or two workers, the north cold room could
have been expanded and one worker eliminated, and the empty bottles and cases
processes either could have eliminated one man or had other plant personnel
perform this work.
This analysis also showed that individual workers performed better doing
some jobs than others. This suggests that the over-all plant labor efficiency
could probably have been improved by transferring workers to jobs where they
were more productive. Of course there are some practical limitations to this
relocation.
LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
In retrospect, limitations to any piece of research work are obvious.
These limitations, some of which can be eliminated, are much more easily seen
after the analysis is completed than while gathering the data. For this
reason, the recommendations for future studies civen in this section are
largely an outgrowth of problems encountered in analyzing the data of this
study.
The ratio-delay analysis included 21 working days during August and
September. This is normally the period of lowest raw product supply during
the year. For this reason, work requirements for individual employees might
not have been as great during the sample period as during periods of greater
product supply. Because it is impractical to hire and fire employees with
each variation in supply of raw products, this nay have had the effect of
lowering the efficiency of some employees during the sample period. The ob-
vious remedy for this limitation would be to survey the plant during periods
corresponding to variations in supply.
Observations were taken on the workers during the normal eight-hour work-
ing day. Due to the nature of some operations in plant A, a few employees
worked before and after the observation period. This led to some value judge-
ment evaluations concerning these workers when calculating their efficiency
during the non-observed period of the day. For this reason, it is recommended
that the labor efficiency study be continued for as long as necessary during a
day to include all work performed.
Due to the nature of some processes, a limited number of observations were
taken on minor processes; and the reliability of the coefficients from these
processes was not too high. To improve the reliability, it would have been
desirable to observe minor operations more orten when they were operative.
This leads to another limitation of this study, namely that of statistical
analysis. The coefficients given are point estimates. Confidence limits can
be placed on each coefficient using the formula given in the methodology sec-
tion. The confidence limits will be determined for each coefficient, but this
was not considered necessary for this phase of the general study.
As stated earlier, workers were not included if they were not observed in
any of the predetermined work processes. It was assumed these workers were
attending to personal needs during this time. The validity of this assumption
might be questioned on very logical grounds. If a worker was not at one of his
assigned stations, he could have been down in the boiler room smoking instead
of attending to personal needs as was assumed. This assumption does affect the
validity of the labor requirements because the time allocated to each process
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was derived by subtracting the loafing observations from the total observations.
This figure was then used as part of the numerator in the formula for deter-
nining the labor requirements for each skill class in each process.
The observed efficiency of employees does not include the rate or speed
at which an employee works. For this reason, one employee observed more pro-
ductive than another might be less valuable to the process because he worked
at a much slower rate. This limitation is inherent in any ratio-delay study,
and any corrective factor would have to be based on value Judgements expressed
by the observers or study director.
Production records kept by the plant were used in this study. Although
good record keeping procedures were used by plant A, it was difficult to adapt
their production records to the survey period in some oases. For this reason,
it would seem desirable for the study director or some other designated per-
son to keep accurate daily production records for the survey period.
It is recommended that very detailed records be kept on all phases of the
study. It is much easier to aggregate various records than it is to make them
more detailed after the data is gathered.
As stated earlier, it is believed that this analysis is quite applicable
to plant As beyond this no inference is intended. The author does believe that
through a synthesis of studies of this nature, standard input requirements can
be derived for many operations in dairy processing plants. These standard re-
quirements can then be used as a general guide for evaluating the efficiency
of a particular plant which approximately possesses the same physical facili-
ties and state of technology as those plants from which the standard require-
ments were derived.
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SUMMARY ANE CONCLUSIOiS
This study was a part of an economic efficiency study of one selected
nultiproduct dairy processing plant in the Midwest. Within this plant, each
basic process (a complete operation on a product) was precisely defined as to
equipment used and product flow through the process. Labor requirements with-
in each process were classified by departments, divisions of labor, and work
elements into fixed, variable, and unassigned idle time categories.
Since labor is apparently the most significant item of cost in most dairy
processing plants, a detailed labor study was undertaken to determine the
fixed and variable labor requirements by skill categories for each major pro-
cess and each product produced in plant A. The method used to determine labor
requirements was a random-observation, time-study technique. This technique,
termed ratio-delay, is a relatively new and highly practical statistical
technique for determining the percentage of time workers are productive or
delayed. Random observations were taken on all workers in plant A for a 21
day period during August and September, 1957. The ratios of the number of ob-
servations falling into the various labor classifications to the total number
of observations in all labor classifications were assumed to be proportional
to the amount of time expended in each of these labor classifications. Under
this assumption, fixed and variable labor requirements in minutes per unit of
product were determined by skill classes for each process in plant A.
The most important consideration of this study was determining fixed and
variable labor coefficients for each basic process in plant A. These coeffi-
cients were "actual" or "real" requirements and were not developed from a syn-
thetic analysis. It is believed that this study was the first to integrate all
operations of a dairy processing plant in one study. A synthesis of the process
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requirements enables one to determine the unit cost of producing any and all
final products produced in plant A. Although there are some problems or
biases implicit in this synthesis, it is very useful to linear programing. By
computing the physical requirements and costs of all inputs and by assuming
given product prices, the optimum combination of final outputs can be deter-
mined for a given plant and state of technology by equating the marginal rate
of substitution between final products with the inverse of their price ratio.
The analysis may also show that the linear model as set up might not be as
applicable as the non-linear model, but this question is beyond the scope of
this study.
Although major emphasis of this study was placed on labor, the utility
requirements were also given. To determine the utility requirements for each
piece of equipment in plant A, each piece of equipment was identified as to
name, model, serial number, capacity, and utility requirements (whenever pos-
sible) by inspecting the manufacturer's plate on each piece of equipment, by
examining plant A's equipment inventory cards, and by direct correspondence
with equipment manufacturers. Steam and refrigeration requirements were given
in Btu's per unit of product for each process, and the electrical requirements
were given in kilowatts per hour of machine running time. These requirements
were calculated at a given level of efficiency for each piece of equipment}
therefore, the utility requirements might be considered about "normal" for
most operations in plant A.
The ratio-delay analysis was also used to evaluate the relative labor effi-
ciency of workers in each process and the relative efficiency among the various
processes. This analysis was again the first in a series of studies in the
Midwest to determine the relative efficiency of all operations in dairy pro-
cessing plants. The efficiency figures given in this study are not intended to
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be interpreted as standards for the dairy industry. A synthesis of many studies
on a variety of dairy processing plants operating under different market struc-
tures might yield some broad standards of relative efficiency in various oper-
ations of dairy processing plants. These standards might then be U3ed as a
general guide to evaluate the efficiency of various operations in a parti-
cular dairy processing plant. With a given technology factor, these standards
might be used as a basing point to compare the relative efficiency of various
operations in dairy processing plants over various periods of time.
In plant A, a total of all workers in all processes were observed pro-
ductive almost 90 per cent of the time. This figure is apparently higher than
those of other studies related to dairy processing plants. This is largely due
to hot observing workers in this study during the two allowable 15 minute
breaks and while they were attending to personal needs. For this reason, it
would be quite difficult to compare the labor efficiency of plant A with other
labor efficiency studies.
The three processes of receiving raw products, the process of handling
products in the cold room, and the five processes of handling returned cases
and bottles were the only processes in plant A that were considered grossly
inefficient with respect to labor. The receiving processes could have elim-
inated one or two men without any apparent reduction in receiving capacity.
The cold room capacity could have been increased, a floor conveyor installed,
and one or two workers eliminated. The labor efficiency of the processes
handling returned cases and bottles could have been improved by eliminating
one or two workers and by transferring some of the work requirements of these
processes to other plant personnel.
The ratio-delay analysis al30 showed that individual workers were much more
9b
productive when performing certain tasks than when performing others. This
suggested that the over-all labor efficiency of plant A probably could have
been inproved by relocating workers to jobs where they were apparently more
efficient.
This study also demonstrated the practicability of a ratio-delay analysis
in dairy processing plants. In the first place, it made evident the decision
making points in the flow of products through the plant. It required manage-
ment to orecisely define each man's Job or jobs and become more familiar with
each operation. It proved to be a much more accurate method of assigning costs
to particular operations than the cost accounting techniques presently used by
many plants. The ratio-delay study required a minimum of time and cost, and it
produced no apparent ill effects on the workers or operation of plant A during
the study period.
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APPliNDIX I
Detailed Process Descriptions
and Utility Requirements
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Process I. Receiving Can Milk
Process inscription
.
All can milk entered the plant at this point. It
was either Grade A or Grade C milk. The process included all activities from
the time milk entered the plant until it was cooled and ready to leave the
storage tank.
This process began when the truck operator removed the cans of milk from
his truck at the receiving dock and placed then on the power conveyor which
brought cans into the receiving room. Prior to receiving the first can of
milk, pumps (1,76), filters (2,79), and pipe3 to the plate heat exchangers
(3,9) had been assembled.^ Cleaning compounds and sanitizing agents had been
placed in the can washer (it).
A worker loosened can lids with a rubber mallet and made a quick organo-
leptic inspection of the milk. :&lk that was rejected on the basis of the
organoleptic test was returned to the producer. The worker may or may not
have Bade a sediment test of the milk as this was not a daily requirement.
The worker operating the weigh tank ($2 or 76), removed the can's lid
and placed it in the can washer intake. He then inverted the can filled with
milk allowing milk to flow into the weipil tank. After milk had drained from
the can, the empty can moved into the can washer, k conveyor moved the can
through the washer and returned it outside of the building where it was
picked up by the truck operator and returned to the producer. When all of
one producer's milk was in the weigh tank, milk was weighed and recorded.
Throughout Appendix I, numbers in parenthesis refer to pieces of equip-
ment which are given in numerical order in the table following each process
description.
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A sample of milk was taken with a vacuum type sampling device (77) for a but-
terfat, uacteria, or any other milk quality test desired. iaik flowed by
gravity into the milk intake pan (5 or 76). Milk returns (Process XXIX) also
re-enter the Grade C department at this point. The pumps (1 or 78), which
started automatically when milk was in the intake pan, pumped the milk through
the pressure filter (2 or 79), and then through the plate heat exchanger (3 or
9) where it was cooled to less than k0° F. Milk then went to storage tanks
(6,7,10,11,80,81), which were not refrigerated, but had agitators to keep the
milk well mixed.
The process of receiving, cooling and storage of milk ended when milk was
ready to leave the storage tanks.
Cleaning activities involved disassembling, cleaning, and rinsing of milk
pipes, filters, and heat exchangers; washing the intake pansj cleaning the can
washer and floor; and scrubbing the inside of the storage tanks.
At this point in the flow of milk through the plant, decisions were made
as to the milk's ultimate use.
Product Alternatives
.
Milk from storage tanks might have entered any of
the following alternative usesi
A. Grade A
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. Sold in bulk
3. In plant transfers
B. Grade C
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. Sold in bulk
3. In plant transfers
Entry into one of these alternative uses constituted the beginning of a
new process.
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Maintenance, Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
and maintenance of equipment listed in Table 39.
Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance of
the building housing this equipment.
Labor Classification . This process Has divided into five departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Receiving ~ South Line
Variable:
Opening cans
Grading
Dumping
Recording
Sampling
Can washing
Fixed ~ other than maintenance!
Supplies
Clean-up
Set-up
Receiving — South Line ~ Maintenance
Fixed—maintenance
i
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
Receiving — South Line — Idle Time
Idle time:
Unassigned idle time
First Holding — Operations
Variable:
Tank operation
Fixed ~ other than maintenance:
3et-up
Clean-up
First Holding — Maintenance
Fixed — maintenance:
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
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Proce33 II. Receiving Bulk Milk
Process Description. All bulk milk entered the plant at this point. It
was either Grade A from farm sources or other plants or Grade C from other
plants. This process included all activities from the time milk entered the
plant until it was cooled and ready to leave the storage tanks.
This process began with raw cooled milk in the bulk tank truck parked at
the receivinp dock. Prior to arrival of the first milk, the pump (8) was as-
sembled. If the milk was to be used in the Grade C department, pipes were con-
nected to the plate heat exchanger (3). From the plate heat exchanger (3)»
pipes were connected to the storage tanks (6,7,80,81). If milk was to be used
in the A department, pipes were connected from the pump (8) to the plate heat
exchanger (9). from the plate heat exchanger, milk flowed to storage tanks
(10,11).
When a truck loaded with milk arrived at the receiving dock, a worker
placed two small wooden ramps in front of the truck's front wheels. The truck
was driven up on these ramps so that the front of the truck was elevated about
six inches. This facilitated draining the tank, A worker then took a sample
of the milk with a long dipper. He sent part of the sample to the laboratory
for a butterfat, bacteria, or any other milk quality test desired} and the re-
mainder was used to determine the temperature of the load of milk.
The intake hose of the pump (8) was connected to the outlet on the truck,
and the milk pumped to either of the plate heat exchangers (3,9) in the Grade
A or Grade C departments. Milk that was to be processed the same day it was
received was not cooled, but pumped directly to the storage tanks. When the
truck was empty, the hose was disconnected and the truck sent to the service
area for washing. Washing the truck was not included in this process. Storage
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tanks in both departments were not refrigerated, but had agitators to keep the
milk well mixed.
The process of receiving, cooling and storage of milk ended when milk was
ready to leave the storage tanks.
Cleaning activities included disassembling and cleaning of the milk pump,
pipes, and heat exchangers; scrubbing the inside of storage tanks; and clean-
ing the floor in this area of the plant.
Product Alternatives . At this point milk from the storage might have en-
tered any of the following alternative uses:
A, Grade A
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. Sold in bulk
3. In plant transfers
8. Grade C
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. Sold in bulk
3. In plant transfers
Entry into one of the alternative uses constituted the beginning of a new
work process.
Maintenance, Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
and maintenance of equipment listed in Table 1>0.
Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance of
the building housing this equipment.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into two departoents which
were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further divided
into work elements.
Bulk Receiving ~ Operations
Variable
»
Hook-up
Pumping
Unhook
Sampling
Tank operation
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Fixed — other tiian maintenance
:
Set-up
Clean-up
Bulk Receiving — Maintenance
Fixed ~ maintenance!
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
Process III. Receiving Can Cream
Proce3s Description . All route and station cream entered the plant at
this point. This process included all activities from the time crean entered
the plant until it was in the twin-coil pasteurizers ready for neutraliza-
tion.
This process began when the truck operator placed full cans of cream on
the power conveyor leading into the cream recaiving room. Prior to receiving
cream, pumps (12,82) had been assembled, dump tank (13) set up, and pipes
connected to the twin-coil pasteurizers (Ili,l5,l6). Cleaning and sanitizing
agents had been added to the can washer (17).
After cans were placed on the conveyor, a worker placed a sample bottle
on top of each can. A worker opened the cans, made an organoleptic inspection,
and then took a sample which was placed in the sample bottle. After the sam-
ple was taken, cream was weighed in the can and the weight recorded. The can
was then inverted over the dump tank (13) and allowed to drain before moving
into the can washer (17). If the cream remaining in the can was unusually
thick, the oan was sprayed with hot water to loosen fat sticking to the sides
of the can. The can moved through the washer and on out to the empty can
storage room. Cans were stacked on a rack to be picked up later by the truck
operator and returned to producers or cream stations. When the dump tank be-
came full, a pmp (82) was started. It pumped cream through a pressure
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filter (83) to the surge tank (105). Cream was then pumped (12) to the twLn-
coil pasteurizers (1U,1$,16). Twin-coil pasteurizers were used only as storage
tanks and as a place for neutralization.
Cleaning activities included disassembly of pumps, washing dump tanks,
dismantling pipes, cleaning the can washer and scrubbing the floor. A re-
ceiving crew did the cleaning in this process.
Process III ended with the raw cream in twin-coil pasteurizing vats.
Product Alternatives . At this point, cream entered toe pasteurization
process only.
Maintenance . Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
and maintenance of equipment listed in Table I4I.
Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance of
the building housing tlds equipment.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into four departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Receiving — North Line
Variable
t
Opening cans
Grading
I>vum>ing
Recording
Sampling
Can washing
StacicLng cans
Fixed — other than maintenance:
Supplies
Clean-up
oet-up
Receiving — North Line ~ Maintenance
Fixed ~ maintenance
t
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
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Receiving ~ North Line — Idle Time
Idle tinei
Unassigned idle time
First Holding ~ Can Cream
Variable:
Tank operation
Fixed « other than maintenances
Set-up
Clean-up
Process IV. Separating Grade C Milk
Process Description . This process began with cooled milk in storage
tanks (6,7,80,81). After all pipe connections were made and the separators
(22,23,2Lt) assembled, milk was pumped (13) from storage tanks into the plate
heat exchanger (19) where it was heated to 90° F. If the vacuum pan was
operating, milk was pumped from the storage tanks to the bleeder heater (26)
in order to utilize this heat. Milk flowed back to the surge tank (106)
where it mixed with milk from the plate heat exchanger (19). From the plate
heat exchanger, milk went to a surge tank (106). Milk was then pumped (20)
through a pressure filter (21). From the filter, milk went to the separators.
The cream was then vacuuraized (S3), pasteurized (55), cooled (3), and
stored in storage tanks (Ul*,li5) as in Process HI (Processing and Storing
Route Cream).
This process ended when skim milk left the surge tank (107) at the
separator location, and cream was in storage tanks ready for selling or churn-
ing.
Cleaning activities included disassembly and cleaning of separators and
plate heat exchanger (pre-heater), dismantling of pipes, and cleaning of surge
tanks. Most of the cleaning was performed by a night crew.
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Product Alternatives . At this point skira mi],k from surge tanks and
cream in storage might have entered any of the following alternative usesi
A. Skim milk
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. In plant transfers
B. Cream
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. In plant transfers
Maintenance . Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
of equipment listed in Table 1*2.
Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance
of the building housing this equipment.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into two departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. The divisions of labor were
further divided into work elements.
Separation
Variable:
Processing
Holding
Canning cream
Fixed —• other than maintenance:
Hook-up
Machine set-up
Clean-up
Separation ~ Maintenance
Fixed — maintenance:
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
Process V. Condensing Operation
Process Description for Skim Milk . Thi3 process included all activities
from the time skim milk left the surge tank at the separators until cooled
condensed skim milk entered the storage tank or warn condensed skim milk en-
tered the drying process.
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The process began with skim milk in the surge tank (107) at the separa-
tor location. Milk was pumped (25) to the bleeder heater (26) on the evapo-
oator (30) for pre-heatin~. From the bleeder heater, milk flowed to the
tubular heater (27) where it was heated to 180° F. There were two ways of
handling the milk here. It may have been handled as described above or it may
have been pumped directly from the surge tank to the tubular heater. The
first method increased the capacity of the tubular heater.
From the tubular heater, milk went to the two hot wells (28,29). Milk
was drawn from the hot wells to the first and second stage evaporator (30)
where it was condensed to a ratio of ljjl. From the second stage evaporator,
condensed milk was pumped (100) to the plate heat exchanger (3ii) and then to
a storage tank (33) or storage vats (32,85). If condensed milk was to be
dried, it did not flow through the plate cooler, but entered storage vats
(32,85) which were actually used as a surge tank for the drying process.
This process ended with cooled condensed skim milk in the storage tank
or warm condensed skim milk at 130° F. as it entered the drying process.
Process Description for Whole Milk . This process included all activities
from the tine whole milk was in the storage tank until cooled condensed whole
milk entered the storage vat or warm condensed whole milk entered the drying
process.
This process began with whole milk in storage tanks (6,7,80,81). Cream
was transported in 10-gallon cans to the storage tanks and added to the whole
milk. Cream was added in order to increase the fat content to the specifica-
tions of 26 per cent bntterfat for dry whole milk. The enriched milk was
pumped (18) to the bleeder heater (26) on the evaporator or directly to the
tubular heater (27) as described in the skim milk process. The remainder of
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the process is identical to the process for evaporation of skin milk with the
exception that whole milk was condensed to a ratio of 3:1.
The process ended with cooled condensed whole milk in the storage tank
or warm condensed whole milk as it entered the drying process.
Cleaning activities included cleaning all equipment listed in Table 1*3.
Product Alternatives . Condensed milk from the condensing operation
might have entered any of the following alternative uses:
A. Condensed skim milk
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. Sold in bulk
3. In plant transfers
B. Condensed whole milk
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. Sold in bulk
3. In plant transfers
Maintenance . Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
and maintenance of equipment listed in Table 1»3.
Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance
of the building housing this equipment.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into three departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Vacuum Pan — Operations
Variable!
Forewamdng
Processing
Fixed « other than maintenance:
Hook-up
Machine set-up
Clean-up
Vacuum Pan ~ Maintenance
Fixed — maintenance:
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
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Vacuum Pan — Idle Time
Idle time)
Unassigned idle time
Process vl. Condensing Transfers
Process Description. This process began with cooled condensed milk in
storage vats (32, 85) • Cans were transported to the vats on a dolly where
they were gravity filled with condensed milk. If the order called for a lower
per cent of solids-not-fat than the condensed milk contained, water was added
to obtain the desired per cent of solids. After 10-gallon cans were filled,
they were transported to the south cold room. This process ended with full
cans of condensed skim milk in the south cold room.
Product Alternatives
.
Condensed milk in 10-gallon cans might have en-
tered either of the following alternative uses:
A. Sold in 10-gallon cans
B. In plant transfers
frfaintenance
.
Mo plant or equipment maintenance was charged to this pro-
cess. Care of storage vats (Table hk) was charged to Process V (Condensing
Operation)
.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into two departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Eivisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Vacuum Pan ~ Operations
Variable:
Transfer to next dept — canning
Transfer empty cans
South Cold Room — Operations
Variable:
Product in « plant
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Process VII. Selling Condensed Milk
Process Description . This process included labor required for loading
lO-gallon cans of condensed milk for shipment. The process began with cans
of condensed ndlk in the south cold room. When a truck arrived for loadinr,
a worker transported cans of condensed milk to the gravity conveyor with a
two-wheeled dolly and set the cans on the conveyor. This process ended with
cans on the conveyor outside the building ready to be loaded into the truck
by the truck driver. The truck driver was not observed in this study.
Equipment Used . The only equipment used was a tvo-wheeled dolly and the
gravity conveyor.
Product Alternatives . This was a final product.
Maintenance. No cleaning or maintenance was observed in this process.
Labor Classification
.
This process included one department, one
division of labor, and one work element.
South Cold Room — Operations
Variable!
Product out ~ ship
Process VIII. Spray-Drying Operation
Process Description
. This process included all activities fron the time
condensed milk (either non-fat or whole) left the storage tanks until it was
dried and reached the bagger.
This process began with cooled condensed milk in the storage tanks (32,
33»S5) or warm condensed milk at the evaporator (30). Condensed milk was
pumped (86) to the plate heat exchanger (31*) where it was heated to 160-170° F.
From the plate heat exchanger, milk went to the homogenizer (35), which was
120
used as a pump to put the rallk into the dryer (36).
Dry nilk left the dryer by an auger and the force of gravity. This pro-
cess ended when dry milk entered the cyclocentric screen and bagger.
Cleaning of the dryer is a major item of work as the walls, ceiling, and
floor were brushed and washed. Jets were al30 dismantled and cleaned daily
or after each production run.
Product Alternatives . The only alternative was to package the dry milk.
Maintenance
.
Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
and maintenance of equipment listed in Table k$.
Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance
of the building housing this equipment.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into two departments
which were divided into divisions of labor, livisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Spray Drying — Processing — Operations
Variable:
Processing operation
Fixed — other than maintenance!
Set-up
Change over
Clean-up
Spray Drying — Processing — Maintenance
Fixed ~ maintenances
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
Process IX. Packaging Dry Milk
Process Description
. This process included all activities from the time
dry milk left the dryer until it was in sealed packages ready for storage.
This process be[an when dry milk entered the cyclocentric screen and
bagger (37). If the product was dry whole milk, the dry milk did not pass
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over the screen, but fell directly into a 100 pound bag or 220 pound barrel.
Dry whole milk did not pass over the cyclocentric screen. Breaking up pow-
der flakes would destroy the emulsion of fat in milk solids and result in
flavor deteriorating reactions. If the product was non-fat dry milk, it
passed over the screen to break up milk particles providinc a more soluble
product. Prior to filling the first containers, bags or barrels were trans-
ported from the warehouse to the bagging area and labeled as to fat content,
solids-not-fat content and weight. After a bag was filled, it was sealed and
the top closed with a special sewing machine (91j). After a barrel was filled,
the plastic liner was sealed and a metal top clamped on. One out of every
forty containers was set back for laboratory personnel to sample.
This process ended with dry milk in the sealed container at the bagger
location.
Cleaning activities included cleaning the bagger, the screen, and the
entire floor of the packaging room.
Product Alternatives . Dry milk was packaged in the following size con-
tainers!
A. Non-fat dry milk
1. 100 pound bags
a. U.S. Extra Grade
b. U.S. Standard Grade
2. 220 pound barrels
a. U.S. Extra Grade
b. U.S. Standard Grade
B. Dry whole milk
1. 100 pound bags
a. U.S. Extra Grade
b. U.S. Standard Grade
2. 220 pound barrels
a. U.S. Extra Grade
b. U.S. Standard Grade
Maintenance
.
Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
and maintenance of equipment listed in Table 1*6.
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Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance
of the building housing this equipment.
Labor Classification
. This process was divided into two departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Spray Drying -- Packaging — Operations
Variable!
Transport packages from storage to packaging area
Position package
Filling
Sampling one container in JUO
Sealing package
Labeling
Supplied
Package preparation
Fixed ~ other than maintenance:
Set-up
Machine set-up
Clean-up
Spray Drying ~ Packaging -- Maintenance
Fixed ~ maintenance
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
Process X. Storing Dry Milk
Process Description
. This process included all hauling of the sealed
dry milk containers from the time they were moved from the packaging area un-
til they were in place on a stack in storage.
This process becan with the filled bag or barrel at the bagger location.
The container was placed on a two-wheel dolly and transported to the stack.
The container was removed from the dolly and placed on the hoist (38). The
hoist elevated the container to the top of the pile where a worker removed the
container and positioned it on the stack. The dolly was then transported back
to the packaging area.
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This process ended with the bag or barrel in place on the stack.
Product Alternatives . Dry milk might have entered either of following
alternative uses:
A. Sold as dry milk.
B. In plant transfers.
ffeintenance
.
No equipment or plant maintenance was observed in this pro-
cess. The only equipment used was an electric hoist (Table 1*7) and a two-
wheel dolly.
Labor Classification . This process included one department which was
divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further divided in-
to work elements.
Spray Drying ~ Packaging ~ Operations
Variables
Transport to storage
Stacking
Transport empty dolly
Fixed ~ other than maintenances
Inventory
Storage rearrangement
Process XI. Shipping Dry Milk
Process Description
. This process beran with full bags or barrels of dry
milk on the stack in the storage area. Electric hoist (38) was used to lower
the top bags or barrels from the pile. Containers were then placed on a two-
wheel dolly and transported to the truck. Containers were stacked in the
truck after cardboard or paper was placed on the truck floor. It was fre-
quently necessary to prepare an elevated ramp for the truck if the truck was
too high for the loading dock.
This process ended with bags or barrels in place in the truck ready for
shipnent.
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Froduct Alternatives
. There were no alternate uses for this product as
dry nilk was now an end product.
Maintenance
. No equipment or plant maintenance was observed in this pro-
cess. The only equipment used was an electric hoist (Table JUS) and a two-
wheel dolly.
Labor Classification . This process included one department and one
division of labor. The division of labor was divided into work elements.
Spray Crying Packaging ~ Operations
Variable:
Load out dolly for shipping
Transport to truck
Stacking in truck
Transport empty dolly to storage
Preparing loading dock
Preparing truck for hauling
Process XII. Processing and Storing Route Qream
Process Description . This process included all activities from the time
cream was stored in twin-coil pasteurizers until it left holding tanks for
sales or churning.
The process began with raw route cream in twin-coil pasteurizers (lli,l5,
16). Some returned cream and butter were added to route cream, but this was
small in comparison to the amount received from the route. The acidity of the
cream was taken, and the cream heated. Upon reaching Ilj5 F., the proper
amount of neutralizer was added to the warm cream. The twin-coil pasteurizers
were actually used as holding tanks rather than pasteurizers. From the twin-
coil pasteurizers, cream was pumped (99) to a surge tank (100) and then pulled
through the vacuumizer (53). From the vacuumizer, cream was pumped by a tim-
ing pump {Sh) through three-fourths of the tubular heater (55). Cream then
went through the pressure strainer (56), the remaining one-fourth of the
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tubular heater, held at 190° F. for fifteen seconds in the holding tube for
pasteurization, and then cooled to 1*0° F. in the plate heat exchanger (3).
From the heat exchanger, cream went to storage tanks (Ui,l^>) which were re-
frigerated.
Some route cream was run through the vacuumizer and tubular heater twice.
This was the case because there was a three-way valve just before the holding
tube which allowed cream to flow back, by means of a circulation line, to the
surge tank in order to maintain a constant level of cream in the surge tank.
This was a self adjusting process, so, the rate of pasteurization was dependent
upon the rate of flow of incoming cream from the twin-coil pasteurizers.
TM.3 process ended with cooled, pasteurized cream in storage tanks ready
to be sold or churned.
Cleaning activities included cleaning of equipment listed in Table h,9 and
the floor area around this equipment. This labor was included in Process XIV
(Buttermaking).
Product Alternatives . Cream from storage tanks might have entered either
of the following alternative uses!
A. Sold in 10-gallon cans
B. In plant transfers
Entry into one of these alternative uses constituted the beginning of a
new process.
Maintenance . Maintenance for this process was included in Process XIV
( Buttermaking)
.
Labor Classification . This process included one department and one
division of labor. The division of labor was divided into two work elements.
Butter Making — Operations
Variable:
Pre-churn operation ~ pasteurization and neutralization
Dumping cream In pasteurizer — returns
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Process XIII • Selling Pasteurized Cream
Process Description . This process included all activities from the time
cream left the storage tanks until it left the south cold room for shipment.
This process bepan with cooled, pasteurized, sweet cream or route cream
in storage tanks (hh,k5)> A sample of cream was taken, and a butterfat test
performed to determine the per cent butterfat. This was essential to deter-
mine price. Ten-gallon cans were transported to the storage tank area on a
dolly. Cans were filled from the tanks by gravity flow. Full cans were
tagged as to date and per cent butterfat and transported to the south cold
room. Cans were then placed on the gravity conveyor. This process ended with
full cans of cream on the conveyor ready to be loaded into a truck.
Product Alternatives . This was an end product, cream would not be re-
moved from the storage tanks in cans unless it was to be sold.
Maintenance . The only equipment used in this process were storage tanks
(Table SO). Maintenance for this process was charged to Process XXIV (Butter-
making) .
Labor Classification . This process was divided into two departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. The divisions of labor were fur-
ther divided into work elements.
Butter Making — Operations
Variable t
Transport cans of cream to cooler
Filling cans
South Cold Room — Operations
Variable:
Products in — plant
Products out ~ ship
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Process XIV. Butter-making
Process Inscription . This process included all activities from the time
cooled, pasteurized cream left storage tanks until it was stored as butter in
the south cold room.
This process began with cooled, pasteurized cream in storage tanks (1+b,
IjS). This could have been either sweet cream for making 92 score butter or
route cream for making 90 score butter. Each grade of cream was churned
separately. The butterfat content of the cream was derived and an expected
yield calculated. After the churn had been sanitized, cream was pumped (39)
from storage tanks to the churns (l|0,ljl). Coloring material was added to the
cream when necessary. While the cream was churning, workers prepared baskets
or boxe3 for storing butter. Containers were lined with wet parchment paper.
When the butter was churned and the buttermilk drained, the butter was washed
and salted. Salt was then worked into the butter and a test run to determine
the butterfat, moisture, salt, and acid content of the butter. Proper ad-
justments were made in the moisture and salt content, and the butter reworked
until the desired consistency was obtained. Butter was removed from the
churn, weighed, and placed in 6U-pound boxes or 62-pound baskets (boxes if
it was to be sold in bulk and baskets if it was to be printed in the plant).
Boxes or baskets were then sealed and labeled before being transported on a
dolly to the south cold room. As the buttermilk drained, it was pumped (1(2)
to a storage tank (1(3). This process ended with butter in the south cold
room and buttermilk in the storage tank.
Cleaning activities for this process included dismantling pipes to the
storage tanks and cleaning equipment listed in Tables 1<9, SO, 51.
Product Alternatives. Butter and buttermilk might have entered any of
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the following alternate usees
A. Ninety-two score butter
1. Sold in 6U-pound boxes
2. Printed
3. In plant transfers
B. Ninety score butter
1. Sold in 61t-pound boxes
2. Printed
3. In plant transfers
C. Buttermilk
1. In plant transfers
Maintenance
. Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
and maintenance of equipment listed in Tables k9 t 5°» *&<* 51.
Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance
of the area housing this equipment.
Labor Classification
. This process was divided into three departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elenents.
Butter Making — Operations
Variable:
Filling churn
Churning
Testing
Pulling
3asket preparation
Filling baskets or boxes
Transport product to cooler
Transport empty dolly back
"ecording
Pumping buttermilk
Supplies
Fixed ~ other than maintenance
i
Sanitize
Hook-up
Clean-up
Butter Making — Maintenance
Fixed ~ maintenance:
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
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South Cold Room — Operations
Variable:
Product in — plant
Process IV. Selling Bulk Butter
Process Description . The process began when a truck operator arrived
for a load of butter. Bulk butter in 6!»-pound boxes -was placed on a dolly
and moved to the gravity conveyor in the south cold room. Boxes were placed
on the conveyor. The truck operator removed the boxes from the conveyor and
loaded his truck. This process ended with butter on the conveyor ready to
be loaded into the truck. Truck operators were not observed in this study.
Equipment Used. A dolly and the conveyor were the only pieces of equip-
ment used in this process.
Product Alternatives . This was a final product.
Maintenance
.
Maintenance was not included in this process.
Labor Classification
. This process included one department, one division
of labor, and one work element.
South Cold Room — Operations
Variable!
Products out — ship
Process XVI. Printing and Wrapping Butter in Individual
Quarters —• One Brand Only
Process Description
.
This process included all activities from the time
butter was received in the printing room until it was printed, wrapped, cased,
and moved into the north cold room. This process included only one brand name
so that exact production figures could be used.
This process began with bulk butter in the south cold room. Bulk butter
138
was transported to the printing room in 62-pound baskets. After bulk butter
was in the printing room and other supplies provided as necessary butter was
cut into smaller chunks with a wire cutter. Chunks o* butter were placed into
the printer (72) which molded butter into one-fourth pound pieces.
One-fourth pound pieces of butter were moved by hand to the wrapping
machine (73). This machine wrapped the quarters, and a worker moved them to
the packaging table. Wrapped quarters were placed in cartons by hand, car-
tons placed in cases, and the number of cartons filled recorded on a pro-
duction sheet. Cases of butter were moved on a dolly into the north cold
room where this process ended.
Cleaning activities for this process included cleaning of the wrapping
tables and machines.
Product Alternatives . Minety-two score butter was packaged in the fol-
lowing size cartons:
A. One-pound individually wrapped quarters
B. One-half pound individually wrapped quarters
Maintenance
. Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
and maintenance of equipment listed in Table 52.
Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance
of the butter printing room.
Labor Classification. This process was divided into three departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Butter Printing — Printer
Variable
I
Supplies
Product in
Operation
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Fixed — other than maintenance
s
Hook-up
Clean-up
Butter Printing ~ Wrapping
Variable:
Supplies
Operation
Packaging
Casing in
Product out
Recording
Fixed — other than maintenance:
Clean-up
Inventory
Butter Printing — Maintenance
Fixed — maintenance:
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
Process XVII. Printing and Wrapping Butter — Other
Than the Special Brand of Proce33 XVI
Process re3cription . This process included all activities from the time
bulk butter was received in the printing room until it Has printed, wrapped,
cased, and transported into the north cold room.
This process began with bulk butter in the south cold room. Bulk butter
wae transported to the printing room in 62-pound baskets. After bulk butter
was brought into the printing room and other supplies provided as necessary,
butter was cut into smaller chunks with a wire cutter. Chunks of butter were
placed into the printer (72) which molded butter into one-fourth pound pieces.
Butter that was to be individually quarter-wrapped was moved by hand to
wrapping machine (73). A worker moved machine-wrapped butter to the packag-
ing table. Wrapped quarters were placed in cartons by hand, and the cartons
placed in cases. The number of cartons filled were recorded on a production
sheet.
Hi
Butter that was not individual quarter-wrapped was wrapped by hand in
one pound packages after it came out of the printer. The amount was recorded
on a production sheet. Some wrapped butter was placed in cartons before cas-
ing and some of it was not. Cases of butter were then moved into the north
cold room on a dolly where this process ended.
Cleaning activities included cleaning the wrapping tables and machines.
Product Alternatives . Ninety-score butter was packaged in the following
type cartons
i
A. One-pound parchment wrapped
B. One-pound parchment wrapped in cartons
C. One-$ound of individually wrapped quarters
D. One-half pound of individually wrapped quarters
Maintenance
. Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
and maintenance of equipment listed in Table 53.
Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance of
the butter printing room.
Labor Classification
. This process was divided into three departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Butter Printing ~ Printer
Variable:
Supplies
Product in
Operation
Fixed — other than maintenance
t
Hook-up
Clean-up
Butter Printing — Wrapping
Variable
i
Supplies
Operation
Hand wrap
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Packaging
Casing in
Product out
Recording
Fixed — other than maintenance:
Clean-up
Inventory
Butter Printing -- Maintenance
Fixed — maintenance:
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
Process XVIII. Processing Cottage Cheese
Process Description . This process began with skira milk in the surge
tank (107) near the separators (22,23,2k). Skira milk was pumped (25) from
the surge tank through the tubular heater (27) and through the plate heat ex-
changer (3li) to the cheese vats (U6,li7). After all milk was in the vats,
starter, which had been previously prepared from skim milk in the Grade A
department, was added. The temperature of the milk was raised, and the milk
set overnight at 70° F. in the vats. The following morning tests were run
to determine the proper time for cutting the curd. When the curd had developed
properly for cutting, it was cut with wire cutters by hand} and the tempera-
ture raised for cooking. While the cheese was cooking, it was stirred with
mechanical agitators (97,98) 5 however, some hand stirring was necessary in
addition to the agitators in order to free the curd that had been caught in
the corners of the vats. After the necessary time for cooking (about two
hours) the whey was drained) and the curd washed and drained with water two
or three times. Drained curd was then placed in plastic-lined, ten-gallon,
straight-sided cheese cans which, when full, contained 70 pounds of curd.
Canned curd was moved on two-wheel dollies to the south cold room for tempo-
rary storage. Whey was drained into a tank and later hauled off and dumped.
no,
This process ended with cottage cheese curd in special cheese cans in the
south cold room.
Cleaning activities for this process included cleaning the plate heat
exchanger, cheese vats, and the floor of the cheese processing area.
Product Alternatives . Special cans of cottage cheese might have entered
either of the following uses:
A. Sold as non-creamed cottage cheese in 10-gallon cans
B. Stored to be packaged
Maintenance . Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
and maintenance of equipment listed in Table SU.
Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance
of the area housing this equipment.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into three departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Cottage Cheese
Variable:
Filling vats
Testing
Cutting
Cooking
Draining
Temporary storage — in plant
Preparing starters
Hauling whey
Fixed -- other than maintenance:
Hook-up
Sanitizing
Clean-up
Cottage Cheese — Maintenance
Fixed — maintenance
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
South Cold Boom — Operations
Variable:
Product in — plant
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Process XIX. Packaging Cottage Cheese
Process Description . This process included all activities from the time
cottage cheese curd left the south cold room until it was packaged and moved
to the north cold room ready to be placed in stacks.
This process began with cottage cheese curd in special cheese cans in the
south cold room. Cans of curd were moved on a two-wheel dolly to the pack-
aging area. Prior to packaging, cheese cartons and cases had been moved to
the packaging area. Cans of cheese were dumped into a mixing vat (1<9).
Salted cheese dressing was mixed into the curd by hand with a cottage cheese
fork.l Cartons were then hand filled with creamed cottage cheese, capped,
and placed in cases. It was sometimes necessary to dump packages of cottage
cheese back into the mixing vat and repackage the cottage cheese in different
size containers. Cases were moved on a two-wheel dolly to the north cold room.
This process ended with creamed cottage cheese in retail size cartons in the
north cold room. Stacking of cases of cottage cheese was not included in this
process, but it was included in Process XXXII (Handling North Cold Room Pro-
ducts).
Cleaning activities for this process included cleaning the mixing vat,
packaging table, and area surrounding this equipment.
Product Alternatives . Creamed cottage cheese was packaged in the follow-
ing size containers
i
Salted cheese dressing was cheese dressing that had been prepared in the
Grade A department. It contained approximately six per cent butterfat. Salt
was added to the cheese dressing at a rate of one per cent of the dry curd
weight. Salt was dissolved in the dressing before the dressing was applied to
the dry curd.
11*7
A. Five-pound cartons
B» Two-pound cartons
C. Twelve-ounce cartons
Maintenance . No maintenance was charged to this process. The maintenance
observed was included in Process XVIII (Processing Cottage Cheese). This was
a small item as the only equipment used was a mixing vat and a cottage cheese
fork (Table 55).
Labor Classification . This process was divided into two departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were .further
divided into work elements.
Cottage Cheese
Variable:
Salt and dressing
Supplies and cans
Temporary storage — out
Packaging
Product out
Prepackage
South Cold Room — Operations
Variable!
Product out ~ plant
Process XX. Processing Ice Cream Products
Process Description . This process began with ice cream, ice milk, or
sherbet mix in the south cold room or the Qrade A handling room. !Qx was
transported to the processing area on a dolly in 10-gallon cans, and other
supplies were brought in as necessary. After all necessary connections of
the pipes and equipment was completed, mix was poured into the mixing vats (50,
92). Flavoring and coloring were added to the mix, and nuts or fruit were
placed in the fruit and nut feeder (91) on the freezer. From the mixing vats,
mix was run through the continuous freezer (51). If more than one flavor of
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product or products were produced during one production run, it was usually
necessary to shut dowi briefly to provide additional supplies to the process.
Production records and per cent overrun were kept on all products produced.
This process ended with partially frozen product coming from the freezer ready
to be packaged.
Cleaning activities for this process included cleaning nixing vats, the
continuous freezer, and the area surrounding this equipment.
Product Alternatives . During this process, these alternative products
Might have been made!
A. Ice cream flavors
1. Vanilla
2. Chocolate
3. Strawberry
k. Cherry nut
5. Chip chocolate
6. Butter brickie
7. Pecan taffy
8. Chocolate revel
9. Black cherry
10. Lemon chiffon
11. Butter pecan
12. Butterscotch revel
13. Whitehouse cherry
11*. Pecan crunch
15. Butterscotch filbert
16. Country cousin
17. Black walnut
B. Ice milk flavors
1. Vanilla
2. Chocolate
3. Strawberry
C. Sherbet
1. Lime
2. Orange
3. Lemon
It. Pineapple
5. Raspberry
6. Watermelon
i5o
Maintenance . Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
and maintenriice of equipment listed in Table $6.
Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance
of the area immediately surrounding the ice cream processing equipment.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into three departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. ELvisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Ice Cream — Processing
Variable
i
Transporting mix
Flavor and color
Load in mix
Operation
Supplies
Transport empty cans
Fixed — other than maintenance;
Hook-up
Clean-up
Records and fornula
Ice Cream ~ Maintenance
Fixed ~ maintenance:
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
South Cold Hoom — Operations
Variable:
Products out — plant
Process XXI. Packaging and Storing Ice Cream Products
Process Description
. This process bei;an with ice cream, ice milk, or
sherbet as it left the continuous freezer (5>'l). Cartons and other supplies
for the products had been transported to the packaging area, assembled by
hand, and stamped with product name prior to starting the filling operation.
A worker positioned a carton under the outlet nozzle and filled the carton,
he then handed the full carton to another worker who closed the top of each
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carton by hand, the second worker also checked carton weights frequently to
determine per cent overrun. If overrun was not somewhat near 100 per cent,
the first worker would adjust the continuous freezer accordingly. After a
certain number oi cartons were filled, the second worker placed a group of
cartons in a paper sack. He waited until a ftw sacks of cartons had accumu-
lated, and then he placed these sacks in the hardening room. Two and one-
half gallon cartons were not placed in sacks but were put directly into the
hardening roon.
If slices of ice cream were to be produced, the ice cream was placed in
brick containers as it cane from the continuous freezer. Bricks were frozen
in the hardenini? room, then they were sliced and wrapped by hand into either
21* or 32 slices per brick. Slices were occasionally stamped or stenciled
depending on the individual order.
Ice cream, ice milk, and 3herbet were arranged and rearranged in the
hardening room according to age. An inventory was taken of these products
weekly. Cleaning activities included cleaning the area around the packaging
table.
Product Alternatives . Ice cream products might have been packaged in the
following size cartons:
A. Two and one-half gallon cartons
•
B. One-half gallon cartons
C. Pint cartons
C. Cups
E. Bricks for slicing
F. Individual slices
Maintenance. So maintenance was charged to this process. The only equip-
1
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ment listed in this process was the continuous freezer (Table 57), and main-
tenance for it vas charged to Process XX (Processing Ice Cream Products).
Labor Classi ficattwa, This proSMi DM 61vld*d lata (ma •>• rrt-ir- tt
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work- elements
.
Ice Cream — Processing
Variable
i
Load in cooler
Fixed — other than maintenance:
Rearrange cooler
Inventory
Ice Cream ~ Filling
Variablo:
3upplies
Position package
Weight test
Filling
Sacking
Capping
Cutting and slicing
Wrapoing
Unwrapping
Stamping
Decorating individual slices
Fixed -- other than maintenance
Change-over
Clean-up
Process XXII. Selling Ice Cream
Process Description, This process included all activities from the time
packaged ice cream products left the hardening room until they were in the
truck for shipment.
The process began with packaged ice cream products in the hardening room.
When a truck driver arrived with an order for ice cream, a worker used a dolly
to transport ice creara from the hardening room to the conveyor in the south
cold room. The worker placed the products on the gravity conveyor. The pro-
cess ended with ice cream products ready to be loaded into the truck. The
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truck operator was not observed in this study.
Equipment Used. The only equipment used in this process was a two-wheel
dolly and the gravity conveyor.
Product Alternatives . There were no product alternatives as this was a
final product.
Maintenance. No plant or equipment maintenance was observed in this
process.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into two departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Ice Cream — Processing
Variable:
Load out — cooler
South Cold Room — Operations
Variable
:
Product in — ship
Process XXIII. Selling Raw Milk ~ Grade A or Grade C
Process Description . This process began with cooled raw milk in the
storage tanks (6,7,10,11). Empty 10-gallon cans were transported to the stor-
age tank area by the purchaser and a plant worker. Cans were filled by
gravity flow from the storage tanks. Full cans were transported on a dolly
to the buyer's truck. When selling bulk milk, the plant worker connected
lines from the storage tanks (10,11, 6,7) to the bulk truck. A pump was
started and the desired quantity of milk pumped from the storage tanks to
the bulk truck. This process ended with full cans of raw milk in the buyer's
truck or the buyer's bulk truck filled with the desired quantity of milk.
Product Alternatives . There were no product alternatives for this pro-
cess.
156
Maintenance . Cleaning and maintenance were not observed for this pro-
cess. Four storage tanks were the only pieces of equipment used (Table 58)
and their maintenance wa3 charged to Process I (Receiving Can Milk).
Labor Classification . This process was divided into two departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Eivisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Handling A — Milk
Variable
:
Filling cans
Loading cans in truck
First Holding — Operations
Variable!
Filling cans to ship out
Process XXIV. Processing and Storing Grade A Products
Process Description . This process included all activities from the time
cooled Grade A whole milk left the storage tanks until it was processed and
ready to be bottled as whole milk, skim milk, or cream. This process ended
with milk as it left the final holding tank or as skim milk or cream as they
left the processing vats.
This process began with raw cooled milk in storage tanks (10,11). After
the equipment had been connected and sanitized, milk was pumped (57) to the
standardizer (58) if the milk was to be bottled as whole milk. Vitamins were
added to the milk by the vitamin dispenser (6l) while the milk was in the
surge tank (109). After vitamins were added, the milk went to the regeneration
section of the short-time pasteurizer (59). From the pasteurizer, milk was
pumped (103) to the vacuumizer (63). Milk was then pumped by the timing pump
(101) to the homogenizer (60) and returned to the pasteurization section of
the pasteurizer. It was then heated to 170° F. and held for 15 seconds in the
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holding tube of the pasteurizer, run back through the regeneration section of
the pasteurizer, then cooled to JUO° F. in the cooling section of the pasteuri-
zer. After cooling, milk went to the storage tank (62).
Milk that was to be separated for bottled skim milk and cream did not go
to the standardizer but was pumped (10U) to the separator (6U). From the
separator, cream flowed to processing vats (65,66,70,71) or was canned direct-
ly in 10-gallon cans if used to enrich whole milk powder, and skim milk flowed
to the surge tank (109) at the pasteurizer (59). Cream that was to be 3old as
whipping cream was pasteurized at 155° F. for 30 minutes in the processing vat
(65,66,70, or 71). It was then cooled to less than 1*0° F. in the same Tat.
Cream that was to be sold as half and half was standardized in the processing
vat and pumped (10U) to the surge tank (109) at the short-time pasteurizer
location. It followed the same route as whole milk and was returned cooled
to a processing vat (65,66,70,71). The processing vat served as a holding
tank until the cream was bottled.
After skim milk entered the short-time pasteurizer (59) it followed the
same route as whole milk. After it was cooled, skim milk was returned to a
processing vat (65,66,70,71) which served as a holding tank until it was bot-
tled. In order to get enough cream for bottling, more skim milk was usually
produced than was desired for bottling. This surplus skim milk was pumped
(102) to the Grade C department where it was mixed with Grade C skim milk.
This process ended with whole milk, skim milk, or cream as they left
the storage tank or processing vats to be bottled or packaged. In this pro-
cess, raw cooled milk had been standardized, clarified, pasteurized, vacuundzed,
vitamin D fortified, and homogenized to be bottled as whole milk. Milk that
was not sold as whole milk in bottles or cans was separated, pasteurized, and
cooled to be sold as bottled skim milk or cream. Of course proper records
159
were kept of all products produced in this department.
Cleaning activities for this process involved disassembly and cleaning
of all equipment and area surrounding the equipment listed in Table 59. Host
of the cleaning was done by one man at night.
Product Alternatives . Whole milk, cream, and skim milk might have en-
tered any of ths following alternative uses:
A. Whole milk
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. Sold in five-gallon dispenser cans
3. Packaged in the plant
B. Cream
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. Packaged in the plant
C. Skim milk
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. Packaged in the plant
3. In plant transfers
Maintenance . Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
and maintenance of equipment listed in Table 59.
Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance
of the area housing this equipment.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into two departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Handling A ~ Milk
Variable
:
Processing -- separation, homogenization and pasteurization
Fixed ~ other than maintenances
Sanitizing
Hook-up
Supplies
Clean-up
Change-over
Records
Handling A —- Idle Time
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Idle time:
Unassigned idle time
Process XTf. Processing Dairy Mixes
Process Description . This process included all activities for processing
cheese dressing, ice cream mix, ice milk mix, and sherbet mix. All activities
from the time ingredients left the storage tanks until finished products were
in the south cold room or the areas for further processing were included in
this process.
The process for cheese dressing began with processed whole milk in the
storage tank (62). After the pipes and equipment had been connected and
sanitized, milk was pumped (9lt) to processing vats (65,66,70,71) where cream
and conden33d milk were added to make cheese dressing. Iressing was pumped
(lOli) to the surge tank (109) where it followed the same route as whole milk
for pasteurization (59), homogenization, and vacuumization. Dressing was
pumped (9lj) into 10-nallon cans after cooling and transported to the south
cold room for storage.
The process for ice cream mix and ice milk mix began with raw whole milk
in storage tanks (6,7,80,81). Milk was transported in 10-gallon cans to the
processing vats (65,66,70,71) where cream, condensed milk, stabilizer, and
sugar were added (mixes vary as to composition). Mix was pumped (lOlt) to the
surge tank (109) where it followed the same route as whole milk except that
some mixes were not homogenized. After cooling, mix was pumped into 10-gallon
cans and transported to the south cold room for aging.
The process for sherbet nix began with skim milk as it came from the
separator (61i). From the separator, skim milk flowed to processing vats (65,
66,70, or 71). Stabilizer and sugar were added to the skim milk, and the mix
16U
was pumped (10ii) to the surge tank (10?) where it followed the same route as
ice cream mixes. After cooling, mix was put into 10-t;allon cans and transported
to the south cold room for a^ing.
All of these products required a certain amount of supplies to be pro-
vided, and they all ended with the mixes in the south cold room or in the
cottage cheese area for use in other processes. The formulas for the mixes
and othsr record keeping was done as time permitted while the products were
being processed.
Cleaning activities for this process included cleaning processing vats
and pipe3 from the holding tanks to the vats. Most of the cleaning was done
by one worker on the night shift.
Product Alternatives
.
lUxes might have entered the following alternative
A. Cheese mix
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. In plant transfers
B. Ice cream mix
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. In plant transfers
C. Ice milk mix
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. In plant transfers
D. Sherbet mix
1. Sold in 10-gallon cans
2. In plant transfers
Entry into one of these alternative uses constituted the beginning of a
new process.
Maintenance
. Ho equipment or plant maintenance was charged to this pro-
cess. The products in this process were usually produced after the equipment
(Table 60) and area surrounding the equipment had already been used in Process
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HIV (Processing and storing Grade A Products).
Labor Classification . This process was divided into i'our departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Sivisions of labor were further
divided into work elenents.
Handling A — Mix
Variable!
Mailing nix
Transport cans — clean
Transport cans ~ full
Can return
Testing
Filling cans
Filling vat
Transporting ingredients in
Washing cans
Transporting cheese dressing
Adding ingredients
Handling A « By-product
Variable
I
Filling cans
Transporting cans ~ full
Can tags
Receiving ~ North Line
Variables
Transport cans in
Transport can 3 out
South Cold Room — Operations
Variable!
Products in — plant
Products out ~ plant
Process XXVI. Processing Specialty Products
Process Description . This process included all activities involved in
processing buttermilk, chocolate milk, orange drink, and grape drink.
The process for chocolate milk began when milk was pumped (9U) to the
processing vats (65,66,70,71) from the storage tank (62), this was bottling
grade milk. Chocolate flavoring and sugar were brought into the area and
168
were added to the milk. This mixture was pasteurized at 155° F. for 30 min-
utes in the processing vat. After pasteurization, chocolate milk was cooled
to less than 1|0° F. in the vat prior to bottling.
The process for buttermilk began when Grade A skim milk was pumped (10l»)
from the separator (61»), to one of the processing vats (65,66,70, or 71). It
was pasteurized at 185° F. for one hour in the processing vat then cooled to
70° F. in the vat and set with one per cent starter mother culture. The
starter mother culture had been prepared in the laboratory using sterile skim
milk and a powdered pure culture supplied by one of the good culture supply
companies. The buttermilk was allowed to set over night. When it had devel-
oped the desired acidity, it was cooled to less than U0° F. before bottling.
Orange or grape drink was made by running tap water into one of the pro-
cessing vats (65,66,70, or 71) and adding coloring, flavoring, and sugar as
recommended by the flavoring manufacturers. The mixture was cooled to less
than 1j0° F. in the vat before bottling.
The process ended when the products left the processing vats to be
bottled. The formulas for the products and other record keeping was done as
time permitted while the products were being processed.
Cleaning activities included cleaning the pipes, the equipment listed in
Table 61, and the area surrounding this equipment.
Product Alternatives . Chocolate milk, buttermilk, grape drink, and
orange drink may have entered any of the following uses:
A. Chocolate milk
1. Sold in five-gallon dispenser cans
2. Packaged in the plant
B. Buttermilk
1. Packaged in the plant
2. In plant transfers
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C. Orange drink and grape drink
1. Bottled in the plant
2. In plant transfers
Maintenance . Equipment maintenance included labor required for the
care and maintenance of equipment listed in Table 61.
Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance
of the area housing this equipment.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into two departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Handling A ~ By-Product
Variable:
Processing
Flavors
Fixed — other than maintenance:
Hook-up
Clean-up
South Cold Room — Operations
Variable:
Products out — plant
Process XXVII. Preparing, Filling, and Storing Five-Gallon
Dispenser Cans
Process Description . This process included all activities from the time
milk left the final holding tank until it was in dispenser cans in the north
cold room.
The process began with processed, cooled, milk in the storage tank (62).
Dispenser cans were washed by hand and sanitized. A new hose was placed on
the outlet and a metal cap placed over the outlet. Dispenser cans were filled
with milk pumped (9h) from the storage tank through any convenient outlet in
the Grade A processing room. This may have been through the bottling machine
172
(95) or the carton machines (31»68). A lid was placed on the full can, and a
wire seal attached to the lid. full five-gallon dispenser cans were then
transported to the north cold room for storage until shipment.
Product Alternatives . There were no product alternatives as milk was
packaged in five-gallon dispenser cans only.
Maintenance . No observations of cleaning or maintenance were made in
this process. The maintenance of equipment used in this process was assigned
to other processes (Table 62).
Labor Classification. This process was divided into four departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Handling A ~ Milk
Variable
:
Preparing dispenser cans
Bottling Glass — Casing In
Variable:
Filling dispenser cans
Bottling Pure-Pak — Junior Model "J" — Casing In
Variable:
Dispenser
Bottling Pure-Pak — Junior Model "D" — Casing In
Variable
Dispenser
Process XXVIII. Bottling Milk in Glass Bottles
Process Description
. This process included all activities from the time
milk left the final holding tank until it was bottled and moving on the
conveyor to the north cold room.
This process began with cooled, processed whole milk in the storage tank
(62). Prior to bottling, the seal-on-machine (67) was loaded with caps and
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hoods, and other supnlies were provided as necessary. Clean bottles and
cases moved to the bottling machine (95) on power conveyors, and milk was
pumped (9li) to the bottling machine. After the operation had started, the
operator "picked" full bottles off the snail holding area at the bottler and
placed them in cases which had been selected from those on the conveyor.
Occasionally the bottler would fail to properly cap or hood a bottle or
bottles. In this case, a worker capped these bottles by hand and placed the
bottles back into the bottler for sealing the hoods. Full cases were then
placed back on the conveyor; and as they moved toward the north cold room, they
were sprayed with water to remove any milk that happened to be on the outside
of the bottles.
Production records and an inventory of supplies were kept daily on this
process as applicable. The process ended with full cases on their way to the
north cold room.
Cleaning activities required cleaning the pipes, the equipment listed in
Table 63, and the area surrounding this equipment. Cleaning time was allocated
on a volume basis between this process and Process XXIX (Bottling Orange and
Grape Drink in Glass Bottles).
Product Alternatives . There were no product alternatives as milk was
bottled in one-gallon glass jugs only.
Maintenance . Equipment maintenance included labor required for the
care and maintenance of equipment listed in Table 63.
Plant maintenance included labor required in the care and maintenance of
the area housing this equipment.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into three departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
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Bottling Glass — Operations
Variable:
Supplies
Operation
Hand filling
Fixed ~ other than maintenance:
Hook-up
Change-over
Inventory
Bottling Glass — Casing In
Variable:
Picking
Case selection
Fixed ~ other than maintenance:
Change-over
Inventory
Bottling Glass - Maintenance
Fixed — maintenance:
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
Process XXTX. Bottling Orange and Grape Drink
in Glass Bottles
Process Description
. This process included all activities from the time
orange or grape drink left the processing vats until they were stored in cases
in the south cold room.
This process began with cooled orange or grape drink in the processing
vats (65,66,70, or 71). After caps and hoods had been placed in the seal-on-
machine (67) and other supplies provided as necessary, the drink was pumped
(93) to the bottler (95). Cases and bottles entered the bottling area on
power conveyors. After the bottler had filled, capped, and hooded the bottles;
the operator "picked" the bottles off the holding area and placed them in
cases which had been selected from those on the conveyor. Occasionally the
bottler would fail to properly cap or hood a bottle or bottles. In this case,
a worker capped these bottles by hand and placed the bottle back into the
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bottler for soalinr the hoods. The cases were then placed on a two-wheel
dolly and transported to the south cold room. (They were transported and
not conveyed, because they were stored in the south cold room, and the
conveyor from the bottler runs to the north cold room only.)
Production records and an inventory of supplies were kept daily in the
process as applicable. The process ended with filled cases in the south cold
room ready for shipment.
Cleaning activities required cleaning pipes, equipment listed in Table 6I4,
and the area surrounding this equipment. Cleaning time was allocated on a
volume basis between this process and Process XXVIII (Bottling Hilk in Glass
Bottles).
Product Alternatives . There were no product alternatives as orange and
grape drink were only bottled in one-half gallon glass bottles.
Maintenance . Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
and maintenance of equipment listed in Table 61w
Plant maintenance included labor required in the care and maintenance
of the area housing this equipment.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into four departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Eivisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Bottling Glass — Operations
Variable
:
Supplies
Operations
Fixed — other than maintenance:
Hook-up
Change-over
Inventory
Bottling Olass ~ Casing In
Variable
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Picking
Case selection
Transporting products to cooler
Fixed — other than maintenance:
Change-over
Inventory
Bottling Glass — Maintenance
Fixed — maintenance:
Plant maintenance
Equipment Faintenance
South Cold Roon ~ Operation*
Variable:
Products in ~ plant
Process XXX. Fackaging Milk in Half-Qallon Paper Cartons
Process Pescrlptlon . This process began with cooled, pasteurized milk
in the storage tank (62). Supplies consisting of cartons, wax, and wire for
staples were loaded into the carton machine. Prior to starting the bottling
operation, nilk was pumped (?lt) to the carton machine (68). The carton
machine automatically formed, glued, coated with wax, filled, closed, sta-
pled, coded, and placed cartons on a small table at the end of the machine.
Cases were moved to the carton machine by a power conveyor where a worker
selected a case and "picked" the cartons from the table and placed then in
cases. This process continued with product being pumped to the carton
machine and supplies being furnished as needed during the bottling operation.
When a case was full, it was set on the power conveyor. The conveyor moved
the full cases to the north cold room.
Sometimes the carton filler did not form, seal, or staple * carton cor-
rectly. In this case, a worker (the one filling the cases) would set the im-
properly formed carton aside to be opened a short time later. ?ne contents
were poured into a 10-gallon can.
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This process ended with full cases on the conveyor on their way to the
north cold room. Cleaning activities for this process involved disassembling
and cleaning the carton machine and pipes leading to the carton machines.
Product Alternatives . In this process, milk was packaged in one-half
gallon paper cartons only.
Maintenance . Equipment maintenance included labor required in the care
and maintenance of equipment listed in Table 65.
Plant maintenance included labor required in the care and maintenance
of the building housing this equipment.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into three departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Bottling Pure-Pak -- Junior Model "D" — Operation
Variable
I
Supplies
Operation
Fixed — other than maintenance:
Hook-up
Change-over
Clean-up
Bottling Pure-Pak — Junior Model "E" — Casing In
Variable:
Picking
Case selection
Fixed — other than maintenance:
Change-over
Clean-up
Inventory
Bottling Pure-Pak — Junior Model "C" — Maintenance
Fixed — maintenance:
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
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Process XXXI. Packaging Milk Products in Quart or
Smaller Size Paper Cartons
Process Description . This process included all activities from the time
one of the milk products left the storage tank or the processing vats until
it was packaged and on the conveyor moving to the north cold room.
The process began with processed whole milk in the storage tank (62) or
cream, chocolate milk, buttermilk, or skim milk in the processing vats (65,66,
70, or 71). Supplies consisting of cartons, wax, and wire for staples were
loaded into the carton machine (3D . Prior to starting the bottling operation,
milk was pumped (9k) from the storage tank, and the other products were pumped
(93) from processing vats to the carton machines. The carton machine auto-
matically formed, glued, coated with wax, filled, closed, stapled, coded and
placed the cartons on a small table at the end of the machine. Cases were
moved to the carton machine by a power conveyor where a worker "picked" the
cartons from the table and placed them in cases. This process continued with
product being pumped to the carton machine and supplies being furnished as
needed during the bottling operation.
Since different size containers were used in this process, it was neces-
sary to adjust the carton machine each tine a different size carton was used.
Sometimes the carton filler did not form, seal, or staple a carton correctly.
In this case, a worker (the one filling the cases) would set the improperly
formed carton aside to be opened a short time later. The contents were poured
back into the processing vats (65,66,70,71).
This process ended with full cases on the conveyor as they entered the
north cold room. Cleaning activities for this process included disassembling
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the carton machine, cleaning its parts and cleaning the pipes leading to the
carton machine.
Product Alternatives . The products might have entered any of the follow-
ing alternative uses:
A. Whole milk
1. Quart paper cartons
2. Pint paper cartons
3. Half-pint paper cartons
B. Cream
1. Whipping cream
a. Quart paper cartons
b. Half-pint paper cartons
2. Half and half
a. Quart paper cartons
b. Pint paper cartons
C. Skim milk
1. Quart paper cartons
2. Pint paper cartons
D. Chocolate milk
1. Quart paper cartons
2. Half-pint paper cartons
E. Buttermilk
1, Quart paper cartons
2. Pint paper cartons
Maintenance
.
Equipment maintenance included labor required in the care
and maintenance of equipment listed in Table 66.
Plant maintenance included labor required in the care and maintenance of
the building housing this equipment.
Labor Classification . This process Has divided into three departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Bottling Pure-Pak « Junior Model "J" ~ Operation
Variable
»
Supplies
Operation
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Fixed — other than maintenance
t
Hook-up
Change-over
Clean-up
Inventory
Bottling Pure-Pak -- Junior Model "J" ~ Casing In
Variable
i
Picking
Case selection
Dumping
Fixed — other than maintenance:
Change-over
Clean-up
Inventory
Bottling Pure-Pak ~ Junior Model "J" — Maintenance
Fixed — maintenances
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
Process XXXII. Handling North Cold Room Products
Process Description
. This process included all activities from the time
filled cases of bottled products and cases or cartons of non-bottled products
entered the north cold room until these same products were in the delivery
trucks for wholesale distribution.
The process began as bottled products entered the north cold room on the
gravity conveyor) and as cottage cheese, butter, orange drink, and grape drink
entered the north cold roon on a two-wheel dolly. When cases entered on the
gravity conveyor, they were pushed to the desired location and set off on the
floor. They were then stacked five or six cases high and pulled to the desired
floor location with a metal hook. It was sometimes necessary to stack cases
more than six high due to the limited cold storage area. Products brought in
on a dolly were wheeled to the desired floor location and stacked the desired
height to minimize space requirements.
As orders for products cane in, products were formulated in the desired
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quantities and pulled to the outgoing gravity conveyor in the north cold room.
Cases were then placed on the conveyor, and they rolled to the rear of the
trucks. A plant worker lifted the cases from the conveyor and set them into
the trucks. The truck operators loaded their own trucks, and they were not
observed in the study. Detailed records and inventories were kept daily of
all incoming and outgoing products in the north cold room. The process ended
with cases of products in the rear of the delivery trucks.
Cleaning activities involved cleaning the north cold room. Most of the
cleaninc involved cleaning ndlk from paper carton "leakers".
Equipment Used . The only equipment included in this process was a t«o-
wheel dolly and the two gravity conveyors.
Product Alternatives
.
There were no product alternatives as these were
all final products.
Maintenance
. Equipment maintenance included labor required in the care
and maintenance of the two gravity conveyors.
Plant maintenance included labor required in the care and maintenance
of the north cold room.
Labor Classification
. This process was divided into four departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
South Cold Room — Operations
Variable!
Product in — plant
Product out — plant
Product out — ship
North Cold Room — Load In
Variable:
Hove cases
Stacking
Non-bottled products handling
Non-bottled products stacking
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Fixed — other than maintenance:
Clean-up
Inventory
North Cold Room ~ Load Out
Variable
:
Arrangement
Load Out
Records
Orders
Fixed — other than maintenance:
Clean out
North Cold Rooa ~ Maintenance
Fixed — maintenance:
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
Process XXXIII. Receiving Empty Bottles and Cases
Process Description . This process began when the truck operators returned
from their routes with empty bottles and cases. Drivers placed cases of bot-
tles in the rear of their trucks where plant workers picked tnem up and placed
them inside the empty bottle room. Bottle trippage was estimated by plant
personnel at 23 trips per bottle.
This process did not include any of the activities involved with the sort-
ing of bottles or the care of returns. The process ended with empty bottles
stacked on the floor in the receiving room.
Cleaning activities involved cleaning the loading dock and area imediately
inside the plant used to stow incoming bottles and cases.
Equipment Used . No equipment was used in this process.
Product Alternatives . There were no products in this process.
Maintenance
. No equipment maintenance was charged to this process. Plant
maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance of the empty
bottle receiving room.
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Labor Classification
.
This process was divided into three departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Empty Bottles, Cases, and Returns ~ Receiving
Variable
i
Receiving
Fixed — other than maintenance:
Clean-up
Empty Bottles, Cases, Returns — Maintenance
Fixed — maintenance:
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
Empty Bottles, Cases, and Returns — Idle Time
Idle time:
Unassigned idle time
Process XXXIV. Handling Returned Products
Process Description
.
This process bepan when returns were received in
the empty bottle receiving room. A worker checked the returns and credited
the driver with them. After the returns were checked they were transported to
the south cold room and sorted into salvable or non-salvable products. Cot-
tage cheese, chocolate drink, buttermilk, orange drink, and grape drink were
all dumped as waste down a sewer drain or into trash cans. Bottled milk was
dumped into cans and returned to the receiving room to be reprocessed in the
Grade C department. Cream and butter were returned to the route cream pro-
cessing department to start reprocessing. This process ended with all re-
turns either dumped as waste or started in the reprocessing routes.
Cleaning activities involved cleaning the floor area used for handling
returns and cans used for dumping.
Equipment Used
.
A dolly and 10-gallon cans were the only equipment used
in this process.
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Product Alternatives . Returns entered the following processesi
A. Milk was returned to Process I (Receiving Can Milk).
E. Cream and butter were returned to Process XII (Pasteurizing and
Storing Route Cream).
Maintenance . No maintenance was observed in this process.
Labor Classification . This process was divided into two departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. ELvisionB of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Empty Bottles, Cases, and Returns —• Receiving
Variable:
Returns
Fixed — other than maintenance:
Haste disposal
South Cold Room ~ Operations
Variable:
Returns ~ transport empty cans
Returns ~ dumping
Fixed — other than maintenance:
Returns — clean-up
Returns — inventory
Process XXXV. Checking and Stacking Empty Bottles and Cases
Process Pescription . This process began with bottles Just inside the
door of the empty bottle receiving room. Cases of bottles were sorted and
those bottles belonging to other dairies were stacked in a separate area. The
plant's bottles were moved to the case and bottle washing area. When a load
of "off brand" bottles had accumulated, they were hauled to the local bottle
exchange. When the supply of returned bottles was not adequate for current
bottling needs, new bottles were transported from the warehouse to the bottle
washing area.
This process ended with sorted bottles and cases in position to be run
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through the -washing processes. This process did not include any cleaning
activities or handling of returns as both of these activities were included
in Process XXHV (Handling Returned Products).
Equipment Used. No equipment was used in this process.
Product Alternatives . There were no products in this process.
Maintenance
. No maintenance was observed in this process.
Labor Classification
. This process was divided into two departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
Empty Bottles, Cases, and Returns — Receiving
Variable
t
Checking and stacking
Hauling "off brand" bottles out
Empty Bottles, Cases and Returns — Washing Bottles
Variable!
Receiving new jugs, bottles, and cases
Warehouse for new bottles
Process XXXVI. Washing Bottles
Process Description
. This process began with cases of empty bottles in
stacks at the bottle washer location. Prior to starting the washer, cleaning
compounds were brought into the area and placed in the bottle washer (69).
The washer was then filled with water and the power conveyor leading to the
bottling machine (95) started. A worker removed bottles from the cases and
placed them in individual slots in the bottle washer. The worker inspected
clean bottles as they came from the machine} and if they were not clean, he
ran them through the bottle washer again or broke those that seemed impossible
to wash. The worker placed clean bottles on the power bottle conveyor. It
was necessary for the worker to adjust the machine when changing from one size
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bottle to another. This process ended with clean bottles on the power conveyor
that led to the bottling machine.
Cleaning activities for this process included cleaning the bottle washer
and area surrounding this machine (Table 67).
Product Alternatives . Clean bottles were used for:
A. Gallon glass milk
B. Half-gallon glass orange drink
C. Half-gallon glass grape drink
Maintenance
.
There was no maintenance observed in this process.
Labor Classification
.
This process was divided into two departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor were further
divided into work elements.
B^>ty Bottles, Cases and Returns — Washing Bottles
Variables
Loading machine
Fixed ~ other than maintenance:
Supplies
Hook-up
Clean-up
Change-over
Empty Bottles, Cases, and Returns — Washing Bottles — Maintenance
Fixed — maintenance!
Plant maintenance
Equipment maintenance
Process XXXVII. Washing Cases
Process Description
. This process began with empty cases at the bottle
washer (69). Cases were pulled to case washer (U3) by hand. Prior to starting
the washer, a worker loaded the washer with water and washing compounds. After
starting the machine, the worker placed empty cases on the conveyor leading
into the machine. Pulling cases to the machine, loading them on the incoming
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conveyor, and directing the cases onto the proper power conveyor as they came
out of the case washer were the only steps in operating this machine. Any
waste that had accumulated in the area was disposed of by the operator of the
case washer. The process ended with clean cases coning out of the washer on
the power conveyor leading to bottling machine (95) or the carton machines
(31,63).
Cleaning activities included cleaning the case washer and area surround-
ing this machine.
Product Alternatives . Cases might have entered any of the following
alternative uses:
A. Cottage cheese packaging
B. Milk packaging in paper cartons - all sizes
C. Cream packaging in paper cartons - all sizes
D. Chocolate milk packaging in paper cartons - all sizes
E. Buttermilk packaging in paper cartons - all sizes
F. Skim milk packaging in paper cartons - all sizes
G. All bottling in glass bottles - both sizes
Maintenance . Equipment maintenance included labor required for the care
and maintenance of the case washer listed in Table 63.
Plant maintenance included labor required for the care and maintenance of
the area housing the case washer.
Labor Classification
. This process was divided into two departments
which were divided into divisions of labor. Divisions of labor ware further
divided into work elements.
Empty Bottles, Cases, and Returns ~ Washing Cases
Variable:
Loading
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Equipment •wintenance
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APPENDIX II
Tables
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Table 69. Classification of work and delay by processes, plant A,
August-September,
,
1957.
Process
Total :
observations : Productive
i Delay
< Avoidable : Unavoidable : Loafinc
it * % %
1 2,565 84.95 0.19 4.13 10.72
2 544 95.40 0.18 0.92 3.49
3 1,953 82.44 0.26 2.25 15.05
4 288 94.44 0.35 0.69 4.51
5 703 93.17 0.U 0.14 6.54
6 221 98.64 1.36
7 52 94.23 5.77
8 1,007 91.86 0.50 0.79 6.85
9 504 93.85 0.79 5.36
10 181 95.58 2.76 1.66
11 280 90.36 3.21 6.43
12 272 100.00
13 104 99.04 0.96
H 1,956 93.97 0.05 1.18 4.81
15 66 96.97 1.52 1.52
16 186 96.24 1.61 2.15
17 816WAV
8U
94.49 3.06 2.45
18 97.75 0.12 2.13
19 1,859 95.64 0.22 0.32 3.82
20 353 94.90 0.28 0.57 4.25
21 1,380 97.46 1.23 1.30
22 23 100.00
23 32 84.38 12.50 3.12
24 1,363 86.94 0.15 0.51 12.40
25 238 96.64 0.42 2.94
26 276 95.65 0.36 0.36 3.62
27 185 96.22 3.78
28 522 88.12 1.15 7.09 3.64
29 68 83.82 14.71 1.47
30 1,248 95.03 0.08 1.68 3.
a
31 1,161 89.92 0.26 6.80 3.01
32 2,420 75.50 0.17 22.60 1.74
33 540 76.30 14.63 9.07
34 222 94.14 0.90 4.95
35 972 82.92 0.10 2.98 13.99
36 621 81.80 0.16 12.88 5.15
37 507 85.40 0.20 8.68 5.72
Total 26,532 89.27 0.17 4.55 6.02
"Throughout Appendix II, Arabic numerals instead of Roman numerals
will be used to designate basic processes.
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Table 70. Classification of work and dels/ by type of labor within workers
and by workers within a process for all processes, plant A,
august-September, 1957.
i Type of labor* i
vorker : Labor: Haint. i Total
s I
iProduetlves Pelay
number : dlv. i agar, i observations: t AvoidableUnavoidable :Loaflne
Process 1
10 1
10 2
10 2
10 3
Worker Total
1
289
335
73
58
755
85.81
92.24
94.52
82.91
0.35
0.13
12.80
2.39
5.96
1.04
5.37
5.48
100.00
10.99
11 1
11 2
11 2
11 3
Worker Total
1
80
79
7
33
199
96.25
93.67
85.71
78.89
3.03
0.50
2.50
1.27
1.51
1.25
5.06
14.29
96.97
19.10
12 1
12 2
12 2
12 3
Worker Total
1
330
364
60
31
785
96.06
96.98
96.67
92.74
3.23
0.13
3.64
1.10
2.04
0.30
1.92
3.33
96.77
5.10
17 1
17 2
17 2
17 3
Worker Total
1
58
56
6
15
135
93.10
85.71
66.67
78.52
13.33
1.48
6.90
3.57
6.67
5.19
10.71
33.33
80.00
14.81
30 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
40 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
41 1
41 2
Worker Total
1
7
8
100.00
100.00
100.00
43 1
43 2
43 2
Worker Total
1
3
20
1
24
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant a, August-September, 1957.
: Type of labor : I
Worker : Labors Maint. s Total
number i dlv. : aggr. : observations;
Productive
«
Delay
s Avoidable ;Unavoidable iL oaflng
I
50 1
50 2
50 2
50 3
Worker Total
1
176
110
17
30
333
84.66
90.00
94.12
79.28
51 2
Worker Total
8
8
100.00
100.00
52 1
52 2
52 2
Worker Total
1
7
H
1
22
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
53 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
54 1
54 2
54 2
54 3
Worker Total
1
55
46
19
21
141
94.54
76.09
84.21
73.05
55 1
55 2
55 2
Worker Total
1
2
5
1
8
100.00
100.00
87.50
56 1
56 2
Worker Total
17
15
32
94.12
93.33
93.75
58 2
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
60 2
Worker Total
6
6
83.33
83.33
61 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
15.34
8.11
3.64
6.52
3.55
10.00
5.88
100.00
12.61
1.82
17.39
15.79
100.00
23.40
100.00
12.50
5.88
6.67
6.25
16.67
16.67
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Table 70 (eont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
8 Type of labor i > <
Worker s Labor! Maint. s Total :Productive:
number : dlv. : aggr. s observations i i Avoidable ;'Jnavoidable aL oaflag
Delay
>
62 2
Worker Total
100.00
100.00
63 2
Worker Total
50.00
50.00
50.C0
50.00
83 2
Worker Total
100.00
100.00
88 1
88 2
88 2
88 3
Worker Total
99 1
99 2
99 3
Worker Total
34
15
5
1
55
U
16
5
37
94.12
93.33
80.00
90.91
93.75
75.00
72.97
5.C8
6.67
20.00
100.00
3.64 5.45
6.25
25.00
100.00
2.70 24.32
101 1
101 2
Worker Total
100.00
100.00
100.00
Total Process 1 2Jti 84a25 0.19 4.13 10.72
Process 2
10 1
10 2
10 2
Worker Total
28
8
2
38
96.43
100.00
50.00
94.74
3.57
50.00
5.26
ll l
11 2
Worker Total
12 1
12 2
•» 12 2
Worker Total
1
H
62
116
25
33
3
61
98.15
96.77
97.41
100.00
100.00
66.67
98.36
1.85
0.86
3.22
1.72
33.33
1.64
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Table 70 (oont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
: Type of labor
Worker > Labor: Malnt.
number t div. : ag.fr.
t : t
j Total iProductive: Delay
: observations! : Avoidable :Unavoidable:Loafing
17 1
17 2
17 2
Worker Total
44 2
Worker Total
50 1
50 2
50 2
Worker Total
54 1
54 2
54 2
Worker Total
88 1
88 2
Worker Total
99 1
99 2
Worker Total
Total Troeess 2
50
49
2
101
98.00
100.00
50.00
98.02
2
2
100.00
100.00
21
20
1
42
90.48
100,00
100,00
95.24
25
128
4
157
92.00
91.a
75.00
91.08
8
9
17
100,00
100.00
100.00
7
3
10
100.00
66.67
90,00
33.33
10.00
2.00
0.99
9.52
4.76
0.78
0.64
50.00
0,99
8.00
7.81
25.00
8.28
M L.-J: 0.18 0.92 3.49
process 3
10 1
10 2
10 2
10 3
Worker Total
1
105 94.29
66 95.45
31 93.55
26
228 83.77
0.95
0.44
1.90
0.88
2.86
4.54
6.45
100.00
14.91
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Table 70 (cant.) Classification of work «nd delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
: Type tif labor 1
j Total
t i
: Productive: Delay* orker : Labor
i
Maint.
::.. . '..: : dlv. ; itf.eS, : abaaratlooi : livoidabl* -. i Unavoidable jloafine
u 1 293
I
94.88
i
0.68
i
1.71
1
2.73
11 2 118 90.68 1.69 7.63
11 2 1 8 25.00 12.50 62.50
11 3 39 2.56 97.44
Worker Total 458 84.50 0.44 1.96 13.10
12 1 ?5 95.29 1.18 2.35 1.18
12 2 59 94.92 5.08
12 2 1 28 85.71 3.57 3.57 7.14
12 3 12 100.00
Worker Total 184 87.50 1.09 1.63 9.78
17 1 179 95.53 4.47
17 2 84 94.05 1.19 4.76
17 2 1 25 92.00 8.00
17 3 16 6.25 93.75
Worker Total 304 89.80 0.66 9.54
a 1 2 100.00
Worker Total 2 100.00
22 1 •'. 100.00
Worker Total 1. 100*00
30 2 1 100.00
Worker Total 1 100.00
50 1 121 91.74 1.65 6.61
50 2 92 90.22 2.17 7.61
50 2 1 15 86.67 13.33
50 3 36 100.00
Worker Total 264 78.41 1.52 20.08
51 1 c 2 100.00
Worker Total 2 100.00
54 s 89.82 3.59 6.5954 77.61 22.39
54 33 78.79 6.06 15.15
54 40 2.50 97.50
Worker Total 307 74.27 2.93 22.80
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Table 70 (oont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
i Type of labor : s I
Worker t Labor: Maint. > Total productive: Delay
number : div. : aggr. 8 observations
:
:Avoidable tOnavoidable :Loafing
88 1
88 2
88 2
88 3
Worker Total
1
45
52
3
5
105
tf.89
80.77
100.00
80.95
97 1
Worker Total
13
13
92.31
92.31
99
99
99
Worker Total
35
30
16
81
100.00
73.33
70.37
Total Process 3 l
f
953 82.44
Process 4
13 2
Worker Total
15
15
100.00
100.00
17 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
30 1
30 2
Worker Total
4
2
6
100.00
50.00
83.33
43 1
43 2
Worker Total
22
67
89
95.45
98.51
97.75
51 2
Worker Total
3
3
100.00
100.00
52 1
52 2
52 2
Worker Total
1
25
33
1
59
100.00
96.97
100.00
9e.3o
6.67 4.44
19.23
2.86
100.00
16.19
7.69
7.69
6.67
62.50
14.81
20.00
37.50
14.81
0.26 2.25 15.05
50.00
16.67
4.54
1.49
1.12 1.12
3.03
1.69
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Table 70 (eont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
: Type
Worker s Labor
number : div.
of labor
: Maint.
: aREr.
I Total
! observations
3 1
iProductive:
i: i
1
Delay
i Avoidable : Unavoidable sLoafine
% % % *
53 2
Worker Total
1 4 100.00
100.00
55 1
55 2
Worker Total
1
u
15
100.00
92.86
93.33
7.14
6.67
56 1
56 2
Worker Total
24
52
76
87.50
86.54
86,84
1.92
1.32
4.17
1.32
8.33
11.54
10.53
58 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
60 2
Worker Total
4
4
100.00
100.00
61 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
62 2
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
83 2
Worker Total
4
4
75.00
75.00
25.00
25.00
101 1
101 2
Worker Total
3
5
8
100.00
100.00
100.00
Total Process 4 288 94.44 0.35 0.69 4.51
Process 5
8 100.00
8 100.00
23 100.00
4 50.00 25.00 25.00
27 92.59 3.70 3.70
17 2
Worker Total
«
40 1
40 2
Worker Total
Table 70 (cont.) Clasaification of vork and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant k, August-September, 1957.
'.Type
Worker : Labor
number i div.
of labor
: Ma int.
- aser.
: : :
I Total :Produetive: Delay
observations: :Avoidable:Unavoidable:Loafins
% % % t
a 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
43 1
43 2
Worker Total
8
71
79
100.00
98.59
98.73
1.41
1.26
52 1
52 2
52 2
Worker Total
1
24
63
1
88
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
53 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
5-4 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
55 1
55 2
55 3
Worker Total
45
15
1
61
88.89
100.00
90.16
11.11
100.00
9.84
56 1
56 2
56 2
56 3
Worker Total
1
171
183
15
1
370
91.81
88.52 0.55
100.00
90.27 0.27
8.19
10.93
100.00
9.46
58 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
60 2
Worker Total
8
8
100.00
100.00
61 2
Worker Total
7
7
100.00
100.00
62 2
Worker Total
8
8
100.00
100.00
83 2
Worker Total
2
2
101 1
101 2
101 2
Worker Total
1
24
16
1
a
95.83
100.00
100.00
97.56
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
i Type of labor : i t
Worker s Labor! liaint. i Total tFroductive: Delay
nnaber I dlv. : aggr. i observations! »AToidableiUnaTOidable:Loaflng
% % % %
100.00
100.00
4.17
2.U
Total Process 5 702 93.17 0.14 0.14 6^
30 1
Worker Total
40 1
Worker Total
43 1
Worker Total
52 1
Worker Total
53 1
Worker Total
5-4 10
Worker Total
55 1
Worker Total
56 1 90 96.67 3.33
Worker Total 90 96.67 3.33
77 1
Worker Total
88 1
Worker Total 5 100.00
Process 6
1
1
100.00
100.00
1
1
100.00
100.00
18
18
100.00
100.00
50
50
100.00
100.00
12
12
100.00
100.00
3
3
100.00
100.00
1
1
100.00
100.00
5
5
100.00
100.00
5 100.00
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant k, Av.gu8t-Septea.ber, 1957.
Worker
nu ibei
i Type of labor : i
: Labor: Haint. i Total jProduetive! Delay
: dlv. i after. I observations! :Avaidable:Unavoidable:Loafing
92 1 9 100.00
Worker Total 9 100.00
97 1 2 100.00
Worker Total 2 100.00
101 1 24 100.00
Worker Total 24 100.00
Total Process 6 221 98.64 1.36
15 1
Worker Total
31 1
Worker Total
40 1
Worker Total
43 1
Worker Total
50 1
Worker Total
52 1
Worker Total
53 1
Worker Total
56 1 14 92.86 7.14
Worker Total 14 92.86 7.U
97 1
Worker Total
Process 7
4
4
100.00
100.00
l
i
100,00
100.00
l
i
100.00
100.00
5
5
100.00
100.00
3
3
100.00
100.00
8
100.00
100.00
4
i
100.00
100.00
H
2
2
100.00
100.00
2oe
Table 70 (eont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
i Troe of labor t t :
Worker I Labor: Maint. t Total iProductive: Delay
number : div. i aew. sobservations: sAvoidable:Unavoidable:loafing
99 1
Uorker Total
101 1
Worker Total
88.89
88.89
100.00
100.00
11.11
11.11
Total Process 7 ii. SAjJJ 1,77
13 2
Worker Total
15 2
Worker Total
43 1
43 2
Worker Total
51 2
51 2
Worker Total
1
52 1
52 2
52 2
Worker Total
1
53 1
53 2
53 2
Worker Total
1
55 1
% I
Worker Total
1
Process 8
u
44
93.18
93.18
6.82
6.82
8
8
100.00
100,00
6
18
24
100.00
100.00
100.00
2
11
21
100,00
94.74
95.24
5.26
4.76
2
9
10
a
100.00
88.89
90.00
90.48
10.00
4.76
11.11
4.76
i
363
246
610
100.00
89.87
93.09
91.15
1.10
0.41
0.82
1.10
0.81
0.98
7.99
5.69
7.05
17
z
2
21
94.12
50.00
100.00
90.48
5.88
50.00
9.52
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Table 70 (cont, ) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers, within a process for all processes,
plant A, august-September, 1957.
Worker
nunber
I Tree of labor : t I
i Labor: Maint. j Total Productive: Delay
div. : aEEr. s observations: :Avoidable:Dnavoidable:Loai'ina
56 1
56 2
56 2
Worker Total
1
47
54
42
143
97.87
85.19
97.62
93.01
57 2
57 2
Worker Total
1
2
1
3
100.00
100.00
100.00
58 1
58 2
58 2
Worker Total
1
1
13
2
16
100.00
92.31
300.00
93.75
59 2
Worker Total
1 1
1
100.00
100.00
61 2
Worker Total
22
22
100.00
100.00
62 2
Worker Total
9
9
88.89
88.89
77 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
91 2
Worker Total
36
36
86.11
86.11
92 2
Worker Total
19
19
89.47
89.47
99 2
Worker Total
2
2
50.00
50.00
101 2
Worker Total
6
6
100.00
100.00
Total Process 8 1.007 91.86
2.13
K.81
2.38
6.99
7.69
6.25
0*50 0.79
11.11
11.11
13.89
13.89
10.53
10.53
50.00
50.00
6.85
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
Worker
:
1
Type of labor
Labor: Maint.
div. t aecr,
: Total
1 observations
t
I Productive
:
Delay
number Avoidable :Unavoidable sLoafine
Process 9
13 1
13 2
Worker Total
8
8
16
100.00
75.00
87.50
15 2
15 2
Uorker Total
1
2
1
3
50.00
100.00
66.67
17 2
Worker Total
7
7
85.71
85.71
43 1
Worker Total
5
5
100.00
100.00
52 1
52 2
Worker Total
1
2
1
3
100.00
100.00
100.00
53 1
53 2
53 2
Worker Total
i
218
%
a
344
98.62
89.80
92.86
95.64
54 2
Worker Total
7
7
85.71
85.71
56 2
56 2
Worker Total
1
5
8
17
100.00
87.50
92.31
57 1
Worker Total
3
3
66.67
66.67
58 2
Worker Total
1
37
1
38
97.30
100.00
97.37
59 1
Worker Total
c 4 100.00
100.00
25.00
12.50
50.00
33.33
14.28
14.28
0.92
0.58
0.46
10.20
7.14
3.78
14.28
14.28
12.50
7.69
33.33
33.33
2.70
2.63
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
t Type of labor I j j
Worker t Labori Maint. : Total :Productivea Delay
number : div. : aggr. 8 observations
;
lAToidablesgnaToidableiLoafing
% % % %
K.28
U.28
8.33
12.50
8.70
8.33
16.67
33.33
U.28
20.00
25.00
22.22
62 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
83 1
Worker Total
7
7
85.71
85.71
91 1
91 2
91 2
Worker Total
1
1
12
8
3
23
91.67
87.50
100.00
91.30
S i
92 2
Worker Total
1
12
6
3
21
91.67
83.33
66.67
85.71
99 2
99 2
Worker Total
1
5
9
80.00
75.00
77.78
Total Process 9 504 93.85
Process 10
13 1
Worker Total
c 1
1
100.00
100.00
15 2
Worker Total
1
I
100.00
100.00
-43 1
Worker Total
3
3
100.00
100.00
52 1
52 2
Worker Total
2
6
S
100.00
100.00
100.00
53 1
53 2
Worker Total
c
A3
83
97.67
100,00
98.80
0.79 5.36
2.33
1.20
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Table 70 (eont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor vithin
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
i Type of labor : i «
Worker t Labor: Maint. j Total jProductive: Delay
number : div. I aggr. i observations: : Avoidable :nnavoldable:Loaflng
% % % %
56 1
56 2
Worker Total
1
2
3
100.00
100.00
100.00
57 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
58 1
Worker Total
8
8
100.00
100.00
61 2 .
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
91 1
91 2
Worker Total
1
38
39
100.00
92.11
92.31
92 1
92 2
Worker Total
1
25
26
100.00
92.00
92.31
99 1
99 2
Worker Total
2
5
7
100.00
60.00
71.43
Process 11
11
11
90.91
90.91
9
9
100.00
100.00
4
4
100.00
100.00
U
U
85.71
85.71
5.26
5.13
2.63
2.56
4.00
3.85
4.00
3.85
40.00
28.57
Total Process 10 181 95.58 2.76 1.66
13 1 9.09
Worker Total 9.09
15 1
Worker Total
40 1
Worker Total
43 1 14 7.14 7.14
Worker Total 14 7.14 7.14
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Table 70 (cant.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-fieptember, 1957.
Worker : Labor
number : div.
of labor
: Maint.
: a<rer.
: t
s Total :Productive
: observations
j
: Delay
[Avoidable :Unavoidable :Loaflne
% % % %
53 1
Worker Total
50
50
90.00
90.00
2.00
2.00
8.00
8.00
56 1
Worker Total
18
18
77.78
77.78
16.67
16.6?
5.56
5.56
58 1
Worker Total
3
3
100.00
100.00
83 1
Worker Total
20
20
90.00
90.00
10.00
10.00
91 1
Worker Total
53
53
92.45
92.45
7.55
7.55
92 1
Worker Total
62
6a
90.32
90.32
1.61
1.61
8.06
8.06
99 1
Worker Total
%
36
91.67
91.67
5.56
5.56
2.78
2.78
Total Process 11 'V.% 3.21 6.43
30 1
Worker Total
31 1
Worker Total
40 1
Worker Total
43 1
Worker Total
97 1
Worker Total
Total Process 12
Process 12
256
256
100.00
100.00
4
4
100.00
100.00
1
1
100.00
100.00
7
7
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
272 100.00
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Table 70 (oont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, august-September, 1957*
Worker
number
: Labor
! div.
of labor
: Maint.
:
« Total
(observations
I t
(Productive: Delay
: :avoidable:Unavoidable Loafing
17
Worker Total
30
Worker Total
31
Worker Total
40
Worker Total
43
Worker Total
50
Worker Total
52
Worker Total
53
Worker Total
54
Worker Total
56
Worker Total
77
Worker Total
88
Worker Total
97
Worker Total
Process 13
2
2
100.00
100,00
26
26
100.00
100.00
4
4
100.00
100.00
6
6
100.00
100.00
18
18
100.00
100.00
3
3
100.00
100.00
5
5
100.00
100.00
1
1
100.00
100.00
1
1
100.00
100.00
7
7
100.00
100.00
1
1
100.00
100.00
1
1
100.00
100.00
17
17
94.12
94.12
5.88
5.88
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-Septeaber, 1957.
Worker
Bakaa
>
Type
Labor
div.
of labor
I Maint.
:
: Total
: observations
t :
:Productive: Delay
: : Avoidable lUnavoldable :LoafinK
99 1 4 300.00
Worker Total 4 100.00
101 1 8 100.00
Worker Total 8 100.00
Total Process 13 104. 99.04 0.96
10 2
Worker Total
12 2
Worker Total
30 1
30 2
30 2 1
Worker Total
1
2
Worker Total
34 1
Worker Total
40 1
40 2
Worker Total
a 2 1
Worker Total
43 1
2
2 1
Worker Total
Process 14
1
i
100.00
100.00
1
1
100.00
100,00
240
487
22
749
98.33
97.54
90.91
97.60
0.83
0.62
0.67
0.83
1.85
9.09
1.74
332
89
421
97.29
89.89
95.72
1.12
0.24
1.51
1.12
1.43
1.20
7.87
2.61
2
2
100.00
100.00
93
22
115
98.92
90.91
97.39
1.08
0.87
9.09
1.74
2
2
100.00
100.00
120
240
99.17
94.23
93.75
96.67
0.96
0.42
0.83
4.81
6.25
2.92
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Table 70 (eont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-Septeiaber, 1957.
Worker
: Type
s Labor
: div.
of labor
: Maint.
: sKgr.
:
: Total
: observations
Productive
l
Delay
Avoidable : Unavoidable :
L
safing
55 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
60 2
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
97 1
97 2
97 2
Worker Total
1
124
264
33
91.13
79.17
84.85
83.14
101 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
5.65 3.23
0.76 20.08
3.03 12.12
2.38 14.49
Total Process 14 1.956 93.97 0.05 1.18 4.81
8
Worker
13
Worker
15
Worker
43
Worker
50
Worker
53
Worker
56
Worker
82
Worker
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Process 15
5
5
100.00
100.00
5
5
100.00
100.00
2
2
100.00
100.00
i
6
100.00
100.00
1
1
100.00
100.00
5
5
100.00
100.00
14
1/
100.00
100.00
2
2
100.00
100.00
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Table 70 (oont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
I Type of labor : : i
Worker : Labor: Maint. : Total :Produetivei
number : div. i aggr, ; observations: t Avoidable Unavoidable :Loafine
Delay
*
85 1
Worker Total
97 1
Worker Total
99 1
Worker Total
101 1
Worker Total
Total Process 15
34 1
34 2
34 2
Worker Total
35 1
35 2
Worker Total
82 1
Worker Total
85 1
Worker Total
Total Process 16
12
12
91.67
91.67
1
1
100.00
100.00
7
7
100.00
100.00
6
(
83.33
83.33
& 96.97
Process 16
99
9
1
109
97.98
88.89
100.00
97.25
73
1
74
95.89
100.00
95.95
1
1
100.00
100.00
2
2
50.00
50.00
4.05
8.33
8.33
16.67
16.67
1.52 1.52
2.02
11.11
2.75
186 26*21 IM
50.00
50.00
2^1
Process 17
8 1
Worker Total
100.00
100.00
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
I Type of labor : I :
Worker : Labor: Maint, t Total :Productive: Delay
number : div. ; aggr. ; observational :&voldable<Pnavoidable ;Loafing
% % % i
34 1
34 2
34 2
Worker Total
1
35 1
35 2
Worker Total
45 1
Worker Total
84 1
Worker Total
85 1
Worker Total
86 2
Worker Total
1
376
26
10
412
98,40
96.15
100.00
98.30
389
7
396
90.23
100.00
90.40
1
1
100.00
100.00
1
1
100.00
100.00
4
4
100.00
100.00
i
1
100.00
100.00
Process 18
13 1
Worker Total
8
8
100.00
100.00
17 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
40 1
40 2
Worker Total
4
2
6
75.00
100.00
83.33
42 2
Worker Total
1 8
8
87.50
87.50
1.60
3.85
1.70
6.43 3.34
6.31 3.28
Total Process 17 816 94.49 3.06 2.45
25.00
16.67
12.50
12.50
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Table 70 (eont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
vorkere and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
' Typ« Qf Iftbof : I I
Worker » Labor: Maint. t Total Productive: Delay
number : div. i aggr. i observations i i Avoidabl e i Unavoidable : I oafing
% % % %
A3 1
43 2 30 96.67 3.33
Worker Total 60 98.33 1.67
45 1
Worker Total
50 1
Worker Total
51 1
Worker Total
52 1 199 97.99 2.01
52 2
Worker Total 249 98.39 1.61
55 1 4 75.00 25.00
55 2
Worker Total 7 85.71 14.28
30 100.00
1
1
100 .00
200.00
12
12
100.00
100.00
1
1
100.00
100.00
50 100.00
3 100.00
30
2
32
96.67
50.00
93.75
11
15
26
100.00
100.00
100.00
6
2
3
11
100.00
100.00
100,00
100.00
4
4
100.00
100.00
4
2
23
29
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
56 1 3.33
56 2 50.00
Worker Total 6.25
58 1
58 2
Worker Total
71 1
71 2
71 2 1
Worker Total
82 1
Worker Total
86 1
86 2
86 2 1
Worker Total
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-Septeaber, 1957,
I Tyoe o
Worker t Labor:
f labor
Maint.
agex.
t
j Total
! observations
i
iProductive
i
i
Delay
number : div. : :Avoids ble lUnavoidable :Loafina
% % I %
91 1
Worker Total
6
6
83.33
83.33
16.67
16.67
101 1
101 2
101 2
Worker Total
1
226
137
20
383
99.12
95.52
100,00
97.91
0.73
0.26
0.88
3.65
1.83
Total Frocees 18 m 2L21 0.12 2.13
Process 19
13 1
13 2
Worker Total
78
3
81
98.72
100.00
98.77
40 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
43 1
Worker Total
20
20
95.00
95.00
44 l
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100,00
45 1
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
52 1
Worker Total
38
38
100.00
100.00
53 1
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
54 1
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
56 1
Worker Total
17
17
100.00
100.00
1.28
1.23
5.00
5.00
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
vorkers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, Auguct-Septeabsr, 1957.
of labor
> Total
: observati
•Productive:
ins: :Avoidable
Delay
:Unavoidable
Worker : Labor
number : dlv«
: Maint.
: aser. :LoafinK
% % % %
58 1
Worker Total
1
1
100,00
IOC ,00
71 1
71 2
Worker Total
833
70
903
93.28
91.43
93.13
0.12
0.11
0.72
0.66
5.88
8.57
6.09
77 1
77 2
Worker Total
2
2
4
100.00
100.00
100,00
82 1
Worker Total
60
60
96.67
96.67
3.33
3.33
84 1
Worker Total
25
25
96.00
96,00
4.00
4.00
85 1
Worker Total
23
23
95.65
95.65
4.35
4.35
86 1
86 2
Worker Total
439
33
472
97.72
100.00
97.88
0.46
0,42
1.82
1.69
91 1
Worker Total
5
5
100.00
100.00
97 1
Worker Total
6
6
100.00
100.00
99 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
101 1
Worker Total
195
195
98.46
98.46
0.51
0.51
1.03
1.03
Total Process 19 1.859 95.64 0.22 0.32 3.82
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-Septenber, 1957.
1 Type
Worker 3 Labor
of labor
: Kalatj
: sugr.
: Total
: observations
tProducti'
3
i
re: Delay
number : div. iAvoidable:Unavoidableil u finfl
* % % *
Process 20
13 1
13 2
Worker Total
1
4
5
100.00
100.00
100.00
43 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
56 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
71 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
77 1
77 2
77 2
Worker Total
1
95
128
1
224
93.68
94.53
100.00
94.20
0.78
0.45
6.32
4.69
5.36
93 1
93 2
Worker Total
23
94
117
95.65
95.74
95.73
4.35
0.85
1.06
0.85
3.19
2.56
101 1
101 2
Worker Total
3
1
4
100.00
100.00
100.00
Total Process 20 252. 94.90 0.23 0.57 4.25
Process 21
13 1 54 100.00
13 2 4 100.00
Worker Total 58 100.00
71 1 47 100.00
Worker Total 47 100.00
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Table 70 (oont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers uithin a process for all nrocesses,
plant a, August-September, 1957.
: Tvne of Inbor I 1 i i
Worker : Lsbor: 1
timber : iiv. :
'aint. ! Total
t observations;
I'roductive Delay
I Avoidable : Unavoidable jI.oafine
% % % J
77 1
77 2
Worker Total
504
44
548
98.81
95.45
96.54
0.20
2.27
0.36
0.99
2,27
1.09
86 1
Worker Total
29
29
96.55
96.55
3.45
3.45
93 1
93 2
Worker Total
590
61
651
96.78
90.16
96.16
1.69
6.56
2.15
1.53
3.28
1.69
101 1
101 2
Worker Total
44
3
47
97.73
100.00
97.87
2.27
2.13
Total Process 21 1.380 97.46 1.23 1.30
77 1
Worker Total
Total Process 22
41 1
Worker Total
51 1
Worker Total
52 1
Worker Total
56 1
Worker Total
Process 22
23
23
100.00
100.00
a -00.00
Process 23
4
4
100.00
1C0.00
4
4
100.00
100.00
6
6
100.00
100.00
10
10
70.00
70.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
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Table 70 (oont.) Classification of work srd delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September. 1957.
: Type of labor ; i :
Worker : Labor i Ma int. : Total : Productive i Delay
number : dlv. : aggr. i observations: ; Avoidable : Unavoidable :1,0a flng
% % $ %
101 1 8 75.00 25.00
Worker Total 8 75.00 25.00
Total Process 23 ig &4..J8 12.50 3.12
Process 24
12 2 1 100.00
Worker Total 1 100.00
22 2 29 51.72 48.28
Worker Total 29 51.72 48.28
40 1 11 90.91 9.09
40 2 18 83.33 16.67
40 3 1 100.00
Worker Total 30 83.33 16.67
41 1 74 98.65 1.35
41 2 212 89.15 0.47 0.47 9.91
Worker Total 286 91.61 0.35 0.35 7.69
42 2 158 96.20 0.63 3.16
Worker Total 158 96.20 0.63 3.16
44 1 1 100.00
44 2 281 83.63
Worker Total 282 83.69
45 2 14 78.57
Worker Total 14 78.57
46 2 17 88.24
Worker Total 17 88.24
47 2 299 79.60
Worker Total 299 79.60
48 2 14 92.86
Worker Total 14 92.86
0.36
0.35
16.01
15.96
14.28
14.28
7.14
7.14
11.76
11.76
0.33
0.33
20.07
20.07
7.14
7.14
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Table 70 (cent.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
Worker
Type of labor
i Labor: Maint.
1 div, : MB*.
> :
i Total jProductive: Delay
number ! observations: : Avoid;: ble:'jE.-.void»ble:T_.o--f*ne
51 1
51 2
Worker Total
71 2
Worker Total
92 I
Worker Total
99 2
Worker Total
100 2
Worker Total
Total Process 24
11
Worker
22
Worker
40
Worker
u
Worker
42
Worker
43
Worker
44
Worker
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total
74
153
227
100.00
89.54
92.95
3
3
100.00
IOC.00
1
1
100.00
100.00
1
1
100.00
100.00
1
1
100.00
IOC. 00
2& 86.94
Process 25
1
1
100.00
100.00
14
H
92.86
92.86
7
7
100.00
100.00
80
80
92.50
92.50
1
1
100.00
100.00
2
2
100.00
100.00
31
31
96.77
96.77
1.31
0.88
0.15
1.25
1.25
9.15
6.17
0.51 12.40
7.14
7.U
6.25
6.25
3.23
3.23
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Table 70 (eont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
j Type of labor I
Worker : Labori Maint. i
number : civ. : srkt. i
Total
observations
i
iProductive: Delay
sAvoidabIe:t!nsvoid.'ible:I,oafiQfi
i % % %
45 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
1
46 1
Worker Total
3
3
100.00
100,00
47 1
Worker Total
4
4
100.00
100.00
48 1
Worker Total
9
9
100,00
100,00
50 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
51 1
Worker Total
52
52
100.00
100,00
«
54 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
56 1
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
77 1
Worker Total
10
10
100.00
100.00
92 1
Worker Total
7
7
100.00
100.00
*
99 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
100 1
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
101 1
Worker Total
9
9
100.00
100.00
Total Process 25 m 96.64 0,42 2.94
•
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
Worker
number
: Type of labor
> Labor: Maint.
: div. : aKEr.
s : t
I Total :Productive« Delay
: observations i :Avoidable:Dnavoidable:LoafinR
Process 26
40 1
40 2
Worker Total
6
2
8
83.33
100.00
87.50
16.67
12.50
u i
41 2
Worker Total
99
21
120
95.96
100.00
96.67
42 2
Worker Total
19
19
100.00
100.00
44 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
45 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
46 2
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
51 1
51 2
Worker Total
96
25
121
92.71
100.00
94.21
52 1
Worker Total
100,00
100.00
86 2
Worker Total
100.00
100.00
99 1
Worker Total
100.00
100.00
101 1
Worker Total
100.00
100.00
4.04
3.33
1.04
0.83
6.25
4.96
Total Procesa 26 2Z§ 95.65 0.36 0.36 3.62
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
: Type of labor i > :
Worker : Labor: Maint i Total (Productive:
number • div. i aggr. i observations: ; Avoidable :Unavoidable :L oafine
% % % %
Delay
Process 27
22 1
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
40 1
Worker Total
7
7
100.00
100.00
41 1
Worker Total
15
15
93.33
93.33
42 1
Worker Total
5
5
100.00
100.00
44 1
Worker Total
31
31
96.77
96.77
45 1
Worker Total
7
7
71.43
71.43
46 1
Worker Total 26
96.15
96.15
47 1
Worker Total
27
27
96.30
96.30
48 1
Worker Total
4
4
100.00
100.00
51 1
Worker Total
27
27
96.30
96.30
77 1
Worker Total
5
5
100.00
100.00
99 1
Worker Total
17
17
100.00
100.00
100 1
Worker Total
12
12
100.00
100.00
6.67
6.67
3.23
3.23
28.57
28.57
3.85
3.85
3.70
3.70
3.70
3.70
Total Process 27 182 96.22 2/78
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Table 70 (eont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor vithin
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
: Type
Worker : Labor
number i div.
of labor
: Maint.
i aggr.
1
J Total
: observations
I
(Productive Delay
Avoidable Unavoidable :Loafin«
% % % %
Process 28
40 1
40 2
Worker Total
1
18
1
19
88.89
100.00
89.47
5.56 5.56
5«2o 5*26
41 1
u 2
Worker Total
1
1
9
10
100.00
100.00
100.00
44 1
44 2
Worker Total
3
3
6
100.00
100.00
100.00
45 2
45 2
Worker Total
1
54
55
98.15
100.00
98.18
1.85
1.82
46 1
46 2
46 2
Worker Total
1
289
64
357
86.51
84.38
100.00
86.27
2.08 9.00 2.42
15.62
1.68 7.28 4.76
47 1
47 2
Worker Total
100.00
100.00
100.00
51 2
Worker Total
100.00
100.00
92 1
Worker Total
2
2
100.oc
100.00
99 2
Worker Total
7
7
100.00
100.00
100 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
*
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
Worker
number
: Type of labor
i Labor: Maint.
: diT. : skkt.
: I :
i Total iProductive: Delay
1 observations : s Avoidable lUnavoldable iL oafinK
21.28
16.95
Total Process 28 £22 88.12 1.15 7.09 3.64
101 1
s
78.72
100,00
101 2 1 1 100.00
Worker Total 59 83.05
Process 29
40 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
41 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
42 2
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
45 1
45 2
Worker Total
22
1
23
86.36
100.00
86.96
46 1
46 2
Worker Total
4
&
82.35
100.00
85.71
47 1
Worker Total
3
3
100.00
100.00
48 1
Worker Total
1
8
62.50
62.50
99 1
Worker Total
9
9
77.78
77.78
13.64
13.04
11.76 5.88
9.52 4.76
37.50
37.50
22.22
22.22
Total Process 29 68 83.82 14.71 1.47
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Table 70 (cant.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant h, August-September, 1957.
Worker
number
I Type of labor
J Labor: Maint.
: div. : aKsr.
: > :
: Total iProductives Delay
: observations j : Avoidable :UnavoldablesLoafine
Process 30
22 1
22 2
22 2
Worker Total
1
283
105
1
389
97.53
83.81
100,00
93.83
40 1
40 2
40 2
Worker Total
1
93
71
11
175
98.92
85.92
90.91
93.14
41 1
g I
Worker Total
1
24
15
2
41
95.83
80.00
100,00
90.24
42 2
Worker Total
i
i
100.00
100.00
44 2
Worker Total
i
2
100.00
100.00
46 1
46 2
Worker Total
3
2
5
100.00
100.00
100.00
47 1
47 2
Worker Total
H
3
17
92.86
66.67
88.24
48 1
48 2
48 2
Worker Total
1
222
103
13
338
96.40
95.15
100.00
96.15
51 1
51 2
51 2
Worker Total
1
153
105
4
262
96.73
100.00
75.00
97.71
2.12 0.35
16.19
1.54 4.63
2.82
1.71
1.06
11.27
9.09
5.14
4.17
20.00
9.76
7.14
5.88
33.33
5.88
3.15
0.97
0.45
3.88
2.37 1.48
1.96 1.31
1.14
25.00
1.14
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
Type of labor 1 : :
Worker Labor: Kaint,
div. : af.gr.
i Total il-'roductive: Delay
number : observations: : Avoidable Unavoidable :LoafinK
101 1
Worker Total
19
19
94.74
94.74
5.26
5.26
Total Process 30 i,:c 95.03 0.08 1.68 3.21
22 1
22 2
Worker Total
40 1
40 2
40 2
Worker Total
41 i
a 2
41 2
Worker Total
42 1
42 2
42 2
Worker Total
44 l
44 2
Worker Total
46 1
46 2
46 2
Worker Total
47 1
47 2
47 2
Worker Total
Process 31
1
53
54
100.00
86.79
87.04
105
64
93.33
96.88
100.00
95.63
37
H
27
78
100.00
92.C6
100.00
98.72
33
18
23
74
81.82
94.44
100.00
90.54
7
5
12
100.00
60.00
83.33
3
3
2
8
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
393
58
2
453
85.50
60.34
50.00
82.12
0.51
1.72
0.66
13.21
12.96
3.81 2.86
3.12
1.94 2.43
7.14
1.28
9.09 9.09
5.56
4.05 5.41
20.00
8.33
20.00
8.33
12.98 1.02
31.03 6.90
50.00
15.23 1.99
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Table 70 (eont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
: Type of labor :
Worker i Labori v*int. i Total
number : diy. : agpr. lobservatlons
I
Productive! Delay
tAvoidableiDnavoldablesLoafing
i
48 1
48 2
Worker Total
4
14
18
50.00
100.00
88.89
51 1
51 2
51 2
Worker Total
1
130
102
9
241
94.62
99.02
100.00
96.68
92 1
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
101 1
101 2
101 2
Worker Total
1
11
2
2
15
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
Total Proceea 31 1.161 89.92
50.00
11.11
5.38
0.98
3.32
0.26 6.80 ha
Process 32
8 1
8 2
Worker Total
485
2
487
61.65
100.00
61.81
0.41
0.41
35.88
35.73
2.06
2.05
13 1
Worker Total
22
22
95.45
95.45
4.55
4.55
15 1
Worker Total
11
11
63.64
63.64
36.36
36.36
43 1
Worker Total
6
6
100.00
100.00
45 1
45 2
45 2
Worker Total
1
732
80
1
813
82.65
98.75
100.00
84.26
15.98
1.25
14.51
1.37
1.23
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
Worker I Labor
of labor
i Ma int.
: asgr.
t
J Total
: observations
: :
Productive: Delay
number : div. is i Avoidable Unavoidable iLoafinK
1 1 % i
46 1
Worker Total
1
1
100,00
100,00
47 2
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
51 1
51 2
Worker Total
14
1
15
71.43
100.00
73.33
14.29
13.33
14.29
13.33
77 1
Worker Total
5
5
100.00
100.00
82 1
Worker Total
225
225
75.11
75.11
22.67
22.67
2.22
2.22
84 1
84 2
Worker Total
289
2
291
75.43
100.00
75.60
22.49
22.34
2.08
2.06
85 1
85 2
Worker Total
435
1
436
70.80 0.46
100,00
70.87 0.46
26.67
26.61
2.07
2.06
86 1
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100,00
92 1
92 2
Worker Total
49
3
52
89.80
100.00
90.38
10.20
9.62
97 1
Worker Total
51
51
78.43
78.43
21.57
21.57
101 1
Worker Total
1
1
100,00
100.00
Total Process 32 2.420 75.50 0.17 22.60 1.74
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Table 70 (eont.) Claaelfieation of work and delay by type of labor within
worker* and by vorkers vithin a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
i Type of labor
Worker : Labor: tfaint.
number : div. : sggr.
< i I
i Total » Productive:
{observations: {Avoidable;
i'e !:;;,
Unavoidable :l oa fine
8 1
8 3
Worker Total
15 1
15 2
Worker Total
1
44 3
Worker Total
46 1
46 2
Worker Total
47 2
Worker Total
82 1
82 2
82 2
82 3
Worker Total
1
84 1
84 2
84 2
84 3
Worker Total
c
1
85 1
85 2
85 2
85 3
Worker Total
1
88 2
Worker Total
Process 33
57
2
59
64.91
62.71
1
3
4
100.00
66.67
75.00
2
2
10
3
13
80.00
100.00
S4.62
1
1
100.00
100.00
32
2
2
1
37
68.75
100.00
100.00
70.27
98
10
8
1
.17
64.29
80.00
87.50
66.67
52
3
3
a
60
73.08
100,00
100.00
73.33
1
1
100.00
100.00
19.30 15.79
100.00
18.64 18.64
33.33
25.00
50.00 50.00
50.00 50.00
20.00
15.38
21.88 9.38
18.92 10.81
27.55
23.08
8.16
20.00
12.50
100.00
10.26
19.23 7.69
16.67
100.00
10.00
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant a, August-September, 1957.
« Type of labor
Worker i Labor: Maint.
number : div. : aBKT,
i : >
: Total iProductive: Delay
i observations: j&voidable Unavoidable jLoafine
*
8 1
8 2
Worker Total
42 1
Worker Total
45 2
Worker Total
•
82 1
82 2
Worker Total
84 1
84 2
Worker Total
85 1
85 2
Worker Total
«
10.29
4.44
3.43
4.44
9.01 3.60
12.50 18.75
9.52 U.28
100.00
66.67
92 1
92 2
92 2 1
Worker Total
99 1
99 2
Worker Total
101 1
101 3
Worker Total
Total Process 33 j>40 76.30 14.63 9.07
1.64
4.55
2.41
100.00
100.00
175
45
2
222
86.29
91.11
100.00
87.39
16
5
21
68.75
100.00
76.19
l
2
3
100.00
33.33
Process 34
61
22
83
98.36
95.45
97.59
1
1
1
1
100.00
100.00
1
1
2
100.00
50.00
8
13
21
100.00
100,00
100.00
22
19
41
90.91
100.00
95.12
100.00
50.00
4.55 4.55
2.44 2.44
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Table 70 (cont.) Classification of vork and delay by type of labor uitbin
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
i Type of labor : t I
Worker « Labors Maint. : Total jProductlve:
number ; diy. s aggr. : observations t s Avoidable s Unavoidable sLoafing
Delay
88 1
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
92 1
92 2
Worker Total
10
51
61
90.00
92.16
91.80
99 2
Worker Total
7
7
71.43
71.43
101 2
Worker Total
3
3
100.00
100.00
Total Process 34 222 94.14
Process 35
8 1
Worker Total
49
49
87.76
87.76
15 1
Worker Total
7
7
85.71
85.71
42 1
Worker Total
3
3
100.00
100.00
44 1
Worker Total
6
6
83.33
83.33
45 1
Worker Total
6
6
66.67
66.67
46 1
Worker Total
190
190
74.74
74.74
47 1
Worker Total
18
18
83.33
83.33
82 1
Worker Total
22
22
90.91
90.91
10.00
1.64
6.12
6.12
U.29
14.29
16.67
16.67
0.53
0.53
7.84
6.56
28.57
28.57
0.90 4.95
6.12
6.12
16.67
16.67
16.67
16.67
24.74
24.74
5.56 11.11
5.56 11.11
4.55 4.55
4.55 4.55
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Table 70 (cant.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
Worker : Labor
number : div.
of labor
: Maint.
:.'-r.
I
t Total
sobservations
i i
[Productive:
: :
i
Delay
: Avoidable [Unavoidable :Loafine
% % * 1
84 1
Worker Total
32
32
87.50
87.50
• 12.50
12.50
85 1
Worker Total
42
42
88.10
88.10
4.76
4.76
7.14
7.14
86 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
91 1
Worker Total
8
8
75.00
75.00
25.00
25.00
92 1
Worker Total
290
290
86.55
86.55
0.34
0.34
4.48
4.48
8.62
8.62
99 1
Worker Total
197
197
84.26
84.26
2.03
2.03
13.71
13.71
100 1
Worker Total
56
56
69.64
69.64
1.79
1.79
28.57
28.57
101 1
Worker Total
45
45
91.11
91.11
2.22
2.22
6.67
6.67
Total Process 35 222 82.92 0.10 2.98 13.99
20.00
12.50
Process 36
8 1
8 2
Worker Total
5
3
8
80.00
100.00
87.50
15 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
40 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
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Table 70 (cant.) Classification of vork and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant A, August-September, 1957.
I Type of labor I t :
Worker : Labor: Maint. I Total jProductlve: Delay
number t div. : aggr. : observations; iAvoidable:Unavoldable:Loaflng
% % % %
50.00
12.50
8.33
20.83
26.09
11.86 8.47
18.18
U.29
10.00
10.00
11.11
6.67
100.00
100.00
K.29 K.29
U.29 U.29
7.U
7.U
100.00
12.50
0.38 16.54 2.69
3.33 13.33
u i
41 2
41 2
Worker Total
1
5
1
2
8
100.00
100,00
50.00
87.50
44 1
Worker Total
4
4
100.00
100.00
4* 1
46 2
46 2
Worker Total
1
12
24
23
59
91.67
79.17
73.91
79.66
47 1
47 2
Worker Total
11
3
U
81.82
100.00
85.71
48 1
Worker Total
10
10
90.00
90.00
50 1
50 2
Worker Total
1
9
6
15
68.89
100.00
93.33
51 2
Worker Total
1 1
1
82 2
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
91 1
Worker Total
7
7
71 .43
71.43
92 1
92 2
92 2
Worker Total
1
U
1
1
16
92.86
92.86
87.50
97 2
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
99 1
99 2
260
90
80.38
83.33
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Table 70 (concl.) Classification of work and delay by type of labor within
workers and by workers within a process for all processes,
plant a, August-September, 1957.
s Type oi
Worker : Labori
number : div. :
' labor
Maint.
aggr.
j
j Total
: observations
i i
:Productive«
: tAvoidable
Delay
:Unavoidable sLoafing
* % I *
99 2
Worker Total
1 3
353
100.00
81.30 0.28 13.03 5.38
100 1
100 2
100 2
Worker Total
1
97
14
6
117
82.47
92.86
79.49
17.53
100.00
19.66
7.14
0.85
101 1
101 2
Worker Total
1
1
2
3
100.00
100.00
100.00
Total Process 36 m 81.80 0.16 12^88 liii
Process 37
40 2
Worker Total
1 1
1
100.00
100.00
41 2
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
44 1
44 2
44 2
Worker Total
1
457
34
8
499
84.03
97.06
100.00
85.17
0.22
0.20
9.63
8.82
6.13
2.94
5.81
47 1
Worker Total
3
3
100.00
100.00
51 2
Worker Total
1 2
2
100.00
100.00
71 1
Worker Total
1
1
100.00
100.00
Total Process 37 52 85.40 0.20 8.68 5.72
•Type of labor was categorized as folloys: division of labor, -1- variable,
-2- fixed, and -3- idle or loafingj maintenance aggregation, -0- other than
maintenance work and -1- maintenance work.
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Table 71, , Classification of work and delay by workers, plant A, August-
September, 1957 •
Worker j Total :
: observations s Productive
, Delay
number : Avoidable : Unavoidable i : Loafine
% % $ *
8 692 68.64 0.29 27.31 3.76
10 1,022 83.56 0.20 4.60 11.64
11 774 85.01 0.39 1.68 12.92
12 1,032 92.15 0.29 1.84 5.72
13 266 96.99 0.75 2.26
15 50 86.00 12.00 2.00
17 559 88.73 0.36 1.79 9.12
21 2 100.00
22 492 90.65 1.22 8.13
30 1,040 98.17 0.48 1.35
31 430 95.81 0.23 1.40 2.56
34 523 98.09 1.91
35 470 91.28 5.96 2.77
40 618 94.34 0.32 1.46 3.88
U 655 93.74 0.15 0.31 5.80
42 272 94.49 0.37 1.10 4.04
43 6a 97.58 0.48 1.93
44 878 85.54 0.11 5.35 9.00
45 925 84.97 13.41 1.62
46 702 83.33 0.85 5.13 10.68
47 846 82.27 0.35 8.51 8.87
48 401 95.01 3.24 1.75
50 674 80.86 4.90 U.24
51 988 95.55 0.91 3.54
52 558 98.75 0.18 1.08
53 1,117 93.29 0.45 0.81 5.46
54 620 78.71 2.42 18.87
55 114 90.35 9.65
56 842 91.45 0.12 0.95 7.48
57 7 85.71 14.29
58 96 97.92 1.04 1.04
59
. 5 100.00
60 20 95.00 5.00
61 32 100.00
62 22 86.36 13.64
63 2 50.00 50.00
71 966 93.58 0.10 0.62 5.69
77 826 97.46 0.36 2.18
82 355 79.72 16.62 3.66
83 34 82.35 17.65
84 487 76.39 18.89 4.72
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Table 71 (concl.) Classification of work and delay by workers, plant A,
August-September, 1957.
Worker : Total
: observations
! Productive
:
: Delay
number : Avoidable : : Unavoidable i Loafing
i % % %
65 620 75.32 0.32 20.81 3.55
86 535 97.76 0.37 0.19 1.68
88 186 86.56 2.69 10.75
91 177 89.27 1.69 9.04
92 790 88.35 0.13 5.44 6.08
93 768 96.09 0.13 1.95 1.82
97 519 83.82 4.05 12.14
99 809 81.46 0.25 8.90 9.39
100 189 78.31 12.70 8.99
101 904 96.24 0.22 1.77 1.77
Total 26,532 89.27 0.17 4.55 6.02
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Table 72. Classification of vorlc and delay by processes for a worker over
all vorkars, plant A, August-September, 1957.
Process Total * Productive s Delay
i observations Avoidable t : Unavoidable : Loafinp
3 i % %
Worker 8
15 5 100.00
17 1 100.00
32 487 61.81 0.41 35.73 2.05
33 59 62.71 18.64 18.64
3* 83 97.59 2.41
35 49 87.76 6.12 6.12
36 8 87.50 12.50
Worker Total 692 68.64
Worker 10
0.29 27.31 3.76
1 755 82.91 0.13 5.96 10.99
2 38 94.74 5.26
3 228 83.77 0.44 0.88 14.91
Worker Total 1.022 83.56
Worker 11
0.20 4*60 UM
1 199 78.89 0.50 1.51 19.10
2 116 97.41 0.86 1.72
3 458 84.50 0.44 1.96 13.10
25 1 100.00
Worker Total m 85.OI
Worker 12
°i22 1.68 12.92
1 785 92.74 0.13 2.04 5.10
2 61 98.36 1.64
3 184 87.50 1.09 1.63 9.78
U 1 100.00
24 1 100.00
Worker Total 1.032 92.15 0.29 1AA 5.72
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Table 72 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plant A, August-September, 1957.
Process
!
„
Total
' Productive : . . g _
Dela
j[ . ,
—m
t observations : t Avoidable i Unavoidable : Loafing
Worker 13
4 15
8 44
9 16
10 1
11 11
15 5
18 8
19 81
20 5
21 58
32 22
Worker Total 266
100.00
93.18
87.50
100.00
90.91
100.00
100.00
98.77
100.00
100.00
95.45
96.99
9.09
4.55
0.75
6.82
12.50
1.23
2.26
Worker 15
7 4
8 8
9 3
10 1
11 9
15 2
32 u
33 4
35 7
36 1
Worker Total £2
100.00
100.00
66.67
100.00
100.00
100.00
63.64
75.00
85.71
500.00
86.00
36.36
25.00
14.29
12.00
33.33
2.00
Worker 17
135
101
304
1
8
78.52
98.02
89.80
100.00
100.00
1.48 5.19 U.81
0.99 0.99
0.66 9.54
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Table 72 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plant A, August-September, 1957.
Process
ob8«rvation8 i
Productlve
; Avoidable : Unavoidable : Loafing
Delay
9
13
18
Worker Total
7
2
1
m
85.71
100.00
100.00
88.73
Worker 21
3
Worker Total
2
2
100.00
100.00
Worker 22
3
24
25
27
30
31
Worker Total
4
29
14
2
389
54
422
100.00
51.72
92.86
100.00
93.83
87.04
90.65
Worker 30
1
3
4
6
12
13
14
Worker Total
1
1
6
1
256
26
749
1.040
100.00
100.00
83.33
100.00
100.00
100.00
97.60
2807
0.36 1.79
1.54
2*8
14.29
9.12
48.28
7.14
4.63
12.96
0.67
16.67
1.74
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Table 72 (eont.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plant A, August-Septenber, 1957.
Process ' ,
: obi
Total ! Productive :
:
Delay
'ervations Avoidable : Unavoidable : Loafing
1 % * %
Worker 31
7 1 100.00
12 4 100.00
13 4 100.00
14 421 95.72 0.24 1.42 2.61
Worker total 420 95.81
Worker 34
0.23 1.40 2.56
14 2 100.00
16 109 97.25 2.75
17 412 98.30 1.70
Worker Total 122 98.09
Worker 35
1.91
16 74 95.95 1217 396 90.40 3.28
Worker Total m 91,28
Worker 40
i2§ 2.77
1 3 100.00
5 27 92.59 3.70 3.70
6 1 100.00
7 1 100.00
11 4 100.00
12 1 100.00
13 6 100.00
H 115 97.39 0.87 1.74
18 6 83.33 16.67
19 1 100.00
24 30 83.33 16.67
25 7 100.00
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Table 72 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plant A, August-September, 1957.
Process Total
observations
Productive Delay
: Avoidable : Unavoidable : Loafing
| I
26 8 87.50
27 7 100.00
28 19 89.47
29 1 100.00
30 175 93.
U
31 206 95.63
36 1 100.00
37 1 100.00
Worker Total 618 IfciM
Worker 41
1 8 100,00
5 1 100.00
H 2 100.00
23 4 100.00
24 286 91.61
25 80 92.50
26 120 96.67
27 15 93.33
28 10 100.00
29 1 100.00
30 u 90.24
31 78 98.72
36 8 87.50
37 1 100.00
Worker Total 65J ?3,74
Worker 42
18 8 87.50
24 158 96.20
25 1 100.00
26 19 100.00
27 5 100.00
29 2 100.00
30 1 100.00
12.50
0.32
5.26
1.71
1.94
1.46
0.35 0.35
1.25
0.15
0.63
0.31
5.26
5.14
2.43
3.88
7.69
6.25
3.33
6.67
9.76
1.28
12.50
12.50
3.16
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Table 72 (cant.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plsni A, August-September, 1957.
Process ' Total ! ProductiTe ' fielay
i observations i : Avoidable : PnaToldable » Loafing
*
31 74 90.54
34 1
35 3 100.00
Worker Total m 94.49
Worker 43
1 24 100.00
4 89 97.75
5 79 98.73
6 18 100.00
7 5 100.00
8 24 100.00
9 5 100.00
10 3 100.00
11 14 85.71
12 7 100.00
13 18 100.00
14 240 96.67
15 6 100.00
18 60 98.33
19 20 95.00
20 1 100.00
25 2 100.00
32 6 100.00
Worker Total 621 97.58
Worker U
2 2 100.00
19 1 100.00
24 282 83.69
25 31 96.77
26 1 100.00
27 31 96.77
28 6 100.00
30 1 100.00
31 12 83.33
33 2
0.37
I
4.05
1.10
1.12
7.14
0.42
0.48
0.35
3.33
50.00
5.
U
100.00
1.12
1.27
7.K
2.92
1.67
5.00
itn
15.96
3.23
3.23
8.33
50.00
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Table 72 (cant.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plant A, August-September, 1957.
Process
Total
Productive Delay
! observations ! Avoidable : Unavoidable i Loafing
% * % 1
35 6 83.33 16.67
36 4 100.00
37 499 85.17 0.20 8.82 5.bl
Worker Total m 85.54
Worker 45
o.n 5.35 2s22
17 1 100.00
18 1 100.00
19 2 100.00
24 14 78.57 14.28 7.14
25 1 100.00
26 1 100.00
27 7 71.43 28.57
28 55 98.18 1.82
29 23 86.96 13.04
32 813 84.26 14.51 1.23
34 1 100.00
35 6 66.67 16.67 16.67
Worker Total 925 84.97
Worker 46
13 .41 1*62
24 17 88.24 11.76
25 3 100.00
26 2 100.00
27 26 96.15 3.85
28 357 86.27 1.68 7.28 4.76
29 21 85.71 9.52 4.76
30 5 100.00
31 8 100.00
32 1 100.00
33 13 84.62 15.38
35 190 74.74 0.53 24.74
36 59 79.66 11.86 8.47
Worker Total 702 82*23. M5 liU 10.68
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Table 72 (pent.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all vorkere, plar.t A, August-September, 1957.
Process
Total
observations! Productive
I'elay
: Avoidable : Unavoidable : Loafing
Worker 4?
24 299 79.60
25 4 10C.00
27 27 96.30
28 5 100.00
29 3 100.00
30 17 88.24
31 453 82.12
32 2 10C.00
33 1 100.00
35 18 83.33
36 14 85.71
37 3 100.00
Worker Total 846 *2*ZL
Worker 48
24 14 92.86
25 9 100.00
27 4 100.00
29 8 62.50
30 338 96.15
31 18 88.89
36 10 90.00
Worker Total 421 25*21
Worker 50
1 333 79.28
2 42 95.24
3 264 78 .41
7 3 100.00
13 3 100.00
15 1 100.00
18 12 100.00
25 1 100.00
36 15 93.33
Worker Total 674 so.e6
0.66
0.35
0.33 20.07
3.70
5.88
15.23
5.88
1.99
5.56 11.11
14.29
8.51 8.87
37.50
2.37
11.11
ii2£
8.11
4.76
1.52
A»sc
7.14
1.48
10.00
12.61
20.08
6.67
14.Z4
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Table 72 (eont.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plant A, August-September, 1957.
t Total | . .. j
Process . .. Productive
i observations i
Delay
; Avoidable » Onavoldable : Loafing
t %
Worker 51
1
3
4
8
18
23
24
25
26
27
28
30
31
32
36
37
Worker Total
1
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
13
18
19
23
26
Worker Total
8 100.00
2 100.00
3 100.00
21 95.24
1 100.00
4 100.00
227 92.95
52 100.00
121 94.a
27 96.30
1 100.00
262 97.71
2a 96.68
15 73.33
1
2 100.00
988 ??«55
Worker 52
22 100.00
59 98.30
88 100.00
50 100.00
8 100.00
21 90.48
3 100.00
8 100.00
5 100.00
249 98.39
38 100.00
6 100.00
1 100.00
iS§ 96.75
4.76
0.88
0.83
0.91
4.76
6.17
4.96
3.70
l.U l.U
3.32
13.33 13.33
100.00
0.18
2*54.
1.70
4.76
1.61
1.08
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Table 72 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plant A, August-September, 1957.
process i Total
I observe tions
' Productive ' D»l«7
Avoidable i Unavoidable : Loafing
Worker 53
1 1 100.00
4 4 100.00
5 1 100,00
6 12 100.00
7 4 100.00
8 610 91.15
9 344 95.64
10 83 98.80
11 50 90.00
13 1 100.00
15 5 100.00
19 2 100.00
Worker Total 1.117 93.29
Worker 54
1 141 73.05
2 157 91.08
3 307 74.27
5 1 100.00
6 3 100.00
9 7 85.71
13 1 100.00
19 2 100.00
25 1 100.00
Worker Total 620 78.71
Worker 55
1 8 87.50
4 15 93.33
5 61 90.16
6 1 100.00
8 21 90.48
14 1 100.00
18 7 85.71
Worker Total 2U 90.35
0.82 0.98 7.05
0.58 3.78
1.20
2.00 8.00
0.45 0.81
2.42
5.46
3.55 23.40
0.64 8.28
2.93 22.80
14.29
18.87
12.50
6.67
9.84
9.52
14.29
9.65
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Table 72 (cor-t.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a vorker
over all workers, plant A, August-September, 1957.
Process
« Total
: observations
Productive i Delay
; 4voidable : 'Jnt.voldable : Loafing
T
Worker 56
1 32
u 76
5 370
6 90
7 U
8 143
9 13
10 3
11 u
13 7
15 14
u 12
19 17
20 1
23 10
25 2
Worker Total M2
93.75
86.84
90.27
96.67
92.86
93.01
92.31
100.00
77.78
100.00
100,00
93.75
100.00
100.00
70.00
100.00
-1&
1.32
0.12
1.32
0.27
16.67
20.00
6.25
10.53
9.46
3.33
7.U
6.99
7.69
5.56
6.25
10.00
1M
Worker 57
3 3
1 3
10 1
Worker Total 7
100.00
66.67
100.00
85.71
33.33
Worker 58
1 2
4 1
5 1
e 16
9 y.
10 i
li 3
if 2<
19 1
Worker Total Si
1C0.00
100.00
100.00
93.75
97.37
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
2L22
2.63
bfii
6.25
1.04
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Table 72 (oont,) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plant A, August-September, 1957.
Process
" Total
i observations
Delay
Avoidable : Unavoidable : Loafing
I
Worker 59
8
9
Worker Total
1
i
100.00
100.00
100.00
1 6
u U
5 8
H 2
Worker Total 2Q
»
1 1
U 1
5 7
8 22
10 1
Worker Total 12
*
1 2
U 2
5 8
8 9
9 1
Worker Total 22
*
Worker 60
83.33
100.00
100.00
100,00
9^,00
Worker 61
100.0C
100.00
100.0C
100.00
100.00
100.0C
Worker 62
100.00
100.00
88.89
100.00
86.36
16.67
5.2Q
100.00
11.11
13.6^
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Table 72 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plant A, August-September, 1957.
i-ToceBB Total
observations
1 Productive ' P«1>T
: Avoidable : Unavoidable : Loafing
|
Worker 63
1 2 50.00
Worker Total 2 50.00
Worker 71
18 11 100.00
19 903 93.13
20 1 100.00
21 47 100.00
24 3 100.00
ft 1 100.00
Worker Total 2§6 93.58
Worker 77
6 5 100.00
8 1 100.00
13 1 100.00
19 4 100.00
20 224 94.20
21 548 98.54
22 23 100.00
25 10 100.00
27 5 100.00
32 5 100.00
Worker Total 826 97.46
Worker 82
15 2 100.00
16 1 100.00
18 4 100.00
19 60 96.67
0.11
0.10
50.00
50.00
0.66 6.09
0.62 5.69
0.45
0.36
0.36
5.36
1.09
2.18
3.33
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Table 72 (eont.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plant A, August-September, 1957.
T>_ > Total I
servations
1 Productive
! 1
Delay
Process .
: ob Avoidable : Unavoidable : Loafine
% % %
32 225 75.11 22.67 2.22
33 37 70.27 18.92 10.81
34 2 50.00 50.00
35 22 90.91 4.55 4.55
36 2 100.00
Worker Total 2! 79.72
Worker 83
16.62 3.66
1 i 100.00
4 4 75.00 25.00
5 2 100.00
9 7 85.71 14.29
11 80 90.00 10.00
Worker Total 3i 82,3?
Worker 84
17,65
17 1 100.00
19 25 96.00 4.00
32 291 75.60 22.34 2.06
33 117 66.67 23.08 10.26
3.'. 21 100.00
35 3a 87.50 12.50
Worker Total 487 76.39
Worker 85
18.89 4.72
15 12 91.67 8.33
1C 2 50.00 50.00
1? L 100.00
19 23 95.65 4.35
32 436 70.87 0.46 26.61 2.06
33 60 73.33 16.67 10.00
34 43 95.12 2.44 2.44
35 4a 88.10 4.76 7.14
Worker Total 620 75.32 0.32 20.81 i*tt
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Table 72 (cant,) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plant A, August-September, 1957.
Process : Total
: observations
' Productive ' Delay
; Avoidable : Unavoidable i Loafing
I I I
Worker 86
17 1 100,00
18 29 100.00
19 472 97.88
21 29 96.55
26 1 100,00
32 2 100.00
35 1
Worker Total m 97.76
Worker 88
1 55 90.91
2 17 100.00
3 105 80.95
6 5 100.00
13 1 100.00
33 1 100.00
34 2 100.00
Worker Total 186 86.56
Worker 91
8 36 86.11
9 23 91.30
10 39 92.31
11 53 92.45
18 6 83.33
19 5 100.00
35 a 75.00
36 7 71,43
Worker Total 177 89.27
0.42
0.37
3.45
0.19
3.64
2.86
MM
1.69
100.00
1.68
5.45
16.19
10.75
13.89
8.70
5.13 2.56
7.55
16.67
25.00
14.28 14.28
1.69 9.04
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Table 72 (emit.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plant k, August-September, 1957.
Process
:
.
Tota
^
s observations
Productive
i
Delay
Avoidable : Unavoidable i LoafinR
i % i %
Worker 92
6 9 100.00
8 19 89.47 10.53
9 21 85.71 14.29
10 26 92.31
Hi 3.8511 62 90.32 8.06
24 1 100.00
25 7 100.00
28 2 100,00
31 2 100.00
32 52 90.38 9.62
33 222 87.39 9.01 3.60
3* 61 91.80 1.64 6.56
35 290 86.55 0.34 4.48 8.62
36 16 87.50 12.50
Worker Total 720 88.35
Worker 93
0O3. 5.44 6.08
20 117 95.73 0.85 0.85 2.56
21 651 96.16 2.15 1.69
Worker Total 768 96.09
Worker 97
0.13 ua 1.82
3 13 92.31 7.69
6 a 100,00
7 2 100.00
12 4 100.00
13 17 94.12 5.88
14 421 83.H 2.38 14.49
15 1 100,00
19 6 100.00
32 51 78.43 21.57
36 2 100.00
Worker Total 512 83.82 isPJ 12.14
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Table 72 (cont.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plant A, August-September, 1957.
Process " .
. .
' Productive * -
—
.. ..,
: observations : : Avoidable : Unavoidable : Loafing
Delay
25 1
26 1
27 17
28 7
*
29 9
33 21
34 7
35 197
36 353
Worker Total 809
24 1V
25 2
27 12
28 1
35 56
36 117
Worker Total 182
*-
Worker 99
72.97
90.00 10.00
70.37
50.00
77.78
71.43
91.67
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
77.78
76.19
71.43
84.26
81.30 0.28
81.46 0,25.
Worker 100
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
69.64
79.49
78.31
2.70 24.32
14.81 14.81
100.00
50.00
22.22
28.57
5.56 2.78
22.22
9.52 14.29
28.57
2.03 13.71
13.03 5.38
8.90 9.39
28.57
0.85
8.99
i
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Table 72 (Conel.) Classification of work and delay by processes for a worker
over all workers, plant A, August-September, 1957.
Process
t Total i Delay
j observations : t Avoidable : : Unavoidable : Loafing
I % * %
Worker 101
1 6 100.00
4 8 100.00
5 u 97.56 2.44
6 24 100.00
7 9 88.89 11.11
8 6 100.00
13 8 100.00
14 1 100.00
15 6 83.33 16.67
18 383 97.91 0.26 1.83
19 195 98.46 0.51 1.03
20 4 100.00
21 a 97.87 2.13
23 8 75.00 25.00
25 9 100.00
26 1 100.00
28 59 83.05 16.95
30 19 94.74 5.26
31 15 100.00
32 1 100.00
33 3 33.33 66.67
34 3 100.00
35 45 91.11 2.22 6.67
36 3 100.00
Worker Total 904 96.24 0.22 1.77 1.77
Total 26,532 89.27 0.17 4.55 6.02
i
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APPENDIX III
Sample Surrey Forms
i
262
Plant
Interviewer
Department_ Receiving
Date
No. of Men Generally
Assigned to Process
Process
Work Element : Worker 'Productive' „ „ „
Delay
,
„-
8 : ;Avoidable Unavoidable iLoafing
South Line:
1. Opening
Cans
2. Grading
3. Dumping
Um Recording
5. Sampling
'Observations
fa Can
Washing
7. Supplies
". Clean-up
9. Set-up
>T-t li Line:
1. Opening
Cans
2. Grading
3. Dumping
4. Recording
5. Sampling
6. Can Wash
7. Supplies
8. Clean-up
9. Set-up
. : : i : :
: : : i : :
: i Si > |
: ii it
i 3 1 t i
i : i i I
i i i If
i I i i i
: i t 3 it
: i i i it
: it it
t t t it
t i : : i
i it i i
t ti it
i i i i i
i i i it
t t i itlit ! 1
1 11 i i
i i 1 Si
1 I t ! t I
1 11 11
t t i t 1IS i 1 it
1 It t 1
t It It
t 1 i it
: : : t i
i ii it
. 3 i 3 1
:
t it St
S II i 1
] I t 3 8
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Plant
Interviewer
Date
No. of Men Generally
Assigned to Process
Department^
Product
Glass Bottling
1 s :Avoidable:UnavoidablesLoafing:
Operation! it : 1 : :
1. Supplies:s i : i :
2. Hook-up : : | J : J
3. Chan** < > s « t s
Over : > > I > >
i. Operation: s I I si
5. Clean-up : s si it
Casine Ins is t t t t
1. Picking s s is
2. Case si t t t t
Selections s s i it
3. Change s s s J s s
Oyer it si t t
Lm Clean-up t t t i : ISI IS is
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Plant
Interviewer
Department_
Product
Dryer
Date
No. of Men Generally
Assigned to Process
Work Element ' Worker 'productive* Delay
> Avoidable :UnavoidablesLoafing3
Observations
1. Set-up
2. Process
3. Change
Over
4. Clean-up
5. Plant
Maint.
6. Equip.
Maint.
: : t : t l
> < : > i :
: j s : : is> : i 1 1
3 t i : > <
l < : j tt
8 : t t is
8 8 8 8 8 8
3 8 8 8 8 8
8 8 8 8 8 8
8 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3 3 8
3 3 3 3 3 8
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APPEHriX IV
Cold Room Refrigeration Requirements
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The total refrigeration requirements of the two cold rooms and the ice
cream hardening room were calculated from standard engineering data using
standard heat loss allowances. Both cold rooms assumed an outside temperature
of 80° F. and an inside temperature of 3$° ?. The ice cream hardening rooa
assumed an outside temperature of 30° F. and an inside temperature of -20° F.
North Cold Room. The north cold room had a floor area of 8l0 square
feet and a total surface area of 2,730 square feet. The total refrigeration
requirement was 9,850 Btu. per hour, and the requirement per case of products
handled was estimated at 18° Btu. per case.
South Cold goon
.
The south cold room had a floor area of 1,075 square
feet and a total surface area of 3,61»0 square feet. The total refrigeration
requirement was 13,100 Btu. per hour, and the requirement per unit of product
handled was estimated at 16U Btu. per unit.^-
Ice Cream Hardening Room . The ice cream hardening room had a floor area
of 215 square feet, and a total surface area of 980 square feet. The heat
lost required a total of h,900 Btu. per hour or 26.3 Btu. per gallon of ice
cream stored when the hardening room was filled to capacity. The hardening
of ice cream from an incoming temperature of 21*° F. to -20° F. required an
estimated U25 3tu. per gallon of ice cream.
1
One unit was defined as one-half of a 62-pound basket or 6lt-pound box
of butter, one-half case of orange or grape drink, one 10-gallon can of ice
cream mix, one 10-gallon can of cottage cheese, and five gallons of con-
densed milk.
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Historically, surpluses rather than shortages have dominated milk ;
kets in the "united States.1 As these markets continue to grow, it appears
that the volume of surplus milk will trow vita then, thus causing May pro-
blems in the marketing oi' surplus milk. As a result of these problems, a
North Central Regional Committee on Sairy Marketing Research has undertaken a
study to detemine the noat eflioient method of handling surplus milk under
different narket structures. As a part of thla general study, the Department
of Agricultural Econorf.ce of the Kansas Apricultural laperlnrent Station selected
one largo nulti-pro<?uct dairy processing plant (plant A) handling the largest
portion of surplus milk under a large Federal Order narket for a detailed coat
of production study. As a part of the coat of production study, this thesis
was primarily concerned with the labor input requirements of plant A.
The nost significant contribution of this study was the derivation of
fixed and variable labor coefficients for all operations in plant A. It is
believed that this study was the first to combine all operations of a multi-
product dairy processing plant. As a part of a linear prorrarminp problen,
these coefficients can be used aa data to help determine the optima combina-
tion of products to produce in plant A.
The methodology used to determine the labor input requirements was a ran-
donfobservation, time-study technique. This technique, termed ratio-dealy,
is a relatively new and highly practical statistical technique for determining
the percentage of tine workers are productive or delayed. The ratio of the
number of observations falling Into particular labor classifications to the
total number of observations taken in all labor classifications was assumed to
In a general way, surplus milk is defined as that part of the fluid milk
supply not consumed as fluid milk.
be proportional to the amount of tine expended in each of these labor classi-
fications. Under this assumption, fixed and variable labor requirements in
ainutes per unit of product were determined by skill classes for each process
in plant A.2
Although major enphasis of this study was placed on labor, the utility
requirements were also given. Eacn piece of equipment in each process was
identified as to name, model, serial number, capacity, and utility require-
ments (whenever possible) by inspecting the manufacturer's plate on each piece
of equipment, by examining plant A's equipment cards, and by direct corre-
pondence with the manufacturers. Steam and refrigeration requirements were
given in Btu's per unit of product for each process, and the electrical re-
quirements were given in kilowatts per hour of machine running time. These
requirements were calculated at a given level of efficiency for each piece of
equipmentj therefore, the requirements night be considered about "normal" for
most operations in plant A.
The ratio-delay analysis was also used to provide information to evaluate
the relative labor efficiency of workers in each process and the relative
labor efficiency among the various processes. The over-all labor efficiency
of plant A was considered adequate. A total of all workers in all processes
were observed productive approximately 90 per cent of the time. This figure
is apparently higher than those of other studies related to dairy processing
plants because workers in this study were not observed during the two allow-
able 15 minute breaks and while attending to personal needs.
2„
Processes were defined as a complete operation performed on a product,
and employees were classified into four skill classes according to their
ability and experience.
Receiving raw products, handling products in the cold room, and handling
returned cases and bottles were the only processes in plant A that were con-
sidered grossly inefficient with respect to labor. The ratio-delay analysis
also showed that individual workers were much more productive when performing
certain tasks than when performing others. This suggested that the over-all
labor efficiency of plant A probably could have been improved by relocating
workers to jobs where they were apparently more efficient.
The labor requirements and efficiency analysis were considered applicable
for plant Aj beyond this, no inference is intended. It is believed that
through a synthesis of many studies of this nature, standard input require-
ments and operating efficiency can be determined for most operations in dairy
processing plants. Those standards might then be used as a general guide to
evaluate the efficiency of various operations in a particular dairy processing
plant. The standards might also be used aa a basing point to compare the rel-
ative labor efficiency of various operations in dairy processing plants over
various periods in time.
This study also demonstrated the practicability of a ratio-delay analysis
in dairy processing plants. In the first place, it made evident the decision
making points in the flow of products through the plant. It required manage-
ment to precisely define each man's job or jobs and to become more familiar
with each operation. It proved to be a much more accurate method of assign-
ing costs to particular operations than the cost accounting techniques used by
many plants. The study required a minimum of time and cost, and it produced
no apparent ill effects on the workers or operation of plant A during the
study period. /^T\-jy
/
